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POLICY PLANNING .FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
/

I. 'SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

SUMMARY

Technology.transfer is the process of matching solutions in the form
of existing science and engineering knowledge to problems in com
merce or public programs. .The application of technology occurs
without any sp'ecialized effort but the rate may be less than desired
and much available information is lost and wasted. .

Existing facts and know-how are.a supplement to directed research
and development in supplying technology to innovators. The Federal
Government "controls" (sponsors, directs,is responsible for) a large
reservoir of technology ranging from research results, . to practical
techniques and devices, to patents. Much of this is potentially useful
to much of private industry if the transfer process itself does not add
too much cost to the information.

Two critical phases are apparent in the transfer process, In the
first, special efforts are required toidentify and report new technology
which is in the gray area between science and patents. Scientific data
are reported systematically through the literature and patentable
iuvsntions are accessible. The bits and pieces of knowled,ge which lie
in between are also' useful in additional applications but often never
are recognized, recorded, or packaged for organized dissemination.
The responsibility for identifying this technology must be placed near
the point of origin, probably with the R. &D. worker himself.

The second critical phase is in the identification of needs. for new
technology. Economic growth does relate to technological change
but business problems (especially in firms with limited technical
staffs) often may not be analyzed so that technological solutions are
recognized. Industry will make efforts to obtain. whatever it needs
to solve its problems-whether that be capital, sales, or technology-«
once the analysis is made. A technology transfer program therefore
must include special efforts to improve the technical literacy in
business and to provide counseling for need recognition where the firm
may be Small or unsophisticated. After 20 years of steadily increas
ingmajor expenditures, the general public awareness of the impact of
science and technology is still inadequate:

The part which the Federal Government can play in fostering
transfer of federally controlled technology ranges from mere pub)ica
tionavailability to active development assistance in new civilian
applications, Within the Government there is the question of
whether all agencies should combine their technical results for cen
traHzed processing. Technology collection may well become an
adjunct to scientific information handling and be coordinated by the
same Federal mechanism. Dissemination should be centraJ.izedat least

1



2 POLICY PL~NG FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

to the' extent that the industrial. user need contact only one agency [or
acce8s to aU technology in a given field. .' . . ..

In the private sector, universities and independent research insti
tutes can be effective transfer agents but do not have. financial support
to initiate extensive programs, If a Federal responsibility for transfer
is accepted, the stimulative Federal funding of regional efforts through
research institutes and industry oriented universities would be valu
able. Industrial support may sustain much of the dissemination cost
but transfer institutions should have other funds to do missionary
work with firms who are not able to pay their 'own way into. the tech"
nology transfer process. . . . '

Federally controlled. technology should be' examined morefhor
oughly for secondary application to other agency missions and to new
public purposes as they. arise. In this case the transfer is within tile
Government. The process is much the same however, and theperson-
to~p~rson contact is most important. .. • . ..' ., .....

Existing Federal policies vary among agencies. At the outset, some
Government-sponsored R. & D. is performed expressly for transfer to
industry and the transfer. mechanism is built in (for example, the
Department of A~iculture, the National Institutes of Health,or
the Office of Coal Research in the Department of the Interior).T~is
technology may also have secondary utility but much of the work of
making it available has already been accomplished. No direct anal
ogy should. be drawn between such purposeful Federal supporuand
the problem of transferring technology which has been acquired for
missions within the Government (for example, Atomic Energy COIll~
mission, Department of Defense and National Aeronautics and Space
Administration). Overt transfer programs are underway by the AEC
and NASA. The DOD sees no necessity for special dissemination and
application efforts because its patent policy is supposed to provide
the incentive for private transfer programs, However, the security
and administrative restrictions on DOD reports keep' about one-third
of all federally controlled technology out of the conventional infer-
mation retrieval system. . .' ." '

The State Technical Services Act has established a responsibility
for aid to industry in applying technology. .The early results of this
jointly funded Federal-State program indicate that business manage-

ent in man re 'ons i 0 ortullltIes m a led
lesearc' an technology utilization. Fun amen a . ucation and
counseling may be necessary belore a demand for technology isgener
ated in local industry, This Department of Commerce programjs
based on the concept that technology cannot be transferred effectiv~ly
from a central Federal agency. . . . '. .'. .•.. ,

Thus agency policies, at present, are at variance as to what should
be done with federally controlled technology and also as to what parts
of the transfer process the Government should be active in.

The attitudes of the industrial corporations, which are the principal
research and development performers for Federal agencies, can. be
characterized as favorable to some aspects of the technology transfer
activities of the Federal Government and unfavorable or ambivalent
to others. Industry applauds Government information systems de,
signed to provide scientific and technological data because they have
helped to solve existing problems and helped to avoid duplicative
research and development. Industry's preference is for information



systems narrowly conceived that provided in-depth coverage of a field
or discipline rather than data centers broad in scope that tend toward
superficial coverage (see p. 159). '

Possible expansion of Government activity or reporting require
ments met with disapproval unless limited to data collection and
dissemination. Several corporations evinced concern that their
commercial technology intermingled with Government . contracts
would become.. subj ect to reporting requirements. Contractors feel
that .. the sophisticated character of NASA technology normally
necessitates substantial development costs .before it would be useful
in the commercial sector.

SOll(le ofthe same corporations that made those observations also
indicated that their Federal research programs and commercial pro
grams overlapped considerably-.'. This would present a difficult
problem to anyone trying to trace technology transfer within these
firms. .

The corporations raise a crucial question: If Government-sponsored
technology normally requires additional development before it can
become commercially useful and. if the cost involved acts as a major
constraint on the utilization of this technology for commercial pur
poses,. then should the Federal Government providefurther financial
support in those cases where additional development costs are justified
by high potential benefit? .

The transfer of technology-from Federal military-space programs
to commercial application is intrinsically inefficient compared to
directed research and development sponsored for specific purposes by
industry. Only the massiveness of the recent Government investment
makes the promise of private sector gains possible. This point 'is
important for foreign countries who hope to attain. technological
maturity. It also means that the surest way to increase technologi~al
change is to provide incentives and remove disincentives for all-of
American industry to make privately funded scientific and engineering
efforts: '

Further attention to federally generated technology (beyond
primarymission applications) may well produce the followingcontri-
butions to .the.economy: ' .

Direct transfers of packaged technology, such l1S airplanes or
computers. .

Tangible or intangible spinoff applications in other industries.
, Multiplier, effects of Government proeur.ement in highly tech-

nical fields. '
Stimulation of basic science via feedback from applications of

new technology.
New processes and techniques, new products, and devices to

. replace former methods and provide capabilities not previously
, available. '

Cost reductions in goods, processing, and services.
Increased availability (and lowered cost) of radical or exotic

instruments, equipment, and materials.. '
Management techniques for complex technological projects and

systems. . .' .'" '. ..' .
The means of obtaining these 'benefits is a vital national issue that

needs to be thoroughly studied and discussed by the public and private
sectors.
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CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of information in this report shows the-following
relationships in technology transfer: ..

I. Public funds generate about two' thirds of the .available
technology and the Government has a responsibility to get full
benefits from this knowledge.

,2. Federally derived technology has appreciable utility to
industry and to other public pro~rams at all levels ofgovern ment.
Well documented "second applications" are appearing with in
creasing frequency.

3. Therefore, Federal Government efforts are warranted in
devising and operating programs to make this technology readily..
available to all users (see p. 58). .. .. . .: . .

4. The private sector innovation rate is affected by a "climate"
of which the availability of technology is an important part.
Traditional sources of technology need to be expanded beyond
the permanent staff capabilities of many firms. .. .: ,

5. Reeducation and counseling as to the technological needs of
0

·

industry are necessary before strong demands for new information
will-arise. The Federal Government can logically participatein
technical services but local and individual initiative will be most
important in recognizing the potential for technology transfer.

6. At the present time, there is no uniform policy or practice
among Federal agencies as to technology transfer. The NASA
and AECpursue a central-agency concept of collecting and
disseminating technology. The DOD makes no special effort,
for the transfer of its majority share of Government-sponsored
technology. The Office of State Technical Services concentrates

.on identifying user needs. The clarification of Government
responsibilities, including patent policy for R. &D. contracts,
is essential to any expanded transfer programs (see pp.121 and 138).

7. Additional public discussion and formulation of opinion
from both private and public sectors is necessary before detailed
policy planning can proceed. The lack of "feea back" response
from users of new technology makes difficult the evaluation of any
particular transfer method. Ongoing Federal programs should
be examined more intensively for evidence of acceptance and
efficiency.



It INTRODUCTION~FROl\:lSCIENCE TO SALES

TheSenateSelectCommittee on Small Business has established, in
its Subcommittee on Science and Technology, a means of studying
the relationships of research and development activities to American
business. One.of the most intriguing of these interactions is the flow
of scientific knowledge from the early stages of conception through
invention, innovation, and diflusion to the final result of profits in the
free-enterprise system. In order to characterize and understand the
complexities in moving from. science to sales, the subcommittee has
undertaken an extensive investigation of the current policies and
practices in dealing with technological information,both in the Federal
Government and the private commercial sector. The goal of the
study is to assure the maximum utilization of technology from federally
sponsored R.&D. programs.

A. e OBJj;)CTIVE OF THE REPORT

Asabackground for the investigation, the Science Policy Research
Division of the Legislative Reference Service in the Library of Con
gresshas been asked to.prepare this report; The objective is to de
scribe the ingredients of the technology transfer process, the present
Federal agency policies, attitudes, anif' activities, and the relevance of
the subject to national economic goals. Through analysis and under
standing of existing programs, the Congress should be in a better
position to assess the adequacy of present policies and to plan a course
of action for the future which will meet the requirements of a society
increasingly dependent on science and technology.

President Johnson has said that "the test of our generation will not;
be the accumulation" of knowledge * * * our test will be how well we,
apply that knowledge for the betterment of mankind." (September
14, 1965, upon signing Public Law 89-182, the State Technical Services
Act).e 'e e " "

There am methods and techniques in this application which can be
studied systematically. The identification and description of busiress
problems in terms of the technology which might be used to solve
them is a major factor in application. The process may be speeded
up and made more efficient. Both government and industry share a
responsibility to develop the optimum system for technology utiliza-
tion. "

B. THE CALL FOR. CLEAR GOVERNMENT POLICY

The issue of the Government role in technology transfer has been
recognized in recent statements by leaders in science, industry, and
government: Harvard's Dean Harvey Brooks, Chairman of the
National Academy of Science's Committee on Science and Public
Policy has called for a .Fede~al policy statement:

Such ~ statement might begin with an affirmation that a rapid rateor tech
nologtcal innovation is an important ingredient of. economic grow;th, and .th,at

5



6 POLICY PLAN.NING FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

hencefo~lh Federal agencies engaged in the support or conduct of R'~ & D . should
attempt to shape their policies -with due attention to their economic Impact-s
including particularly the horizontal transfer of technology from the immediate
purposes of the agency to other purposes and to -the civilian economy.'

The National Commission on Technology, Automation and Eco-
nomic Progress concluded that: .

The transfer of technologies developed in Federal Iaboratorles and -agencies
for, industrial and consumer use requires a more -forbhrfght and unified Govern
ment policy than exists au presene.e

The U.S. Ohamber of Commerce said recently:
When 'economic growth is: the major concern, industrial innovationyecmmer

cialization and the building of proprietorship must be encouraged. This eneour
agement can be much better accomplished by Federal efforts to relieve-the con
straints currently inhibiting investment by industry, than by large expenditures
in federally sponsored programs," ,<, ' - _••-;

. Dr. Richard Rosenbloom, in his report to .the N ational Planning
Association concludes: .

Technical information has become one of theniost important factors -orproduc
tion-next to the classical factors of land, leborv.captfal, and management. "I'hts
factor must be the concern of a government charged by law with the promctlonof
conditions favorable to economic growth and the creation, of employment oppor
tunities.'

President Johnson In transmitting the 16th Annual Report of the
National Science Foundation, stated:

To -be fruitful, scientific and -technical. fnformatton must quicklyreach:those
who can use it. As the volume of research, results grows, this becomes harder .to
achieve. But the stakes are well worth the effort. Every increase of 1 percent in
the efficiency of our $22 billion public and private research and development
programs is worth $220 million-per year. The Foundation will, therefore, institute
new programs to devise improved systems for handling scientlficlnformatlon, and
will work with other Government agencies to establish standards for .Federul
technical information pr~grams.4a

As yet, however, no one has presented detailed proposals. for a
governrnentwide policy. Policies tend to evolve, whether by design
or in a backward fashion, from practice. A planned policy has the
advantage of considering all the elements of a system and their inter
relations. Policy is a prime tool of management, and technology is
a national resource to be wisely managed. The subcommittee's
investigation will examine present policies and practices to create a
sound basis for improved.policiesfor technology transfer.

O. SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY

The present study was announced to the Senate onOctoper 17,
1966. Senator Jennings Randolph said.: ... . .:

Today, I call attention .to a study that our, subcommittee .hes initiated and
which we believe will be of far-reaching benefit to small businesses and to the
continuation of dynamic national-economic growth.. _,', _--,

The subcommittee is making a comprehensive study of the transfer-and utniaa
tion of scientific and engineering knowledge which has been gained as a result of

l'Berore a conferenceon techhology transfer and Innovation, The National Planning Associatlon',W~h- '
ington, D.C., May 1966. ., ' . . .. .... ., .. '

2 uTechnology and the American Economy .". Report of the National Commission on Technology, Auto
mation and Economic Progress, and Appendixes, vets. r through VI, February1986, Government Printing
Office,washington, D,C. ..., , .... ,'.:".'::, ,,'" ... -" .• "

3"Criteria for 'Federal Support of Research and Development," U;S: Chamber of COmmerce~~flSh~g"
ton, D.C.11965. . . ' .

4Rosenbloom, Richard S. Technology Transfer-Process and Policy, July 1965, National Planning
Association, Washington, D.C.

I" Congrel1l1ional Record, Apr. 6, 1967, p, H364S.
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the-vaat-Federalcesearch 'and development programs. The -queatdon we -will
endeavor ito answer is: How best cansuch new. technology be most expeditiously
and efficientlywovenIntouhe fabric of industry and thus into .the products and
services available to the American consumer?

As we know, the 'roadbetween basic scientific research and consumer sales: is
lon~' and extremely complicated", When there is' an intervening conversion of 801
entitle knowledge into purposes other than that for which the research was -princi
pallyIntended, therefsan added dimen~ionof difflculby.!

This report.' is' intended to provide a background for subsequent
public hearings which will aid in establishing future policies for Federal
technology transfer. The framework within which science and tech
nologyinteract with economic and social factors is described. The
process of technology transfer has been the subject of considerable
stud,)' in recent years. ~ summary of the generally accepted points
of View jsincluded as well as the conflicting interpretations. Tech
nology transfer is related to other factors in Federal research and
development funding including patent policy, distortions of total
scientific effort and the private sector 'performance. The report
i4entifie,s and analyzes issues for further consideration in public
hearings. , ,,'"

The report concentrates on the transfer to the business community oj
technology resulting jrom large Federal R. &: D. programs. !talso con
siders, the broader context of .trensferring technology' regardless of
source to serve secondary needs in other govemmental programs and
in industry. Ultimately; the subcommittee wishes to suggest policies
which will assure that the knowledge derived from federally funded
R. &D. is utilized to the fullest possible extent, not only in the private
consumer oriented economy, but for the benefit of other public
programs. '

The question of mechanisms for the handling of scientific and techni
cal information is not a m,,:jorconcernof this study although it is recog-.
nized that an adequate system must exist if technology transfer is to
succeed. The allocation of scientific resources to avoid gaps or
overlaps and to serve public and private purposes most efficiently is
anjmportant andcontinuin~ interest of the Congress but is not
examined extensively in this report. , '

D.,SOME DEFINITIONS

Technology is knowledge about the 'industrial arts; it is the way
science is used to benefit society. In the course of scientific and
engineering activity, ideas are subjected to experiment and concepts
become tested theories. Techniques and, devices are developed and
demonstrated. This experience and lore,.the ways of doing things,
the elements of information and experience, are 'a part of technology.
The models and procedures of the research laboratory, and the inven
tions and imaginative solutions to problems, form bits and pieces of
technology which can be fitted into mosaics of new products, processes,
and.services,

Technology tramsjer is the use of knowledge to serve a purpose other
than the one for which the R.&:O. was undertaken. Such additional
beneficial application is desirable because the cost of the research-has
either already been written off, or thus may be spread over a broader

: Congressional Record, Oct?ber 17,lG66, p. 261mJ:_

77-2170-67--2
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.base ofprofit return. But the second utilization most probably will
occur in a situation removed in time and place from the origin of the
technology. So collection, packaging, and transportation charges
constitute a proper cost to the system, whether the knowledge is
provided gratis or not. Technology transfer involves an exchange
process where money, time, effort, and risk are tendered for newfacts.

A current and typical example of the direct transfer of Government
sponsored technology is a news story which appeared in February
1967:

GAS FUEL ,CELL 'PLANNED AS ELECTRIC ,COMPETITOR

CLEVELAND (UPI).-The gas industry says it will take a page'from:space
technology to develop a natural gas fuel cell it hopes will edge the electrical
power industry out of competition.

East Ohio Gas, Co., its parent 'company, Consolidated Natural Gas, and 20
other gas utilities announced a 20-million, three-year resrarch contract has been
awarded to Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, a division of. the United Aircraft Corp;

The fuel cell could be compared to a storage battery that never needs recharg
iUff, according to a spokesman.. He said it should generate electricity for all needs.

IWe are building on experience Pratt and Whitney has gained in fuel cell power
plants in the government's space exploration program," said G. J. Thankeraley,
East Ohio Gas Preaident.s ,:<',','

Describing themoveIl)ent of technology is made convenient. by
imagining a.thrse dimensional tr!'-Ilsfer s'pa~e.. ..... -:

Technology IS transferred vertwally within a development program
when an idea evolves from discovery, through invention, . through
prototypes, and through engineering to an operational system. .The
new knowledge flows from the. research laboratory to substantiating
tests, development, and evaluation, and finally into manufacturing,
processing; or service. The vertical transfer involves many persons
and organizations evenwithin one firm.

Technology is transferred horizontally when knowledge moves from
onefield of science or industrial sector to another. Horizontal trans
fer is characterized by diffusion of inventions and techniques through
out. the economy. Diffusion can occur at any stage of the vertical
process, from new idea to completed development. Therefore, the
source of knowledge for technology transfer is not only the reserach
laboratory but wherever ingenuity is manifested.

Eric Jantsch, consultant to the Organization for Economic CO"
operation and Development, has suggested the completion of the
"transfer space" by the addition of .a third dimension.' Thiswould
represent the interaction of technology with nontechnological factors
such as marketing, social institutions, current events, and economics

. (see p.65)., .,>.. ••.
Historically,the organizatioriof our, economy .has promoted verti

cal technology transfer. Research and development programs are
planned with a goal and a timetable in mind; Except for trnly basic
and fundamental research, personnel are alert to application requite
ments. New knowledge is efficiently tailored and developed to meet
the mission needs. Horizontal transfer has occurred haphazardly and
slowly via movement of people, technical literature, professional meet
ings, marketing, patents, and, of course, the entrepreneur. It re'luire~
imaginative, energetic receptors who can perceive otherwise hidden
relevance. and promise. .
6W~gtonStar.Feb.9,1967.. ,'..'..'. .... "
7 rantsch, Eric, Techilological Forecasting in Perspective, Organization for EconotnlcCoopemtion and

Development, DAS!SPR/66.12, October 1966;Paris, p.IS.
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This study is primarily concerned with horizontal transfer from
FederalR &D. performers to other concerns and across industry
boundaries, N evertheless, the total, three-dimensional movement of
scientific knowledge is recognized as the frameworkfor ultimate gains
to society.' .... . •.

Potentially useful neu' technology. The "gray area" of information
between sdentinc facts and hypotheses, and patentable inventions
should contain useful bits and pieces of technical knowledge. Because
of the reporting requirement placed on contractors by NASA, the
agency has had to define reportable new technology:. .

A "reportable item" is 'defined by the Space Act as "any in~ention, discovery,
improvement orinnovation,", whether, or not patentable, that is conceived or
first reduced to practice in the performance of work under the contract. Items
Include. but are not limited to ~.'. "any new' or improved techniques, products;
devices, "materials,proce~ses, compositions,. systems, -machlnes, apparatuses,
articles", fixtures;' ,to()ls,:' ,lllethods,or, scientific data." Scientific and technical
compl,l~j:lr programs, for example,are reportable. items.,

You' should concentrate on reporting-- . ': ',H

Ailyinvention that reasonably appears to be patentable.
Any other. invention, innovation, improvement, or discoveryfor which-there

.may be use in the general economy.8 . ,

The amount of this technology is estimated by NASA. to be from
one-half to one reportable item per man-year of R& D. effort. It is
estimatedvthat 500,000 scientists and engineers do research and
developmentwork and about two-thirds of the total R&D. in the
United States is funded by the Government. Thus, on a rough basis,
170,000 to 340,OOOreportable items subject to Government processing
would be generated each year-a substantial task in information
handling. The current NASA program is issuing about 3,000 "flash
sheets" per. year which represent screened items deemed worth
disseminating.' .. These figures may. be compared with the estimate of
2 million primary scientific articles appearing in 45,000 periodicals
each year. .... •

Federally controlled technology. The bulk of recent research and
developmentiri the United States'has been sponsored by' Federal

.agencies through grants and contracts; The nature of the work and
the field of science are dictated by national goals which are converted
to agency missions. The R&D. has been guided by Government
monitors. The new technologywhich results has been paid for with
public. funds. It is used or discarded or preserved largely under the
authority of the agency although the originating laboratory can initiate
ce..rt.ain dissemina.tion actions. It may be retained by the performer
as. an unpublished,. unreported trade secret.' The technology is
Government controlled, not in the sense of undue restriction hut
because justification. for theR & D. lies in the agency mission as does
responsibility for any subsequent collection or processing of the new
technology. . • .:

Without some Overt action on the part of the Government, it is very
difficult for any-interested organizations (other than the performing
laboratory) to. acquire the technology.

8Management Guidelines forNew.Tec~Ology Reportingto NASA, NHB2170.1; October 1966, p. 5.
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E. NECESSITY Is THE MOTHER OF INVENTION

The literature concerning technology tb:msfer is extensive."
Articles, testimony, reports, theses, and books appear eyery month to
analyze or interpret the complexities of using new technical informa
tion to obtain economic benefits. It is somewhat disconcerting· to
realize that the sum and substance of most of this scholarly treatment
was first voiced by Plato in "The Republic" about 400 years before
Christ: "Necessity, who is the mother of invention."

Need, recognized and felt, is a driving force for the acquisition of all
the knowledge and other resources for Its fulfillment. New scientific
facts themselves will seldom be sufficient to create economic growth.
And yet invention must have other forebearers beside necessity if it is
to amount to anything more than an incremental advancefrom the
ordinary... The inventor will do better if he has ready access to the
greatest possible amount of information. .Without 'straining the
metaphor, necessity becomes more fertile in a rich environment. of
facts, data, and experience: .

Technology transfer works to improve the rate and quality of in-
novation' and invention. -

The test of an invention is whether it works and is profitable, not
whether.it is understood. But the impact and value of inventions is
likely to be greater when the underlying science is established.... And
as civilization becomes more complex, inventions which trnly con
tribute to progress are dependent on intricate technical relationships"
Inventions in the 18th and 19th centuries were made largely without
understanding. For example, iron and steel making developed with
out knowledge of the relationship of small changes in chemical come
position to the strength and properties of the finished metal. Since
about 1920, research and development specifically directed toward
product or process improvement and invention has become theorga
nizing influence on technology. Industry has recognized that invest
ment .in scientific activity will allow the design and tailoring of new
products and processestoward predetermined goals. Science and eng;"
neering effort is anefficient and predictable mechanism for achieving
industrial progress. .

In the future it seems likely that technology transfer will become
a complement to planned R. & D, as a resource for invention. Tech
nology already created in another field may be as new to.the applica- .
tion engineer, inventor, orinnovator as the knowledge from directed
experiments in his own laboratory. If the transferred technology can
be selected, packaged, and transported as cheaply as new knowledge
can be created, it becomes a competitive source of invention. The
large amount of accumulated technology ready for transfer compared
with the amount of current directed R. & D. is a recent occurrence.
'The impactof technology transfer on invention andinnovationhas
not yet had time to be effective. Transferred knowledge conld lead
to a future acceleration and improvement in innovation which would
be as great as the applied science impact of the past 50.years.

~ An annotated' bibliography on technological change.. transferring military and space technology to
industry, the environment for innovation, and the economic effect of technology transfer has been prepared
recently for the Office of State Technical Services by the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical
Information: Technology 'rrensrer end Innovation: A Guide to the Literature, August 1966, PB-170-991;
STS 104.



DI. QUES'1'IONS BEFORE'1'HE CONGRESS

The report suggests the following questions for further study in
public hearings or discussion. They are presented in no particular
order of importance nor do they carry equal weight in influencing
future policy planning for technology transfer. The questions are
not all within the jurisdiction of the Select Committee on Small
Business and it is obvious that broad consideration by the Congress
will be required before the issue is resolved.
A. Economic growth

1. Is-the Nation satisfied' with the present rate and .direction of
economic growth?

2.. Is. technological change occurring at an appropriate rate?
What information is needed to know the desirable rate? What in"
formation is needed to show the net contribution of new technology
to economic growth?

3.. Isnew technology available to industry of the right sort for the
desiredgrowthrate and direction? .'

4. Are nontechnological problems 'sodominan t in economic growth
that technology availability is relatively unimportant?

5. Is the typical small manufacturer capable ofassinlilating trans
ferred technology? What are the incentives.and disincentives for
innovation?
.. ' 6. To what extent is the future of the small business concept in .the
United States. dependent on theability of these firms to absorb and
use new technology? .. . .

.7-. Which industriesare highly dependent on new technology?
B.<Federal sponsorship oIIi. &> D.

1. Have Federal distortions of the total United States R. & D.
picture caused civilian industry to have less technology at its disposal
than is desirable? .

2. Are military, atomic, and space R. & D..the only Federal
technologies which should be the subject of overt transfer efforts?

3. Should Federal R. & D. performers (intramural or private sector)
take technology beyond mission requirements to a stage where it is
more readily transferable?
C) Locating t,echn?logy fortransfer

1. Should new technology reporting clauses rbe in all Federal
contracts? . . .

2. How should reportable item location costs be paid for?
3. Should Government personnel be responsible for locating

transferable technology in contractor laboratories? In Federal contract
research centers?

4. How can contact between the originator and the user be estab
lished and paid for? Should the inventor become the transfer agent?
Row?

11
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5. Should a professional scientist or engineer feel as muchobligation
to report technological items as he does for scientific data? How
can a reward system be established to motivate this action?
D. Processing technology for transfer '. ..

1. Should processing be centralized? In one agency? In one
location? Regionally? •...' .

2. How can. technology be integrated into an evolving Federal
scientific information system? Into the present system? .' •. ' .

3.. What are the pros and cons of a private processing system?
4. Is theretrieval process now so complicated and time consuming

that ,accumulated technology is not an attractive source of ideas for
innovators?
E. Dissemination oj technology

1. Are regional centers for specially designed geographical areas
preferable toone in each State?

2. Can industrial fees be expected to completely .support dissem
ination. efforts? What parts of the process should industry pay for?

3. Is the bottleneck in applying new technology in the business
sector? Is it in the lack of proprietary protection given by F<¥lerll:1
policies for nonexclusive access? ,.... . . . . -. .',

4. How much aid .in need identification and in applying Federal
technology should the Government provide to individual firms?

5. Should small business be the special recipient of transferred
technology? Via anSBA program?
F. Current Federal tranefer programs

, 1. Is there sufficient research on the process-e-vreplacinganecdotes
with facts"?

2. .Arethere meaningful measures of the success of agency experi-
mental programs? Over what timespan? .'. .. '.

3: Should the AEC, NASA, and Department of Commerce pro"
grams be coordinated more closely? All put under one "capping
ageney'tmanagement?

4. Is the DOD policy toward technology. transfer inconsistent with
national objectives, stated or not? , '.

5. What group, within the executive branch, should emerge as the
point of contact for business in acquiring new technology?

6. What should the "White House superstructure for science and
technology" be responsible for in technology transfer? .. ' . • '

7. Could a comprehensive private sector transfer program take
.over some or all of the functions following collectionof the information?

8. Does the uncertaintyof annual Federal funding inhibit Govern-
menttransfer programs? '
G. Relevance oj jederally controlled technology

1.. How does the relevance of this technology to civilian uses vary
among Government l'rograms?

2. Can relevancy be judged at the point of origin? .. . ..
3. Is there enough obvious relevancy to pay for special identifica

tion work at the originating laboratory or should the processing system
accept unevaluated items? '...... ;

4. Should the Government make efforts to pull together the avail-
able technology which might apply to evolving public needs (i.e., air
pollution, mass transportation, etc.)?
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H. Nongov~rnm~ntattitud~8

1. Does industry, as a whole, evidence a desire for increased Federal
transfer, efforts? Are there certain industrial segments which need
Federal.assistance and are they important enough to justify a compre-
hensive program? ' ,

2; What would be the consequences of not pursuing a Federal
technology transfer program? . '

3. How would unrestricted dissemination of new technology conflict
with the U.S. position in international trade? Should other countries
be able to tap into a privately operated system?

SUGGESTED TRANSFER CONCEPTS,

During the preparation of this report, a number of concepts have
b~en suggested which would apply to part or all of the technology
transfer process. Some may be supplementary to present pro
grams while others are possible alternatives. In order to provide
stimulus for further discussion they are summarized below. No
particular merit is attached to any of the ideas at this time although
some are clearly worth exploration in detail. '

1. Sustaining grants for local transfer activities, by nongovernment
organizations such as the independent not-for-profit research institutes.

2. A Government agency called the Institute for Advanced Tech
nology to perform and/or contract for the development and demonstra
tionof promising innovations for selected civilian purposes.

3. (}reater support by all agencies for an expansion of the services
of the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Informa
tion. This includes the prompt and complete release of all possible
technical documents. Addition of personnel for preparation of selected
bibliographies and survey reports is suggested.

4. Use of the Federal Contract Research Centers as technology
transfer institutions, and as applied research or demonstration
laboratories.

5. Special packaging for 4issemination offederally controlled tech
nology which may be applicable to newly recognized public needs
(e.g., pollution abatement or crime prevention). '

6. Making the Department of Commerce the Federal focal point
for new technologically based enterprises.

7. A "middle ground" knowledge-transformation industry may de-
velop to provide transfer services for a profit.. .

8. Every firm, large or small, which needs new technical informa
tion should establish a "technology prospector" within management
to serve as a transfer contact arid, as an active seeker of Federal
services.

9.'A "Project Foresight" to expand Federal R. & D. beyond im
mediate missions to refine and develop technology for possible com-
mercial application, '

10. Providing more high-risk capital to innovators through the
Small Business Admlnistratlon. , '

11. A National Library for Science and Technology with research
and reference services. ,

12. The use of Federal Government procurement standards to
provide a' market for innovations.

"' - .
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13. Establishing a uniform policy in all agencies for the absolute
necessity to transfer scientific and technical information.

14. An industrial extension service patterned after the agricultural
extension activity.

15. Additional emphasis for' the Science Information Exchange
(Smithsonian Institution) and the National Referral Center (Library
of Congress).

16. A centralized monitoring and coordinating office to supervise
the transfer activities of all agencies.

17. A training program for transfer agents, trainees to come from
industry and government. '

18. A White House conference on "Understanding and Improving
the Environment for Technological Innovation." '_

,19. Making Federal R. & D. facilities available at reasonable cost
to individual and small business innovators. ' ' ,

20. Providing the services of Federal' Jaboratoryscientistsand
engineers as consultants or transfer agents for their own ideas. '

21. Providing Government support for professional journals which
will judge the quality, relevance and utility of new technology and
which will publish such materia! for technology transfer purposes,
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IV. CON(jRESSIONAL INTEREST IN TECHNOLOGY AND
.. THE ECONOMY

The study of which this report is a part represents the first com
prehensive look at technology transfer, per se, which has been under
taken by the Congress. However, there has been a continuing cog
nizance of the importance of science and technology to the economy
extending back to the post-WorldWar II years. Technological change
affects the rate of economic growth and the composition of economic
strength. Governmental actions which impinge on technological
change include tax policy, antitrust. laws, patent procedures, new
investment influences, tariff agreements and many other incentives
or disincentives to innovation. Appropriate congressional commit
teesh~ve exercised an oversight role in all of these areas of interaction
and continue to do so. .' .

One of the most important Federal Government policies for tech
nological change has to do with its own involvement in scientific
research and development. Altihough these funds are clearly author
ized and appropriated for support to agency missions, the Congress
has recognized their impact on resources and on the economy. 'The
following paragraphs present some highlights of recent .reviews by
the legislative branch.:

A.. THE SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON SMALL BUSINESS, 1963
HEARINGS

In 1963, during May, June, and December, then Senator Hubert
Humphrey held hearings on "The Role and Effect of Technology in
the Nation's Economy." 10 Now.. 4 years later; these hearings and
the appendixes of relevant material still constitute an accurate and
rather complete .discussion of the subject. The central issue is one
9f deciding the Government responsibilities in its domination of science
and engineering activity.
: Senator Humphrey. * *' * I think the moat important point that we seek to
an.alyze.or study is the.effect of these R&D contracts or the effect of this great

.research upsurge upon the totel ecouomy.u

* * - *' * * * *
The topics covered included: the supply of scientific and engineering

manpower; the effect of R& D. on the universities; the effect of
technology on unemployment; the statisticalcorrelation of R& D.
expenditures with gross national product,Federal budgets, and the
growth of certain industrial sectors; the distribution of R.. & D. effort
between military-space programs and civilian commercial activities;
the geographical distribution of R&D.; the problems of small
business in participating in R&D.; the creation of centers of excel-
lenCe; and f9reign R. & D. programs. .' '.'

10 u.s. Congress. Senate. Select Committee on Small Business. The Role and Effect of Technology
in the Nation's Ecohomy. A review of the Effect of Government Research end .DevelopmentonBco-
nomic Growth. 88th Cong., rst sess. (pts.1-6). '

u Ibld.j p, 22. -
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1. TECHNOLOGY T,RANSFER

The technology transfer issue emerged in terms ofinformation dis
semination, the "fallout" possibilities, and the "climate" for innova
tion and diffusion of new products and processes in' industry". Dr.
Jerome B. Wiesner; then Directorof the Office of Science and Tech
nology said: 12

I believe-that our past and present-environment reflect policies and decision
making practices which may often inhibit the fullest commercial use of technology
already available in the research laboratory. I am suggesting, therefore, that the
problem faced by industry and Government-and by' your, committee in ,these
hearings-is not only one of guiding allocation of scientific and technological
resources so as to create' new and needed knowledge, but equally one of removing
obetacles to the commercial utilization of such knowledge.

Thelo.ssibility of direct application of de.vices or techn.iques de
velope in Government, defense, space, or atomic energy prograIils
to the civilian economy ("spinoff" "fallout," "spillover") was shown
to be remote." This is because' of the differences in problems and
needs between the two areas; so it is not surprising that the solutions
for one would not often fit the other. Occasional specific installces of
direct transfer can be identified but these are not ofsufficient fre
quency to contribute to the original justification for the government
work Even within a single company, transfers. are rare between
divisions manufacturing civilian goods and others engaged in gov-
ernmentwork... . ...•

Less direct or less tangible transfers were also infrequent, according.'
to the testimony. It was suggested that too short a time had elapsed
for much of the military-space technology to show up in civilian goods
and services. :- . . .... ... ' '. '. .,..'

The contrast between successful applications resulting from tech
nology transfer and those from conventional research toward stated
goals was described by Mr. John H. Rubel, then Assistant Secretary
of Defense: ..
** * the deliberate direct application?f .sclence anditeehuologyvto known
tasks is by far the most efficient and direct way to accompllshthoseknowntesks.>

2. INSTITUTIONS INVOLVED

Various parts of the sequence of events leading fromscien~eto
sales are usually separated in time, and as to the institution which'
holds the technology. Universities are the source of much scientific
knowledge, but are often uninformed as to the current needs. of busi
ness. Research in one segmentof industry may-have no clear trans
portationmechanism into another where it would be useful. A
greater emphasis was called for in applied research institutes to tie
ideas to needs. Dr. Jesse, Hobson (then of Stanford-Reseeroh Insti-
tute) said: '

We have a spectrum.now, 1 think, of the instdtuticn-of higher education; the
institution of very advanced research," the institution, of applied. research. and,
finally, the ultimate user of all of this technology. If some of these pieces are
missing, then we are not going to have a successful transition of science a~d

technology into profits and economic .development.l! '

u'Ibid.,-p.215.
13 Ibid., pp.224Kl. _
!tIbid., p. 23.
II Ibld., p. 57.
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Senatl?rHumphrey '** *it is a matter of growing conoern-e-and it surely
should-be-e-that vast numbers of people who are highly trained; extremely able
in. terms of intellectual capacity, are living in and working in an environment
which, is removed from commercial Iife)6

Dr. Richard S. Morse, former AssistantSecretary of the Army said:
* *- :*,We have a large segment of companies in our country who have,never

known anything .but operating under. the Federal budget and know essentially
nothing. a~outa competitive commercial buslness.F

The difliculty of the universities' making a direct contribution to
industrial technology was discussed by Dr. James R. Killian of the
Massachusetts Institute. ofTechnology :

Dr'..KrLLIAN. I don't, think-that universities in their function -of-conductlng
basic research can make, necessarily,' a direct contribution to the development of
the civilian consumer-oriented part of-the economy, but I 'think they can, in
directly, bhrnughrthe people they. train and through. the new technology that
comes out of the~ basic research, 'make a very great contribution here. T think
it is of the utmost importance that we have a relatlonship between ouruntcer
sities.and the industrial communitythat makes avail~blenew ideas coming out of
basic research rapidly that Induetrycan employ tofhe strengthening of their
competitive consumer developments.' ,....: . , ,

I have apersonal feeling that we may be in a situation now where thecivilian
consumer part of the economy is not having the application of manpower and
innovation that it really needs to push ahead, with some brilliant exceptlons.w

, , The conclusion from this testimony was that certain U.S. industries
",ere lagging in applying new technology, One of the principal
reasons was that such firms were not directly involved in research and
development. The applied research institutions seemed to have an
unfulfilled role in transferring knowledge to unsophisticated firms.
Thegovernment was seen to have some responsibility in assisting
the ,transfer. ' ' , ' " '

3. I~FOItMATIONPROCESSING

These hearings established the need for improvement in Federa
scientific and technical information handling. Reports from R. & D'
programs were found to be often incomplete, disorganized, out of
date, ,and of low technical quality. No systematic dissemination
system, or means of rapid, access, was available to other researchers.
These, conditions contributed to unnecessary duplication of res,earch
and made secondary utilization of the knowledge more difficult.

Senator HUMPHREY: * * *-thlsIs WhyI believe the coordination of information
through .the .establishmentof reglonelfnformatton .centera on all of these new

"-"scientific,technological-·developmentsis,so essential. The truth is that we have
many examples of where there is-a delayed application of.a machine, an.appliance,
or evene scientiflc principle.. . . .

So, the basic principles are pretty generally known and it takes a good deal of
ti~e.to, get the adaptation or.the utilization of the principle in a practical realm.

I want.to say agaln thatowlthall the money we are spending on research, and
development, it is still quite shocking tome, to see how Jittle.attention is being
given-to the proper dissemination of the information that is not classifie(].l~

4. THE AGRICULTURE ANALOGY

At the time ofthe 1963 Senate Select Committee on Small Business
-hearings, the Department of Commerce was embarking on its short
.lived program of civilian industrial technology. (See p. 23,.},Dr.

l~Ibid;;p.203.

17. Ibid., p, 196.
IS Ibid., p, 310.
I~ ,Ibid., p. 25.
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Herbert Hollomon, Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Science and
Technology, explained what it was hoped would be accomplished:

For example: Additional support for theteehnology in a local area, attheuni
versity, let's say in textiles and apparel, or the building and construction indus
tries, or .the food processing industries, or the various other industries that are
crucial to the development of our economy. "We would hope to do this, by stimu
lating industrial research. associations to provide part, of the fuhds.cwhlch the
Federal Government would supplement, and we alsaare planning to support
what is equivalent to an extension-kind of program to bring technology to local
industry on a local level, and connect the :university that provides ,the technical
resources to the Industry of the region.

In both cases, I believe that the decisions as to. how this is to be 'done should
be made locally by people who know what the problems are.

But the stimulation ana. some of the funds should be made available by the
Federal Government, in no case-to provide support for an individual firm, but in
all cases to try to stimulate local initiatives, just as we did-In the earlier times
with respect to agriculture. , '. " ,', , ' '. ,~-

;Senator HUMPHREY. That is the best example that we have of applied.fech
nology. ,,'

Mr. HOLLOMON. It is the best example.
Senator'HUMPHREY. And by theway, agriculture has the best record' of in

creasedproductivity and improved technological efficiency. Industry lookeIike :
a cripple compared to agriculture.

Mr. HOLLOMON. People frequently confuse some of the difficulties, that is, the
fact that we provide subsidies, with the great benefits in advancing agrlcultural
technology.

These two things are not 'necessarily connected. ,The'important' point here,' is
that the .improvement in productivity inagriculture came about through a C01I1
bination effort among the farmer, the university, the industry, the Federal and

. local governments. ,It was one of the most effective mechanisms that Lbelteve
we have ever created for the improvement 'and utilization of technology in our-'
economy.w

At the same time, it was recognized that agricultural technology
was common to geographical localities whereas each region would COD
.tain many diverse industries so that the information dissemination
problem was muchmore complicated (see P. 21), -

5. 'THE" NASA PROGRX'ivI

Administrator James E. Webb of NASA described the rationale and
beginning of a technology utilization program to fulfill a part of the
space agency charter: _ .: _ __ ._ _ _ _.

Mr. WEBB., In the area of particular interest to this subcommittee; namely, the
utilisation-of science-and technology in. the economy of the country, we have
vigorously sought those people best qualified to find new and enervative [slcjways
for technology and the 'basic thinga reaulting from 'our research which make for/
economic advance and encourage people 'to pick up and use this technology. '

Among other things we asked the Midwest Research Institute in KenaaeCity,
which 'has for 18" years' been doing' research :for .prlvate industry and has done
research for some 800 or 900· companies, to go to'our laboratories, look over the
work that was being done in the space program,andfrom their longexperience
with' private industry, try to identify those things that could be most useful to
private industry; .

* *" * " * .,. "". . * '<*
Now, the Midwest Research Institute did Identify about 200 items that they

felt sure from this long experience with industry would be useful. Fifty of these
have -in a fairly organized way been exposedthroughout the country to industrial
people,andagoodmanyof them have started industrialized thinking about ne:w
ways and new: processes. ';.. , :.:-- .. ;. ,."",':, .. ' .. "

In a few dramatic instances, considerable success has been had throllg~ tllJs
process. But it is 'an experimental method. I am not at all sure this .is.~omething

20 rue.,pp. 186-187.
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tha'taGovernmentagency would want to do over along period of time, but it"was
one way to get started with the legal. requirement that we endeavor to get appli-;
cations of the, products of our research. '. . . .:'., _ .

Now, in another instance we have started a pilot model of considerable interest
atthe. University of Indiana, We have gone there to the business school and

.they have organized an effort in whichtheytake all of our technical reports and
put them into-a computer storage system, and then they constantly match against
this computer storage of technical. information the needs of 29 different companies
that pay $45,000 a year to have their needs matched against this computer
storage system of technical informatdon comingout of the NASA program.

Now, this has only been in existence-a relatively short time. In the last 3 or d
months we are beginning. to see some extremely interesting results of this. One
new industry is being started out there, a small industry based on a process that
~~e'y Identlfled "o,!l~ o~-t~i~ computer processu

G,ORRElLA'l'IN'GR.,& D., _'EXl'EN'J.)ITURE WITH ECONOMIC GROWTH

7. BARRIERS TO TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

There are deep inhibitions to change in. industry. (See p. 58.) In
novation may mean the premature obsolescence of capital equipment.
Management may not be equipped to operate in new markets. The
Iunctionsof government may impede risk-taking and reduce. the profit
motivation for change, The natural human tendency to maintam the
status quo runs counter to the development of new technology.Thus,
many cha~ges come from invasion of an industry by a new .co~p;any.
The overall economy IS benefited as a result but somedndividual
fums may suffer. Entire industries disappear or are weakened as a

21Ibid.;pp.35&:-359.
»nse., p. 379.
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result of new technology." The identification .and removal of these
barriers will come from a better understanding of the environment of
industrial growth. , " .' , ' ,', , '

The 1963 hearings demonstrated the difficulty of studying innova
tion but also showed the opportunities for improving the Nation's
economic health if clearer relationships could be established. The
present study is a logical outgrowth of the previous testimony before'
the Senate Select Committee on Small Business. , '

B. THE STATE TECHNICAL SERVICES ACT OF 1965

The Congress considered the technology transfer problem at-some
length in connection with the passage of Public La", 89-'-182,The
State Technical Services Act of 1965, signed by President Johnson on
October 14, 1965. Prepared by the Department of Commerce after a
considerable period of discussion within and without the Government,
the, act focused on local planning and action to aid business and in
dustry in acquiring new technology. Details of the act are presented
'on p. 103 in connection with a discussion of the resulting Office of State
Technical Services. " ' " " ' , , ,'.'"" '" '

The Economic Report of the President for 1964 stated:
The Federal Governmentprovldes malor support for the research and-develop

ment which underlie cur etelklng technological advances. In the past -much of
our research and deve,lopment has been co,nnected Wl,'th nationa,l defense. N01V',:;a~
military outlays level off, we face." '., ' ',__ _,' _,'

-a challenge to apply the Nation's growing scientific and engineering re-
sources to-new socially, profitable usee; ,:""',,, :._

-an opportunity to accelerate the technological progress of ourreivilian
industries.

The Federal Government should join with private business and our-universltles
in speeding the development and spread of new technology. I have directed the
Department of Commerce to explore new ways to accomplish this. 24

Hearings on the bill were held in J uneof 1965 in both the House
and Senate." 26 '

, . The. thrust of the testimony was that many industries, often those
which are small and do not have technical staffs, are lagging inthe
application of new technology. The bill proposed the mechanism of a
university extension service to assist potential users in identifying
their problems and in locating a source of information or further advice.
One of the justifications for the emphasis on universities, was that
their participation would bring a closer appreciation of the problems of
regional industry with consequent improvement of the education of
future employees for these businesses, Some States had already begun
programs through engineering experiment stations. The not-for-profit
research institut~ had generated local interest wh~rever they were
established. This experience suggested that matching Federal funds
would encourage the establishment and expansion of technology
efforts in each State. The public moneys thus spent would be return~d
in increased industrial growth, high employment, and new businesses.
The improv.e~ent ,,;ould be equitable geographically, an aspect of
R. & D. activity which wasrmportant to the Congress.

23Ibid.iP.784._", " " ", .
a Bconomle RepOI;t of the President. 1964;'p. 14. "'. ,', "'",'." ",' ,,'.:
23 U.S. Congress. House, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Hearings before theBub

committee on Commerce and Finance onH.R. 3420. 89th Cong., 1st sesa.,1965.
211 U.S. Congress. Senate. Hearings before the Committee on Commerce on S. 949 and 8.2083, .89th

Oong., 1st sess., 1965. .
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. The hearings were not concerned substantially with the source
. of the technology to be transferred, although the Federal R. & D.
programs were mentioned as a. preponderant reservoir. The act
clearly did not include the Federal sponsorship of research for civilian
industrial applications, The service intended was limited to an
early counseling stage and was intended not to interfere with private
enterprise consulting and development firms. .

The Congress reacted favorably to the analogy between the .State
Technical Services concept and the lOO-year old Land Grant College
participation in agricultural technology dissemination. This, coupled

< with the matching fund emphasis on local initiative, provided the bill
with.widesupport, Appropriations hearings are discussed 01' P: 24.

C. THE. OFFICE- OF TECH,,"OLOGyUTILIZATIO,,", NASA
AUTHORIZATIO,,"S

.' The-annual authorization hearingstor theNASA budget give the
House and Senate Space Committees an opportunity to review the
administratively created Office of Technology Utilization (SM p. 18).
The. Indep.enden~. Offige.s. A.pp:opr\ations SUb.comn::ittees als~he.ar
testimony on this activity WhICh IS based on an interpretation of
section 203(a) (3) of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958,
Public 'Law 85-568, that NASA: "shall provide for the widest practic
able and appropriate dissemination of information concerning its
actiyities and the results .thereof." This is accomplished by a rel
ativelysmall group in NASA headquarters and field stations which
concentrates on the identification, reporting, processing, and dis
semination of innovations by NASA and contractor employees.

Prior to fiscal year 1964, the program was a part of a. NASA Office
of Applications. In 1~63,the Office of Technology Utilization was
established. Congressional response was favorable to the concept
but. seve1'!'1ilreilSof concern wereapparent from the start. These
were:

a. Should there be one overall Government programto disseminate
information to business? . .

b. How much encouragement should business need if the knowledge
was really worthwhile? . . .

c. Hmvcould all regions of the country obtain equal benefits from
only a. few dissemination centers? 27 28

..The NASA effort has as a major purpose, the identifying ofbits.and
pieces of .technology .from the space.program, and the. Technolo~y
Utilization officials testified that this part of. the process could not
be handled by .another agency. The experimental dissemination
centers began to charge fees to industry for .their services as a means
of measuring the value of .the technology. The goal of a self-sustain
ingoperation was enunciated. The number of dissemination centers
has increased from-year to. year." 30

27 u.s; Congress. House. Committee on 'Scienceand Astronautics. Hearings before the Subcommittee
oJ;l Applications and Tracking and Data Acquisition on H.R. 5466. 88th Cong., first sess., PP. 3430-344.l}.

28·U.8. COngress. Senate. Hearings before the Committee on Aeronautical and SpaceSciences, on
S.1245. Pt.l. ',88th Cong., fItst sesa., pp. 7, 10. , ' .
~U.S. Congress. House. Hearings. Committee on Science and Astronautics. 1965. 1965 NASA

Authorization. 88th Oong., 2d sess. Pt. 3: pp. 1609-1622. Pt. 4: pp. 2163-2224, 2810-2813. ' ,
30 U .s.~ Congt"eSS~ Senate. 'Hearings before the Committee on Aeronautical. and Space Sciences, on

S. 2446.. "Pt~,~~'88th COIlg.,.~~ess."p.4F' ,-
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At the early stages of the technology utilization program there was
a tendency for NASA to .highlight specific products or techniques of
the "spin off" type. Critics were quick to ,point out that these
instances were rather rare and often confounded by doubt as to. the
actual origin. of the technology-whether Government sponsored .or
not. In more recent years, NASA has described the activity as an
experimental program to find better methods for transferring .tech"
nology}l32. Congressional enthusiasm. for the' program has grown
along with the understanding that results would onlv begin to build
up in number after several years had gone by. • .

The usefulness of the regional dissemination centers to business Was
explored by a poll of subscribers to 'the Aerospace Research Applica
tions Center at Indiana University conducted by Representative
John W. Wydler of the House Science and Astronautics Committee.
The results, in part, were:

Reeding and analyzing the .letters received was.someVihat depressing" in terms
of the $15.464 million that have been programed andfuridedthrough fiscal year
1966. Out of 71 replies received; only 10 could be described.as enthusiastically
in favor of the NASA programs to which they subscribe.. These were the: 10
which said they had derived Some kind of tangible return (Le., in terms of paying
for their subscription price, etc.) from theirassooiation with the various centers.
Such dleeppclntmentmuet be tempered by the relative 'success of this program
when compared with some recent ones that have spent billions of-dollara with
little or no benefit-to thepublic. The difference can be accounted for by the quality
and effqrt of'NASA personnel. , ',' '''' ,.,' .: ,,><::

. One. interesting fact was the high degree ,of success reported by small business
men who subscribed 'to the programs. All of them commented that the evane
bilityof advanced NASA research material and information was invaluable, being
as ea.cho! their firms is too, small to maintain' its own research development
department. 'These, small businessmen constituted fully half of those 10 .report
iJ:~g.financiai gain.

. " 'Fifty-one out .or eevenw-one aatd that 'the" program was worthwhile, bur 41
of those .offered -reservations: these included nonapplicability of, center-provided
Information, difficulty ill learning proper use of the programau desire to have the
scope of it expanded, and, finally, a number of individual complaints regardinBspecific incidents which made utilization of the NASA~sponsoredservicesdiffi~wt.a

The close relationship of the NASA program to the Office of State
Technical Services was discussed in the 1966 authorization hearings
(see p. 147). The report of theH\>use committee stated:

There is an obvious similarity of purpose between the NASA program and that of
the' Office of State Technical Service in, the Department of Commerce resulting
from the State Technical Services Act-of 1965. These programs .should be compll
mentary rather than dupllcetory. "Therefore NASA is' directed to report-to.the
committee by -January I, 1967, on means of coordination and the extent of co
operative activities that have been carried out by the two agencies in calendar year
1966." . .

Funding for the technology utilization pro~a!U has been provided
at essentially the level requested by the administration, risingfrom
$3.5 million in fiscal year 1964 to $5 million in fiscal year 1967; The
fiscal year 1968 request "is for $5 million. These funds do not include
the cost ofnew technolo~offices at field centers nor the costs incurred
by contractors for administration of the reporting requirement.

31 tr.s, Congress. House.. Ccinimitteeon.Bcleaceand Astronautics: 'Hea.riilgsbefore the Subcommittee
on Advanced Research and Technology, on H.R. 3730. 89th Oong., 1st sess., pt.,4,pp. 89-101.

32:U.B. Congre;ss. Sana~~. Hearings before the Committee on Aeronautical an~ Space sctences, o~
S.927.89th,o.°ttg·,lstsess·,p·lOOO.-:, __ -- , .... , .....'" .' ..." ,. :.

33 U.S. Congress, House. Committee on Sclence.and Astronautics .. Hearings berore.tjie Bubcommtt
.tee on Advanced Research and Technology on H.R. 12718. 89th Oong., 2d sess.,pt.", pp.: 634-666.

3t Authorizing Appropriations to the National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministratlon,Honse Rept. 1441,
Apr. 20,1966, p. 105. .
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D. THE ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

,<The Joint Committee On Atomic Energy has been concerned with
the application of nuclear <technology to civilian purposes from its
inception. The entire civilian power reactor program is an example
of Federal develoymeilt of a technology intended to move eventually
under the .contro of the private sector. Isotope applications have
been found in a great variety of industries, a particularized example
of <theAEc approach to the problem. , '

More recently the identification and dissemination of .non-nuclear
technology which is developed underAEC programs has been recog
nized as a responsibility (see p. 129):

Representative aNDERSON. You spoke on page 22 of the efforts that are being
madefo id.cntifyAE,Q -nonnucleaetechnologlcal development .and. to encourage
their industrial use.

Dr. SEABORG. _Yes.
. Representative ANDERSON. Would .this -extend to .including unanufacture of
actual hardware in AEC facilities? .

Dr. SEABORG.:~--N0 j Lwea.referring- here to, studies. We have set up a: number
of offices. We have set up un offlce.In bhe Argonrie National Laboratory which
is called the Office of .Induatrlel Cooperation, and _an .offlce. in, the Oak. Ridge
National Laboratory, alsocalled the' Office of Industrial Cooperation. .

'I'hcn,also the Oak: Ridge office is making a study of the possibilities of spinoff
as theymight apply to industry.3s

The budget requestfor fiscalyear 1967 stated:
Technological Spinoff: Fiscal year 1965, $35,429j fiscal year 1966, $100,000;

fiscal year 1967,$150,000: The objective of this ~ctivity is to' insure the maximum
application of results from AEC research and development to non-nuclear indus
trial use. This activity.is<implemented largely through the Offices 'of Industrial
Cooperation at Argonne. 'and Oak Ridge which provide industry' with Information
on prccessea.imaterlals.requipment, techniques, eto., -develcpedtn the,AEC' pro
gram. Funds requested for fiscal year' 1967 will be used tot supportithe two
Offices of Industrial Cooperation and to continue- the study of technology transfer
mechanisms; Program'activities' will 'be coordinated with the Small' Business
Administration and U.S.' Department of Commerce efforts, to transfer results
ofgovernment-funded.research and. development :to private :industry.36

Cooperation with the<NASA program. has.now extended to the joint
issuance of technical publications (see p. 130).

E. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE ApPROPRIATIONS

The subcommittees of both the Senate and the .House which deal
with the Department of Commerce have heard testimony concerning
a number of technology transfer related programs.

The civilian industrial technology program was conceived in 1962
with. the objectiveof stimulating research in lagging industries such
as textilesymachine tools, and building. Grants and contracts were-to
be given 'to manufacturing companies. Although the program never
became fully defined, opposition developed on the basis that the
Federal funds would be used to expand technology in private indus
trial sectors. It was alleged that such R.. & D ..wouldmterfere WIth
the free.market competition.

~s u .B. Congress. JOnlt Committee onAtomic E:nergy. Hearings: AEC Authorizing LegislatIon, fiscal
year 1966:. 89th Oong., 1st sees. -Pt. 1: p, 36; p.652.

3~ U.S. Congress. Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. Hearings: AEC Authorizing LegislatIon, fiscal
year 1967. .aani Cong.,,2dS1:lss.Pt.3: p. 1613---,Tecbnologlcal Spinoff OIC.

77.,..217 ()...'....::67--.
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The Department.request stated:
:program development and adminiatratdon-e-In cooperationwith o~llerInterested

agencies, studies.will be-undertaken' in order todetermineactdons which might be
taken in order, to remove deterrents to desirable innovation, to investdgate adapta
tdon to civilian- industry of methodology and technology developed in advanced
space and defense activitiesi.andtoidentify changes inGovernment procurement
methods which might 'stimulate technological improvement. _ Independent studies
of the effectiveness of pilot projects also will be supported in order 'to establish a
sound basis for future program development." '

. In any event the only appropriationsmade were for $1,625;000 in
1963 and the main accomplishment of the program was the establish
ment of an information center for the textile industry. : The CIT
concept included a variety of technology transfer ideas which have
survived in the Office of.State Technical Services. But therejection
by Congress of any forthright attempt to use:Federalfundsfor;in-
dustrial R&D. was quite forceful. ...•. ..; ..... ::...>"

In October of 1965, after the passage of the State Technical.Services
Act, the House Appropriations Subcommittee held .hearings 'on a
supplemental request for funds. The act authorized$lOmilli()Il for
fiscal year 1966, $20 million for fiscal year 1967, and $30 million for
fiscal year 1968, but only $7 million was requested.

Mr: ROONEY-.'· This sounds to me like your so-called civil 'industrial technology
program.

Mr. HOLLOMON. Civilian industrial technology.. . "_ .,' __ ',_,.:.,;-
Mr. ROONEY. That was' completely denied _by the Congress; You are no"," back

for-the .samethlngr
Mr. HOLLOMON•. Noj air.. _ .
Mr. ROONEY. What is the difference between the two?
Mr. -HOLLOMON • For the .civilian _industrial technology .program, in the first

instance, we-came to youIor.approprlatlons and not inltlally through legislation.
Itwaa largely a program of research which wouldbesponsored by the, Federal
Government. This is net-a program of research: This program contemplates
decentralized State activities which are matched, and in which-the initiative; is
taken by the States. There was no such activityproposed in"the original civilian
industrial technology, program.ee

An amount of $3.5 million wasfinally appropriated for flsoalyeaa'
1966 despite an appeal to the Senate subcommittee for ,".storation
of the full amount." .:

For fiscal year 1967, $8 million was requested. The House Ap
propriations Subcommittee became concerned as to whether the
Department of Commerce had solicited support from the Association
of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges for the State Technical
Services Act. The preliminaryplanning work was explained by Dr.
A. V. Astin, Director of the Bureau of Standards: •. .:" .

Dr. ASTIN, Sir, we were exploring under this project, ways to develop and
disseminate technical information more effectively. This was 'the whole purpose
of that operation. That is, we have been of the opinionfor a-number of years that
the proper utilization of technical information by Industrial-groups in this country
requires, an, appreciation of local, .or regional problems and dissemination at n
localorregionalJeveL,.", ''''' ,',', .. ',',' "', """,:,,"

In connection with this there was conducted here about 2 years ago.a large
conference involving the technical peopleor most' of the State' governments,
and one of the conclusions of the conferencewas,that'it-wouldbedesirableto
provide staff services for additional conferences and for regionalconferenCEls,

37 Hearings before the Subcommittee of the House Committee of Interstate and Foreig:riOomni¢i'ce,for
flseel year 1964; pp. 747-795.

38 U.S. Congress. House. Hearings before' the .Subcomrntttees of the Committee on Appropriations.
Supplemental appropriation bill, 1966. 89th Cong., 1st seas. Pt. 3, PP. 436-451. , '" .

31 U.S. Congress. Senate. Hearings before Subcommittees of the Committee on Appropriations. Sup-
plemental appropriation bill, 1966. 89th Cong., first seea., PP. 789-803. . " '
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end that was the-primary reason forLhe setting up 'of .thieofllce whlch was op
erated.by Mrv'Bandy. - _ _-, - - "", " - _ - _ ','

One of the other authorities" Mr. Chairman, is the authority oftheSecretary of
Commerce to 'stimulate the commerce and industry of the United States. --"When
tbe Bureau wasreorgantsed Zyeara agathe Secretary at that time delegated to
the NationalBureau of Standards part ,of -his responsibility to serve as the focal
point within the, -Department of ,Commerce _for the' application of science end
technology to-the Nation's industries; eo-this whole operation as essentially tt
probing ofhow better to disseminate information and what kinds of information
were the most important when we looked at matters on a reglonelbnele.w

Despite some reservations about the operation of the program, 45
of the 50 States were prepared for matching fund grants to begin the
analysis of business needs for technology dissemination.. The House
subcommittee allowed $5 million and the Senate restored an addi
tional $0.5 million for, a total fiscal year 1967 appropriation of $5.5
million.' Thus out of an authorized $30 million for the first 2 years of
operation, only $9·million wasappropriated." The budget request for
the fiscal year 1968 is $11 .million.

F.- A COMMISSION. ON SCIENCE· AND TECHlfOLOGY

. The Committee on Government Operations of the U.S. Senate has
reported virtuallyidentical bills in the 87th, 88th, and 89th Congresses
for the establishment of a Commission on Science and Technology.
Although the main tlnust of the-study envisioned would be the
feasibility of a Cabinet-level Department of Science, technology trans
fer is a specific consideration. Section 1(d) of S. 1136 (~9th Cong.)
states the interest of the Qmgress in- .
insuring the maximum utilization of. all available scientific know-how and Infer
matdon-by coordinating the research and development programs of the Federal
departments and agencies' with those of American business 'and industry and
with nonprofit organizations, including universities and .ofher educational or
technological :institutions. ~2

. NOJle of the bills.was passed:

G.' THE CLEARINGHOUSE FOR FEDERAL SCIENTIFIC AlfD TECHNICAL
IlfFORMATION ..

Although routinely funded .as a part of the Department of Com
merce appropriations, the Clearinghouse was a subject. of interest to
the Senate Government Operations Committee in its assessment of
Government science. A letter from the Bureau of Standards to the
chairman on January 28, 1965, reviews the program:

Knowingthe longstanding Interest of .the Committee on Government Operations
in the effective provision of Government-generated technical information, to
industry and the public, I wollid like to review.fer you briefly the operations and
objectives, of the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information.

The-Clearinghouse was established in the Department of.Oommerce in February
196.4, following its endorsement by the Federal Council for Science and Technology
and by the Office of the President. At that time, the OommerceOrttce or 'I'echni
caf Bervlces (OTS) was transferred to the National Bureau of Standards where
it. was placed under the Institute of Applied Technology. Building upon the
e,;:isting, Intcrmatton servfcee ot OTS, the Clearinghouse has undertaken. an ex-

tou.s. Congress. House. "Hearings berore.aBubcomnnttee on ApJ)roprilltio;ns.,89tl:).,C~ng.':,second
sess., PP. 652, 71&:-764. ' , , ' :' ' " ,

41 U.S. Qongress. senete; Hearings before the Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations on
H.R.18119,89th Cong., 2d sess., pp. 334,,443-455. :- .'.....

42 U.8. Congress. Senate. Committee on Government Operations. Report on S. 1136.. Committee
print, 89th Cong.j Ist sess, 1965. P.8.
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panded role as tbe-nationalcenterfor the dissemination\of Government-generated
-informatdon in the physical sciences,engineering, and related rtechnology.. .In
brief, the Clearinghouse has been established as the single point of contactin the
executive _branch for supplying the _industrial and technical community with
unclassified information about Government-sponsored research and, development
in defense, space, atomic energy, and other national programs; It thus makes
readily available, at low cost, research information whichmay aid inthe develop
ment or .e new product, solve a processing problem, or increase productivity
through technical improvement.

In addition tosupplying documents, the Clearinghouse functions also. include
provision of information on Gov~rnment, research in progress, referJ:'al-to sources
of specialized technical expertise in the Government, and the development of
effective means of. conveying this -information to the various sections 'ot. the 
country, adapting it to. the needs and interests' of local industrial and technical
groupe.s ':':, . .: ".. ,. ::._ .

The Clearinghouse currently receives 22,000 documents each year.

H. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL MANPOWER

The Subcommittee on Employment~ndMaripower of tlieS~n~fe
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare held hearings in 1965 on
"The Impact of Federal Research and Development Policies Upon.
Scientific and Technical Manpower." 44 . . " .

In the report issued subsequeritly,technology transfer was' seen to
be a part of this broad issue. The. importance of being a Federal
contractor in order to have accesstoR. & Dvresults was discussed:

In addition, favored.firms that perform. Federal-research and development :haVe
the built-In advantageof knowing the reeulte of:this work-and aze ableto.use thls
informationto advantage in subsequent skirmishes for contracts. Eugene Fole:y,
of the SBA, has suggested that research and. development. performers should,
submit reports on potential commercial applications of what has been researched 'or
developed; Such. reports 'do 'not seem feasible," but the. euggeetdonIndlcatea the
extent to which other firma-e-especially small firms-can be handicapped solely
by a lack of appropriate, information."

The secondary effects of research and development awards were-the major 'ones
with which the subcommittee was concerned. It is difficlllttoassessthe ,direct
effects of a research and development award; and the secondary effects 'constitute
an even more difficult and complex process to assess, for they involve new Industry,

_better schools,and community attitudes receptive to the preseuree 'for .growth
and development.e

Another possible important industrial effect of research and -development .
Iunds, however; is the eo-called spinoff. While engaged Inresearehv andaleofn
development, a university or company scientist may uncover a new procesaa new
material, or simply anew idea that has worthwhile Industrial application: A spin-:
off company is born; a' firm may be attracted or established; and 'amajor new
product or industry may resll1t.. Again,the cycle of Government contracts;'
scientists, and buslneeses can be set in motdon and area growth can be stimUlated:47

L THE HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE OwG6VERNMENT RESEAIWIt

In 1963 the House of Represente.clvescsteblished a-Select C?mC

mittee on Government "Research to undertake a broad review of
Federal service. The importance of technology transfer was discussed
in the summary of the hearings."

\ 43lbid.,pn. 60--61. . .... '.. , . .... . ', .'. ..... .,- ....,_
u u.s. congress; Senate. Committee on Labor and Publlc WeHare. The Impact of.Federal Research

and Development Policies Upon Scientific and 'I'echnical Manpower. Report of the SUbcoII1Jnittee on
Employment, Manpower, and Poverty. 89th Cong., 2d sess. December 1966.. (Committee print.), 

431bid.,.p.51.
4G Ibid, p. 38.
H']bid,.p.:39. "', .. .-,._" . '.' ..,' . '.. ~
~8 Summary of hearings before the Select Committee on Government Research of the 'House .or.Repre-

scneenves, 88th Congress,.rst and 2d sessions,pt. 3, pp. 1233--4.



"E.tfectiveneS8 oj converting R. & D..into practical products (Vickers)
"Research and development is viewed as a pyramid of four parts. At

the top is basic research; the. greater the incentive for the researcher
to put his findings to use, the closer he approaches the next segment
of the pyramid. The.next segment is applied research, which carries
forward the application of scientific. principles toward ulimate pro
duction of useful results. The third segment is development, and the
fourth section or base of the pyramid is production. . .. •

IIThis/'in, OUf view,..rnust be the, paramount and ultimate goal of the whole
research and development process. It is through the production and distribution
of ~the fruits of research and engineering that eaeh citdzen-r-whoIn fact pays for
the whole.eflort-c-recelvee the benefits for which he. pays.

"I~ the .commlttee concurs with this premise, then the emphasis inits appraisal
of Government's role in research and development shouldbe upon how effective
is the precess of caverting research and developmentInto 'practical end products
serving the Nation. Inasmuch as only Industry is or shouldv.be exclusively'
involved in the functions of production, sale, and distribution, it is apparent that
the interfaces between the four segments of 'the. pyramid arid 'thus- also of the
Government-industry relationship become of utmost importance, (pp. '106-k
1065).

"Finding 'lj,sejul byproducts oj R. & D. (Halaby)
"More attention should be given to getting double duty out of de

velopment dollars by gleaning new products and byproducts of re- .
search. Just as in industry, in the various agencies.fhere .should be
so.m.. eon.e .. cons.ta..ntlY. wat.ching fo.r things.. that can ber.ick.edo.ut Of. th.e
research and development programs and made usab e for civil appli-
cations (p.. 131). .. .. . .'

"Relatior!ship between the military ar!d industr:yinuse of results of
dejense R. & D.(Teller) .. .,..

'f (A member of the .committee questioned the witness concerning
(1) the charge that too much time and attention are devoted to mili
tary R. & D. at the expense of the civilian economy; and in particular
to (2) the charge that the military,underthe guise of security require
ments, do not release results of R. & D. for civilian use.)

"I urn under the impression that there has been a conscientious effort and an
effort that has paid off tomake available the results; of our military research
to our economy. One example is the development of our planes., * *- *-

"Ldo not deny that there may have-been cases where better; earlier availability
would have ,been of help. But in general I think.Lhis charge is based -on .an
exaggeration, I mean. the charge that military developments are not available
tothecivllians.: ,T~s is an exaggeration.

"In one respect, however, the charge may be valid-but this is not-due
to action of the armed forces, . '

1/*** We have laws, very-restrictive laws,concerningsecurity. In many
areas you are not allowed to communicate to the industry unless it is first clearly
and. completely proven that publication cannot possibly hurt our country. Such
proof IsImmensely hard to get.

*- * *- *- *- *- *-
"I believe that at any rate the burden of proof-should be on the other side.

Things should be open, unless proved. to be dangerous. * *- *- The willingness
for .cooperation is there; ,The practice of cooperation is there. ,But some of our
laws make the cooperation unnecessarily difficult. (pp. 942-944,,951);

"Usefulness oj military and space R. &1)' in the civilian economy
(Foley)

"Most Government R. & D. work isdirected towardnationaldefense.
For the, most part, the implications (the spillover) of military-tech-
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nology for civilian uses. are largely unexplored. The Small Business
Administration is conducting such explorations, and is working with
the National Science Foundation, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, and the Department of Commerce to supply small
business concerns with usable information derived from Govern
ment-funded R. & D. The SBA is conducting several services for
transmitting such information to small business.

"It must be recognized that the knowledge gained from Government expendi
tures in space and military research and development can, in many cases,. be
transferred directly into Industrial application. Thla Informatdon contains the
potential for creating new industrial techniques, materials" products andproc;,
eases. 'If assimilated properly, it can exert a profound influence on our civilian.
technology. The Federal Govemment.vtherefore, hasall obligation to develop
a ,workabl~ system of utilizing' this enormous reservoir of, scientific' information
so that its benefits can be transmitted to businessmen both large and 'small in
order to provide the ingredients necessary for an- accelerated growth' irr-our
civilian economy. ** * (~p:'741-742).n ''' _- .. /._' " "','.,"

"The reporto£ the select committee contains a description of current
Federal transfer programs." . . ..

Among the findings of the report were:' .
18. Research, and development can significantly'contribute to growth 'of the

general economy as well as of a given industry., Our current national rate of
economic growth is Iess than' that of several other nations. , The question arises
whether our research and development effort can be better marshaled tollelIJaccelerate our economic growth rate;", ' '

19. A traditional, concept has been, that spillover, or-product-procesaspinoff,
from our-space and military research and-development programs (which dominate
the total national research and development effort) spurs development and
utilization of new products and' systems and ultimately, generally' growth. This
concept, .can -be challenged, for .the <record in, this regard is .farIrom ooneluslve.
While few wouldbe willing to eliminate all program's designed to. transfer to the
general civilian economy the results of our Federal research' and development
actdvitdesr.we must continue 'trying to arrive ata better formula-for converting
the :fruits of our research .efforts into economic sinews for the Nation.50

J. THE .NATIONAL COMMISSION. ON TECHNOLOGY, AUTOMATION,AND
ECONOMIC. PROGRESS

At executiva request; the Congress passed. Public Law 88'-H4
creating the National Commission on Technology, Automation, and
Economic Progress. The Commission was charged, in part:

(d) "To assess the most 'effective means" for' channeling new technologies 'hite)
promising directions, 'hi eluding civilian industries, where eecelerated technologleal
advancements will yield general benefits, and' assess' the proper relationship

.between governmental and private investment in the application of new tech
nologies to large-scale human and community Ileed~;51 ,,'.'

The C0inmission generated a number of thorough studies for its
deliberations. The original motivation was the need for creative
public policies in marshaling the techniques of science. for human

. welfare without unwanted consequences of unemployment, economic
dislocations, or other social upheavals. One of the most important
studies was concerned with technology transfer. 52

49 Study No. VI,.Impaet ofFederal research and development programs. Report or the Select,Committee
on Government Research of the House of Representatives, 88th Cong., second sess., Dee. 28, 1964, p. 131.

M Ibfd.,-p.144. ';' '. '
51 Op.eit,reC.a",vol.,I.,:" ,".'.-:,.",_.'"" :'_, ,"" ""''-':''--'':--' ,,',--':','.. ,,;:''', ," ,,':':,--".--' "',-',', "--:',,
52 Lesher, Richard 'C.; and Hawick, George J.," Background, Guidelmes and Recommendations tor.Use

in Assessing Effeetive Means of Channeling New 'I'eehnelogtes in Promising Dfreetlons." Ibfd.,·vol. V.



The section in the final report dealing with this subject is repro-
duced in full because of its relevanceto the present inquiry,'2(a, .

TUEGENERATION ANI? TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY

The-evidence is overwhelming that technology stdmulates the rate and.volume
of economic growth,' and that the infusion of new technology can speed the rate.
of 'economic growth. It is evident that increases in GNP are related to expendi
tures for research and development. -R.& D. expenditures are still rising rapidly.
In 1965, a total-ofabout $21 billion willbe devoted to R. & D., about $15 billion
of which will be spent or,supplied by the Federal Government. The way in which
R. -,& D. is spent is important both for the pace of-teehnologlcal advance and for
the determination of -the areas where technology wlll-e-andoan-c-be applied.

Fourquestions of policy-arise in relation to R; & Dv expendituree and the uses
of technology Jor economic growth and social needs:' ,

1. Is there some "optimallimit" to the amount of R. & D. expenditures,' based
on-ourvabflity to develop enough well-trained research manpower, to use these
expenditures well?

2. Are there etgniflcant.v'Imbalaucee" in the present pattern of R.' & D.ex
pendituresvpartdcularly by theFederalGovernment?

3.'What cen-beidone-to stimulate fhe greater use·of·R;.&. D. by lagging'
industries? -

4. 'What kind of Federal policy is necessary for the dissemination of tecbnologi
cal knowledge to potential users-e-problems. ranging from the organization. of
comprehensive information' retrieval systems to the direct assistance of com
munitiee, small business, and other industries in gaining access to' publicly
avalable technological knowledge?

- A determination of an .optimum research and development expenditure is a
most difficult question. Private industry has a basic market test of its ability
to devote some portion of its capital investment for research and development ;
at some point R. & D. has to "payoff" or the company cuts its expenditure in
a specific area. What the limitofF.ederal expenditures should be, however, is
difficult because we have no test of the potentialities 'of R. &. D..-. In some areas
(e.g., defense or basic research) one may -wenvto encourage experimentation,
even where-there is no immediate possibility of payoff (either in profitability' or
innewknowl~dge) because of the Intrinsloworthwhileneee of-such experiments.
It .has been suggested that precise' figures, should. be gathered: Which..show the
annual employment of scientific manpower and dollars in relation to the-putative
national goals they serve. Such a report .might provide the frarrrework-for ia
more detailed,consideration, cf thekinda of.Government- expenditures on R. &D.

The question.of imbalances in existing spending is -one which involves political
judgments. Over half the 'Federal budget is. devoted to defense and it is, there
fore; not surprising that the largest part of Federal R. & D. funds are in support
of-defense objectives... But. we. also feel that other 'areas-principally .housing;
transportation, .. and. urban ..'development-have been' neglected in federally'. sup
ported R. &,D, efforts,. and considerably more has to be done in these flelde.

It .has .been argued that some industries have-lagged .technologically because
of the dfaproportions in R. & D.:spending or the failure to apply in other areas
technologies developed for one area... .The concentration of research anddevelop
ment-ina few induetrlee Isnot, per se, evidence of misallocation. Technological
opportunities..are· greater. in some fields than in othcrs. und uneven',distribution
ofR.& D. does not itself, indicate inefficient, resource allocation within industry.
Nor is thereevidence that Increased R -.& D. would necessarlly stimulate "change
in' all industries. '.' ,.'

The 'relevant question is whether 'it is 'possible to, help potential users who are
unable for a while to help themselves; Government support of research and
development inagrfculture and aviation has reaped rich economic rewards. . In
areas where market criteria cannot generate sufficient incentives for adequate
research' and development-s-such as weather forcasting, public health, .educa
tlon-e-the-.Federal Government has a recognized responsibility. And where
R. t& Dc beneftta are insufficiently, realized through private capabilities, it is the
task of public .policy to provide incentives. The responsibility is not necessarily
that of doing research oreveu.flnanolngIty but .. of pr.Qy~tiing,incentiv~s fqr getting'
it done. . .' '" . .

m&)/bid;, p. 103.
~•.~7 These referencea will be found in the notes to table 1, p- 32.
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The transfer of technologies developed in Federal laboratories and agencies
for industrial and conslJ.mer use requires a more forthright and"unified Govern
ment policy than exists at present. Technology transfer-using new technology
forpurposes other than the specific ones for which it was developed-is not given
much attention in -many 'Government ageneies.. Locating-the technology end
identifying new and different uses require the assignment of. competent persons
within the agencies for such tasks and the cooperation of the many different
scientific and technical missions. Until this, task is given a higherpriority-.there
will be gaps in the collection of important technological information.

The' other side of the coin is the reporting anddlseeminatdon of such-informatfon
to potential users; There, too, a national policy is necessary. The Government
can engage in :1 variety of activities, from the simple publication of documents
(placing the burden of discovery on the potential user) to such more active roles
as centralizing all bibliographical citations in an information retrieval system,.
the creation of technical consulting' services (available, for example, to small
businesses), or the use of governmental facilities by nonprofit institutions for
the adaptation of new technologies for commercial purposes.

Given the range of possible activities, we cannot .within our limited purview
define the exact limits of governmental involvement. Certainly,it would.seem
that the Federal Government has a legitimate 'role developing weather satellites
and medical research equipment. But we cannot ~ay that it is an obligation 'of
Government to assist all claimants or engage in .partnershlp. with profltor uon
profit organizations to develo'p all new technologies or devices originated. by
Government for civilian use. These are questions' to be decided on the broader
base .of national goals. As a minimum we do feel that the Government has: a
responsibility for making available for nongovernmental utilization the result
of" Government-performed research and other research that was substantially
funded by the Government. The issue, in the future,will be a vexing .onaand
more .detadled study is needed..

K. SUMMARY

The recent attention to technology transfer has come asaperipheral .
issue to a variety of programs, bills, and congressional concerns. The
potential in t~e large .and growing-body of knowledge produced under
Federal fundmg IS Viewed in relationship to needs for regional de
velopment, revitalizing certain industries, strength.ening the Nation's
international trade position and assuring economic health. Further,
there is a certain appeal to "Yankee" thrift in obtaining the maximum
benefits from a resource that has been obtained at considerable cost,

However, there is some .caution ip 'definin~ the de~ee t,o wbjc~ .t·be'"
Government can become myolved In what IS essentially the nrivate
business problem of growth diVeJ'sificatJOn. an "
~vemarket. None of the trial programs or experil1lentalagimcies

as had a dramatic effect on the natural process of technology diffu
sion, And thepresent efforts are individually concerned with differ
ent.portions ofthe overall process. TheCongresshasrecognizedthe
transfer of certain .large .pa.ck!,g.e~ of technology from G...ove~nme!1..~
R. & D. These mclude the Civilian nuclear power reactors, [etair
craft, and computers. Furthermore, the direct Federal funding of
R. & D. in the private interest has been approved continually in
medicine; agriculture, and natural resources development. .

The record shows a consistent call for policy definition in the gray
area of technology from military space nuclear projects: Witnesses
from the business. and scientific communities, as well as legislators
and agency administrators-are agreed on this point. 'I'heretorey'the
p~esent study is a further response with the hope of elucidating 'tech-
notogy transfer and formulating a guiding policy for the future, .



V. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH .AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE
UNITED STATES

A. HISTORICAL FUNDING AND PERFORMANCE STATISTICS-

In order to understand the possibilities for technology transfer, an
analysis of the funding and performance .of R. & D. is necessary.
Table 1 presents a summary of these activities for the period 1957-67.
Unfortunately some data are only available for fiscal year (July to June)
periods, but because year-to-year changes are in a generally increasing
direction and not large relative to previous years, the comparisons
are believed.valid. 'To provide an accumulative value, a summation
.of the lO-year period 1957c-66 has been made!
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TABLE l.....:...-Summary Of R. & D. activities in the United States,1957:-'"67:

[DoWn amounts in bill·

I Estimated.
NOTES

"Line 1: Estimated by adding 'llnes 3, 5, aud 6 plus R. & D. performed in universities, ence 54) ,and"Reviews of Data on Science Resources," National Science. Foundation
research institutes, and private foundations which is supported by their own funds... 66-33, December 1966(reference 55). Estimated values for 1966and 1967are based on data

Lines 2, 8, 4, and 5: Frum table 0-58I"P' 163,"Federal funds for research, development, from an annual survey reported in Industrial Resear.cb magazine, January. 1966, p. 36,
and other scientific actiVities," vol . .z..V, National Science Foundation, Washington, and January 1967,p. 52 (reference 56). •... ..' ". "". ..'
D.O" 1966(reference 53)., . Lines 9, 10,1l.J_and 12: Derived from table 0-54, p.159, and table 0-57, p. 162, "Federal

Lines 6, 7, and 8: From table I, p. 17, "Basic rcaecrch, applied research and develop- Funds," vol .. .x, V (relerence.'!3). . .... ' ", . '.' .'
ment in industry, 1964, "National Science Foundation, Washington, D.O., 1966 (refer- Line 13: Economic Report olthe President, January 1967, p. 213 (reference 57).

... .. . .

Item 1--=--,=-__:J~:J19~~:119631_19~II'551966 196711~l;16 __
-

I Total R. & D. performed in the United States, calendar yearsun $9.9 $10.9 $12.5 $13.7 $14.6 $15.7 $17.4 $19.1 $20.5 $23.2 $24.0 $157.5
2 Total Federal obligations for R. & D., fiscal yearsu__ __nn_n 3.9 '.6 6.7 7.5 9.1 10.3 12.5 14.2 14.6 115.9 115.9 99.3
3 Federal R. & D. performed intramurally, fiscal years _____________ 1.2 I.• 1.6 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.8 3.1 13.3 13.4 21. 4• Federal R. & D. performed by industry, nscetveers __uuu_u ___ 2.2 2.6 <2 '.8 5.' 6.6 ! '. 8.3 '.1 9.1 110.0 19.7 62.8
5 Federal R. & D. performed by others, fiscal years~"_nn"_nnu_~ .5 .6 .8 1.0 1.3 1.6 1.9 2.1 2.' 12.7 12.9 14~ 9
6 Total industrially performed R. & D., calendar years __n_nnnn 7.7 ' 8.4 9.6 10.5 10.9 11.5 12.6 "13:5 14.2 116. ,5 117.1 115.4
7 Industrially performed R. & D. funded by Federal Government, '.3 '.8 5.6 6.1 6.2 6.' 7.3 7.7 7.8 - 19.5 f8.9 55.7

calendar years.
, 6.48 Industrially performed R. & D. funded by company, calendar 3.' 3.6 '.0 ••• '.7 5.0 504 ,5.8 17.0 ,'18.2 49.6

veers.
9 R. &D. obligations, Department of Defense, fiscal yearsuuuuu 3.0 3.4 5.1 5.8 6.6 6.7 7.3 7.3 6;8 7.' . 7.3 59.4

10 R. & Drobligationa, Atomic Energy ocmcussicn, fiscal yearsum .5 .6 .7 .8 .8 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.2 _ 1.3 1.3 9.'
II R. & D. obligations, National Aeronautics and Space Agency, .1 .3 •• .8 I.• 2;9 "·4.3 5.0 5.2 .., 20.4

fiscal years.
, 13.9-12 a-eeencr total (lines 9, !O;-and 11) fiscal yearsn _nnnn_unun 3.6 '.1 '.1 7.0

, 52~:~
9.3· 11.3 12.8 13.0 13.5 89.2

13 Gross national product, calendar years:________u __ nunnn_n_ 441.0 447.0 484.0 504.0 560.0 591.0 1-, 632.0 681~ 0 740.0 ___uu_ ____ n __

------==~- ==---=----------------------
I' Percent of total R. & D. performed by industry (lines 6/1)___,-uu 78.0 no 77.0 77.0 75.0 73.0 73.0 71.0 71.0 71.0 73.0 74.0
16 Percent of total R. & D. funded by Federal Government (lines 2/1)_ 39.0 42.6 5<0 55.0 62.0 66.0 72.0 75.0 69.0 68.0 68.0 63.0
16 Percent of Federal funded R. & D. performed by industry (lines 56.0 57.0 63.0 64.0 65.0 64.0 66.0 64.0 62.0 63.0 ,61.0 63.0

'/2). ..
57.0 59.0 ' 56.6 ' 58.0 :',}i2.017 Percent of total industrially performed R. & D. funded by Red- 56.0 68.0 57.0 5&0 57.0 58.0 57.0

eral Government (lines 7/6).
'60.018 Percent of total R. & D.funded by 3 agencies (lines 12/1)___n"_n 35.0 3&0 49.0 I 51. 0 55.0 59.0 65.0 67.0 61.0 58.0 56.0

I' Total R. & D. as a percentage of GNP (lines 1/13)_____n ______ "__ 2.2 2.' 2.' 2.7 2.8 2.8 3.0 1'_ 3.0 3~2 3.1 n _____ __ u·____
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Line 1 shows that the total amount of scientific and engineering
activity in research and development (that is, exclusive of production
engineering, education, routine testing, etc.) has risen from $9.9
billion-in 1957 to $24 billion forecast for 1967. Most of this expendi
ture goes directly to final demand and so can be calculated to account
for about 3 percent of the gross national product at the present time
(line 19). . .

Lines 2 andS show that starting from about the same level in 1957,
the Federal funding has quadrupled whereas private industry funding
has doubled. This is.an indication of several factors: (1) science and
technology have been recognized as increasingly important in serving
many national interests; (2) strong science is a responsibility of gov
ernment; and(3)manylarge-scaletechnological projects are beyond
the funding capacity of commercial interests. Other factors contribute
to the dollar growth but do not necessarily reflect more effort; Infla
tion, rising salaries and increased use of expensive tools, instruments
and special apparatus swell the totals. Funds for R. & D. facilities
are not included in these data but the Federal Government has
obligated $7.6 billion for this purpose in the 1957-66 period and.
private investment has probably beencomparable,

Line 3 indicates that the Federal laboratories were expanded
appreciably (corresponding with the NASA programj.but have been
stable for the last few years.. The long standing policy of the Govern
ment has been to do a sufficient amount of R. & Diintramurally to
assure competence in monitoring grant and contract work and to
identify promising areas of science. Beyond that point, nongovern
ment institutions are chosen to perform the work.Contract-research

.centers such as the Jet Propulsion Laboratory operated by the
California Institute of Technology or Oak Ridge National Laboratory
operated by Union Carbide Corp. are counted as' university -and

_industry performance respectively.
LineA reflects the fact that industry is the major performer of

Federal R. &D. This, in a sense, means that the technology developed
does not have to be.transferred.tothe .private sector because it is
already there.. However,performance byprofitmakingfirms may not
mean any closer tie to civilian products; processes or services than if
the work was done in. a Government laboratory.' Some industrial
laboratories segregate commercial and Federal projects to avoid
patent and proprietary information problems; The- Federal agency
guides and controls the project, keeping its own goal uppermost and
preventing __excursions or extenuations into interesting-lines of investi
gations which are not germane. Promising butnonrelevant findings
may be dropped before they are carried far enough to interest a com
mercialdeveloper. A Government-funded team may be broken up by a
canceled or finished program without tying up the loose ends of tech-
nology into a communicable package.. . .

Federally funded R. & D. performed by industry has been successful
in obtaining results. The low salary scales .of civil service have been
circumvented. Unwieldy facilities and organizations have not been
permanently added to the Government structure. On the other
hand, some privately operated organizations have become claimants
on continued Government funding, much as would Federal labora
tories. But, taken as a whole, the research and development results
are not fully integrated into the commercial technological stream.
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.''': vp. cit. ref. 54; p. Ix.

. . .,

R. &D. performed by others (line 5) means educational institu~
tions and the contract research centers which they operate, private
nonprofit institutions, State and local governments and individuals.
This expanding category reflects mainly the. Federal support of-basic
research in the universities. Much of this/work does not result 'in
immediately applicable technology. Also the concentration by the
institutions of higher learning on Federal research may have made
them less interested in, and aware of, industrial 'development needs.
The special effect which Government funding has had on nonprofit
independent research institutes is discussed on page 79. .'

Total industrial performance is shown in line 6, indicating that the
private sector R. &D. capability has more than doubled in the past 10
years. Lines 7 and 8 show that the increase has. been proportionately
the same for both Federal and corporate funding. sources. The
discrepancies in earlier years betweenlines 4 and 7 cannot be explained .
by the National Science Foundation which issues both sets offigures.
Federal agencies report their funds which go to industry, An in
dustrial survey reports' funds received from government. Minor
differences are attributed to accounting practice,' the lag; between
obligations and expenditures and incompleteness of industrial data.
The NSFwarns: . .

"The extent of federally financed R..& D. performanee Incertatn industdes-maY
be understated because sOl1lecompanies, in reporting_their R.&· D; figures, fail
to account for- the portion of company initiatedR. &,D. projects indirectly
financed through- overhead payments under Federal contracts.' J;7B

None ofthese reasons would' accountfor theindustry total's being.
greater than the agency figure as is the case for 1957~6L . 7.

The very large impact of just three agency programs is shown in
lines 9, 10, 11, and 12. The .Department of Defense, the Atomic
Energy Commission, and -the .NajionalAeronauties and Space-Ad
ministration, in their national security/prestige programs. represent
over half the total U.S. R. & D. activity in each year since 1960
(line.18)'. . •. '. •.

The Department of Defense alone has funded. one-third of the total
for the past 10 years. These R. & D. programs were seen to be vital
to the national goals and strategies involved, and so have. generated
their own funding justification, facilities, and managementresources
in the military/space industry. In this sense .theR. & D ..results are
in excess to those which would have come normally from commercial
and other Government projects..It cannot be said that the same
amount of R. & D. wonld be performed (but for other purposes)' if
these three agencies did not exist. There is no R. & D. "pie"to be
divided up. Rather, R. & D. is funded, both publicly and privately,
in the amount judged necessary to support missions and objectives.
The only limiting resource is trained manpower; and the redeployment
of scientists and engineers is a major concern .as large technology
programs wax and wane, or as emphasis shifts among fields' and
disciplines. '.

";,' .n~



B. DISTORTIONS IN U.S. TECHNOLOGY

1. SPONSORSHIP

Research and development has an uneven character which is re
flected in the kind of technology in the reservoir available for transfer
efforts. To document .and. describe these distortions, a Ill-year total
is examined in table 1. From 1957 to 1966, $158 billion worth of
scientific and engineering activity was performed.. The Federal Gov
ernment has provided 63 percent (line 15) or $99 billion of the money,
while 74 percent (line 14) or $115 billion was performed in the profit
sector. Of the $99 billion, $63 billion or 63 percent (line 16) went to
industry.

The R. & D. resources of industry were devoted to Federal pro
grams to the extent of .57 percent (line 17), or $66.5 billion out of
$115 billion. The amount of R. & D. performed completely external
to commercial laboratories was $36.3 billion in this decade. Fortech
nology transfer considerations, the results of this work 'must be
packaged and transported across Government-industry lines if they
are to be useful in civilian applications. The entire $99 billion Federal
portion may be considered to have been performed primarily. for
Government agency purposes even though 63 percent of the .work
was in industrial laboratories. Thus, some special effort is indicated
to obtain the fullest use of about two-thirds of all the R. & D. work
in the United States in the past 10 years. This is the rationale for
seeking a clear policy for technology transfer.

2.:.·MANPOWER

A measure of the distribution of scientific manpower resources may
be gained from table 2. These data represent returns from a survey
of about 415,000 individual scientists in the United States, believed
to include 90 percent of the Nations natural science doctorates. It
should be noted that engineers are not covered by this survey. Re
searoh.iand .development work accounts for about one-half of all
scientists and about one-half of this portion is employed in industry
(47,463 out of 223,854). Basic research is concentrated in universities
while the majority of applied research employment is in industry.
All types of governmental activity account for 18.2 percent of R..& D.
scientists.

Of significance to technology transfer is the fact that about half
the R. & D. scientists are in some other type of employment than
industry. This infers that good communications are essential if
industrial workers are to have wide access to new scientific knowledge.

This scientific manpower distribution does not correlate too well
with the dollar distribution in table 1.. Whereas the percentage of
R. & D. scientists in industry is 46.5, the percentage of dollar per
formance is 74. (See p. 32.) This is probably due to the heavyengi
neering effort in industry which is not reflected in this table.. It is
estimated. that. 358,900eqtlivalent full-time scientists and engineers
were employed' in industry to do research and development as of
January 1966.57bThe total number of scientists and engineers in the
United States is estimated for 1966 at 1.5 million (see table 3). The

67b Op. cte.,reference 5iI,p. 12.
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total R&D. manpower figure for all performers is estimated .at
about 500,000.

TABLE 2.-Number of scientists, by work activity and type of employer, 11)6.p
. . .

,Type of employer
-.

Work activity Total Ednc:a- FocI- Other Non- Indus-
tlonaf eral govern- Mlli· profit try and Other

.. Instltu- Gov-' ment tary ergani- bust-... tlons ernment zatlon ness
---------------------

Allactivities~____m _ un m 223,854 77,727 23,405 7,472 5,,522 8,722 84,421 16,695
Research and development., , 77,699 26,392 10,242 2,006 '" 4,344 32,741 '"Basic research. ______ . __ n_ 35,781 19,894 ',002 '" 531 2,334 ~'63 37'

Applied researclL_nmm 30,280 6,047 4,535 1,148 405 1,739 15,924' 482
Research management., _____ 24,568 2,793 3,846 00' 631 1,267 14,722 411
Total R. & Dh_._m ____ ~ ___ 102,267 29,185 14,088 2,914 1,630 5,601 47,473 1,386
Percent of total R. & Do.;" 100 28.4 ,; 13.8 2.' 1.6 5,5 .. 6 1.4...

I Adapted from "American Science Manpower, 1964," National Science Foundation, NSF 66-'-29, 1966;
table n, 0.60.-

TABLE'3i--"'-SCIENTISTS '(INCLUDING' SOCIAL SCIENTISTS) AND ENGINEERS,' BY
. _ INSTITUTION IN WHICH EMPLOYED, J965

Industry.:-_, _.;. - -, _ccc'-u -:-' - -: -- - - -, -:. - -- - - - -- -- -- - - - - -- - - - - - -- --
Government (Federal, State, and local) -, _
Colleges and untversretea.,,', ,-_ _ _ _
N onprofits__ ,-__ .:. -'_.,. _.:. _

TotaL __'_..,.:-_~ _,.__:- '--, __"_,-: _:-:-_~:- '". ,:- -:'__ -: -, -'.:-':' '-__._ ~ , 1, .436,'O(!?
Source: Information su~plledto ttJ.6Legislative Reference Service by Mr. Norman Selzer, Office of

Economic and Manpower Studies, National Science Foundation, February, 1967. - - - ':

3. INI>USTRIAL,SECTORS
. - - . - ,

Another distortion is presented in table 4 where the largest industry
sectors performing R&D. are listed. These five industries are seen
to account for 83 percent of all industrially performedR & D, as
estimated for 1967. The same five account for 92 percent of Federal
funds to industry and 73 percent of all company funds. As might
be expected, the aircraft and missiles. (space) 'category together
with electrical equipment and communications dominate the entire
picture, representing 84 percent of all Federal funds to industry:
The impact of these expenditures is noted in the frequent reference to
jet air transports and computers as prime examples of technology
transfer to civilian application.

The concentration of R. & D. in these sectors is out of proportion
to their importance to the economy in sales and employment. Federal
money provides the bulk Of aerospace and electronics work, w~ile

private funds are the mainstay of research and development in chem
icals, transportation and. machinery. Perhaps the distortion is
shown more clearly by the industrial categories which are not repre~
sen~ed in the table: .For ~965 (the lastyearin which info~ma~ion is.
available) the National SCIenceFoundationIists the following indus
tries as each performing only about 1 percent of tbe 'total private
sector R& D.: food and kindred products; textiles and apparel,
lumber, wood products, and furniture; paper and allied products,
rubber products; fabricated metal products and stone, clay;an·d·glas~



products,57'yet these industries account for a substantial portion of
the gross national product. .

In another study, it is pointed out that '.'the 20 manufacturing
companies with the largest R. & D. programs accounted for 58 percent
of the R. & D. funds but only 18 percent of the net sales and 21 percent
of .the employment of all manufacturing companies that. reported
R. & D. performance." 57d These same 20 companies accounted for
71 percent of Federal funds but only 38 percent of company funds for
industrially performed R. & D.

TABLE4.~R. & D. performed, by industry classification, 1961-Estimated
expeni{itures 1

[Dollar amounts in billions]

Company
Federal

Industry Federal Total funding
funds funds as rercent
. .' o total :,

AlL. _____ . ,_.__ __________ n," _____________ ._ n_ $8.2 $8.9 . '$17.1 52

AIrcraft and missiles________ n ______ m ___ :, ______ .7 5.0 ... 5.7 88
Electrical equipment and communtcations, ____ ______ L35 2;45 3.8 65

Total of 2 tndueteres., ____ . ___ _____
m 2.05 7.45 '.5 78

2-industry total as percent oIall Industries..c , __ .. , m 25 ·84 56 __ un __un

Chemicals and allied producte.c,__'____ Cm ______ mm_ $16 $.3 $19 16
Motor vehicles and other transportation' equiprnentr,, __ 1. 25 .15 1.4 11
Mac,hinary, __ _~ ____ ~C~ ;c __ ~_,:.:. ____ : :-_.~ ____ , ___ ___ ___ 1.1 .:3 - " ·.·.:1.4 21

'rctat or 5indust'ries"____ •. ~':-_ ~ ______ , ;~_, __ ___ _ 6.0 62 14.2 58

5~~dust~yt~tal as percent,ofal.lindustry_~._ . _________ 73 .92 83 __ nnn
u

__

1 -Adaptedfrom data in Industrial Res,earch, January 1967, p, 53 (reference 56).

So it can be seen that the appearance of new technology is not
uniform throughout the economy. It is more readily available in a
few large companies in certain industries. Many other firms, large
and small, may look at this concentration ·ofresearchresults (provided
largelyby public funds) as a desirable source of technology if a transfer
process can he provided.. However, industries not heavily involved
inR& D aie.usuall:), those where technology has not yet been judged
to be a critical ingredient for growth and survival. Firms which do
not presently support some scientific and engineering activity of.their,
own are not likely to be alert seekers of transferred technology; .

Other breakdowns of the gross total of R. & D. dollars are useful to
show the type and character of the work. These divisions do not
imply that there is anything wrong with the allocation of scientific
resources but they do indicate the relative volume of differentkinds
of technology available for transfer. Some research fields which
might seem most relevant to civilian commerce or new public problems
have not been heavily supported by Federal funding. .

In thel0-year 1957-66 period, $10 billion of Federal funding has
gone to basic research, $20 billion to applied research and $70 billion
to development."
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The basic research work for tbe most part does not take ideas far
enough along to provide technology for transfer; although research
results themselves are highly transferable among scientific fields for
further development. The $70 billion produces a great deal of .t~c4
nology in the course of development, invention, innovation and
preproduction engineering. There is no available breakdown ofthis
sum as to field of science.

4. FIELD OF SCIENCE OR ENGINEERING

The $20 billion for applied research in the last decade isa primary
s0Ul'ceof transferable technology and some view of its distribution can
be gained from the following percentage composition as estimated from
data for fiscal year 1967.'" In decreasing order of support, the fields
are: Medical sciences, 19.6 percent; aeronautical engineering, 8.7
percent; astronautical engineering, 8.3 percent; electrical engineering,
8.3 percent; solid earth sciences, 6.9 percent; physics, 5.9 percent;
social sciences, 4, percent; chemistry, 4 percent; atmospheric .soiences,
4 percent; chemical engineering, 3 percent; mechanical engineering,
3 percent; metallurgy and materials, 3 percent; biological sciences, 2.3
percent; psychological sciences, 2.1 percent; mathematical sciences,
2 percent; agricultural sciences, 1.8 percent; oceanography, 0.7 percent;
civil engineering; 0.7 percent; and astronomy, 0.4 percent. .

The significance of this composition for technology transfer is that
some lagging civilian industries (e.g., textiles or housing) are unlikely
to find large blocks of federally sponsored research directly related to
their operations, This does not mean that some novel device or tech
nique In astronautical engineering would not be applicable. But the
overlap of fields of science and engineering may not be substantial.
So, horizontal transfer with subsequent further development will prove
to be more likely than the straightforward acquisition of. technology
in the industrial field which needs only vertical transfer into salable
products.

5. GEOGRAPHICAL- DISTRIBUTION:-

The geographical distribution of R . .& :0. performance.also poses
problemsfor technology transfer. The word "geogr:aphical" isnotthe
correct adjective to describe the nommiformityof R. & D ..withinthe
United States, but its inferred meaning is well known. Equitable,
distribution does not refer to an equal number of scientists per square
mile; rather, the concept is that R. & D. are important to economic
vitality of a region, both as prerequisities Jor industrial growth and
as support for continued progress. For a variety of reasons, agglom
eration of scientific laboratories occurs. These concentrations match
fairly well the industrial centers of the United States, particularly the
Los Angeles-San Francisco, Milwaukee-Pittsburgh, and Boston
Washington .bands.

o. up.cit.,rererence53p~J23:



VI. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AS AN INTERNATIONAL
PROBLEM

A. FOREIGN OOUNTRY PROGRAMS

. The transfer of technology.fromone economic area to another is a
problem common t,o. the industrially advanced countries of the
world. Both democratic and totalitarian systems are acutely aware
ofthe need to speed the flow of technology within the state, and of
the .advantage ,in,institutionalizing innovative mechanisms between
research programs and industrial and commercial sectors. '. Underlying
this concern is a recognition of the increasingly important.impact of
science and technology, on economic development. . Government
economic plans are being broadened in scope to take into account
national strategies for the. utilization of scientific and technological
resources, Yet, economic plans translate into operating programs that
v~ry some",hat from country to country. Differences in the public/pri
vate relationship and, in .the technological complexion ,of .a particular
nationprovide the motivations for .thevariety of approaches designed
to facilitate technology transfer. ' '

1. U.S.StE.

The Soviet Union has experienced difficulty in, spreading techno
logical know-how throughout their industrial and commercial complex.
An organizational gap has existed between basic a"'d applied research
the ,forlller is under the aegis of the Academy of Sciences and, the

latter is largely located within the industrial ministries. The Soviets
have had to contend with a semiautonomous growth of ma!'y of
their industries, which has prompted the pendulum of change. to
swing from centralization to decentralization in the search for more
effective coordination across ministry lines. -. .' .

Recently top Russian science administrators and party officials
showed great concern for the technology transfer problem. At
the 23d PartyOongress in 1966 new policies and programs wereoffered,
More scientists will be encouraged to work inappliedresearch and
development facilities. Information networks are planned under the
direction of the All Union Institute of Scientific and Technical Informa
tion (VINITI). The network, as conceived, will connect territorial
and functional information centers for the purpose of preventingdup
lication of research activities and facilitating management control.
Included will be all, unclassified results from the space and .defense
programs.' ' ",' ' ,
.,Three other nations-e-Great Britain, The Netherlands, and France-s

offer illustrative examples of how other governments are proceeding to,
solve this problem. Meaningful comparisons can be made between
these three countries and the United States because of the similar
political/economic structures and the .heavy commitment' of each
government to the support ofresearch and, development,

77-217~7~ 39
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2. THE NETHERLANDS

.The Netherlands has created a unique scientific institution.. The
Central Organization for Applied Scientific Research (TNO), estab
lished in 1930, is a science service corporation independent of govern
mental control. It is the. axis on which turns the Dutch system of
government/industry partnership in the application of science.
Through the efforts of research institutes, service departments
(Mathematics and .Statistics Department, Patent Department) and
numerous committees, TNO attempts to respond quickly to the
research needs ofindustry. . .

A board of directors composed of experts in the natural sciences and
economic affairs governs the Central Organization. Four specialized
research organizations-Organization for Industrial Research (1934),
Organization for Nutrition and Food Research (1940), National
Defense Research Organization (1946), Organization forHealth
Research (1949)-are constituted under the Central Organization,
which coordinates their activities.

TNO receives support from the government and private industry.
The Ministry of Finance grants to it an annual subsidy (67,000,000
Dutch gilders in 1966). The funds are allocated according to th" needs
of the specialized organizations and provide for. the acquisition of
equipment,facilities and personnel. All decisions are made by the
go."erning board in conjunction with the directors of the four research.,
bodies. Government influence, however slight, isto be noted in that
each Ministry with a direct concern in the activities of TNO sends a
delegate to the board.. .

Industry supports TNO when a contract is made with one of the
research institutes or service departments. A corporation that decides
it needs to have research done ona problem is free to negotiate with
TNO. Once the agreement is made, TNO takes steps to protect the
proprietary rights of their temporary client. Medium andlarge size
industries account for almostllJl of the research.."For small industries
(below 100 employees) . .. the hard fact is that they do not know->
even still now do not know-i-howto fit scienceintheir shops." .59a .•

The result of this firmly established institution is a triangle of inter
action between government, enterprise and science.

3. UNITED KINGDOM

0,. The Mirbist1':J! o]Technology .. .
When the Labor Government stepped into power at the end of 1964,

it brought about a drastic change in the governmental organizationfor
science and technology. A new Ministry of Techtiology was created
which would command ultimately the entire research and development
functions of the British Government with .the exception of Govern
ment-supported research at universities. (The Ministry of Science
and Education would retain that responsibility.) The reorganization
was predicated on the assumption that a "modern industrial nation
requires a concentration of power in an organization cap.able of
ini~iating change -." 60 .

~9..U.S. "Congress. House Subcommittee on -sctenee Research _and _Development 'of the Committee Oil
Science and Astronautics, Eighth Meeting of the Panel on Science and Technology, statement by H, W ~

Jullua.r'<Govemment-Industry Partnership in Scientific Applications," 90th Congress, ist Bess, January
24,1967, Washlngton,.D.C., U.S. Ocvt, Print. Off., 1967. Up" .

6°"The Short History'olthe Ministry of Technology," Nature, July 9, 1966, p. 115.



The anticipated consolidation of research and development func
tionswas not cqnsummateduntillate 1966 when it was announced
that the Ministry would be responsible for all defense research and
development, ,The, action erased much of the uncertainty about
fulfilling the, original mandate. " '

'l.'he in,!o"ativeapproachthat the Ministry would take has been
summarized by Prime Minister Wilson. The three major functions
would be to:

1. Generate general technological advance and deal effectively
with factors which promote or impede such advances.

-forge closer links between industry, government, and
universities in ideas, people, and research.

-increase flow of talent into technological disciplines. ,
-disseminate information on technological development.
-e-analyze impact of incentives on .promoting innovatdon

,inindustry. ,,'
2. Iml'rov,e the Gover,nment role of ,stimula, tO"r by" enhancing

"fall out"of in-house research. Four areas were mentioned:
---Atomic Energy Authority. '
-NationalResearch Development ,Cowqration.
-releyant Government research stations,
-contacts with some 50 (autonomous) industrial research

. associations." .,. . _ .
3. Encourage scientific and .technological advances .in British

industry., TWs is the other side of the coin describedin.item 2.
Organs capable of dealing with .this problem are viJ:;tually the
same: ,,' :_,_ _ _ _ .'

- NationalResearchDevelopment Corp.
- Industrial research associations. ,
-Special research bodies in technology and more widely

the research stations.
-Industrial economic development councils."

Early interpretation of the Ministry's mission pointed toward
a .dramatic across-the-board approach for improving Britain's eco
nomic condition.' 'In the process the" Government "was perhaps
overly optimistic about the speed at which "fallout" would occur. At
the same time, the Ministry inherited a host of institutions that already
had specific orientations and,used preferred approaches. It is this
diversity of approach within an administrative whole which best
characterizes the Ministry today.

The attempt to speed the science to sales process is embodied in
cooperative research, and development assistance programs as well as
the-activities .of industrial 'liaison centers and industrial research
associations.

Cooperative research institutes serve the needs of specific industries
or specific technologies. In many, ways they are functionally similar
to agricultural research stations andadvisoryservices.: In 1963 these
institutes received $32.5 million, 19 percent of which was supplied by
the Government. One-fifth was directed toward basic research,
one-half toward applied research, and the remainder largely for
servic~s~

61 WilS()u,Harold,"Science, Industry and Ooverntilent,",Nature, A'Pr. 17.1965,pp. 231-232.
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b.· The National Research Development Corporation
Development assistance programs are executed by the National

Research Development Corporation. In a unique. way the British
have institutionalized entrepreneurism: An independent "public"
corporation, NRDC is financed by the Ministry of Technology with
Government grants, NRDC is designed to promote the adoption by
industry of new products and processes invented in governmental
laboratories, universities, and elsewhere. It advances money where
necessary to bring new ideas to a commercially viable stage.

The Corporation ."underwrites" industry to promote inventions
that the private sector would find either too costly, too risky or. that.
would take too long to develop. For inventions that are successfully
exploited, NRDC expects in return to receive a share of the profits.

Although some successes' are recorded, the record of the NRDC
from July 1, 1961,to March 31,1966, shows that $23,795,650 have been
invested with a net loss of $15,386,250. 62 It may be that the early
operations were experimental and the concept will ultimately prove to
be a financial success. Some observers believe that the Corporation
is under considerable pressure from Government research laboratories
to promote technology which has a relatively low utilization potential,
having already been passed over by the private sector.

Development assistance has covered a 'yideran~e of technologies,
Projects III computers, fuel cells, flexible oil barges, pharmaceuticals,
cryogenic engineering, diesel engines, variable speed gears, potato
harvesters, phototypesetters', and others have been sponsored. Per
haps the most spectacular is the Hovercraft, a ground-effects machine
whose development into a transportation vehicle led to the formation
of a new privatecorporation~Hovercraft, Ltd. .
c. Industrial Liaison Centers

Industrial liaison centers provide a means for. the Ministry of
Technology to: foster economic and social development while, at the
same time, to gather information on obstacles to technological in
novations and on the needs of industry for technical support. In
dustrial liaison officers work out of the centers which are based at
colleges of advanced .technology and regional and area technical
schools. The officers are charged with the responsibility to establish
and maintain a dialogue between industry, the Government and the
universities. Because an increase in industrial productivity is .the
current goal of the British Government, technology transfer is being
concentrated on the large firms which have a major impact on the
foreign trade position. Contact is made with the local firms to in
form them of governmental and university services that are -available.
At the same time, by analyzing the problems of a particular. firm the
officers can identify specific needs and direct pertinent information to
the firm. The advisory facilities of the university related to research,
development, production, and design are an important element ofthe
serviceprovided. ' ~

d. Indugf,rial Research Associations
Another activity of interest is the industrlalresearch associatious.

A total of 48 were supported by the Ministry of Technology for a cost
~2 National Rese~rchneveiopmentCorporation. 17th Rapt. i9(is-;.OO, London: Her Majesty's Sta'tione;ry

Office,1966, P: 12. ,'" -',
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of $10 million in 1966;. These associations form a mechanism for
exchangirig information, providing library services, and organizing
conferences within a specific industry. For example, the British Iron
& Steel Industry Translation Service (BISITS) is a cooperative ven
ture that has brought together the major iron and steel companies of
the United kingdom, the Iron & Steel Institute, and the British Iron
&8teel Hesearph Association (one of the Ministry-supported. assoeia-
tions). .. .' " .' . . . .

Computers, standards, and machine tools are technologies that the
Ministry bas placed high on its priority list. A National Computer
Center was established to provide services to all industry, commerce,
and local authorities to-improve programing techniques, make them
more~delyand easPy available, and increase the supply of the special
skills required. . .• . •.

A refinement of present standards of measurement and 'a shifting
from the English to the metric system are being encouraged by the
Ministry, not only for domestic economic reasons but for the improve
ment of England's competitive position internationally.

4.FRANOE

In France the supreme body for policy. planning. in science and
technology is the Ministerial Committee for Scientific and Technical
Affairo. Its job is.to coordinate the research and development expendi
tures of the various branches of Government. The Minister of Scien
tificResearch and Questions of Nuclear and Space Research is also
at the ministerial level and amember of the committee. The. inter
ministerial committee .Is assisted by the Advisory Committee for
Scientific and Technical Research, which is composed of 12 scientists.
These committees have a.joint secretariat, :the General Delegation for
Scientific and Technical Research (DGRST). It is the Government's
general staff for the conduct of science policy but also has its own
budget for operating programs.
a. National Oerderfor Scientijic Research

Despite the rather elaborate network, France has only recently
taken steps to foster technology transfer from the governmen~alto

industrial sectors. One focal point for this activity is the National
Center for Scientific Research (CNRS).: The Center's function is to
provide funds for fundamental research to universities and independ
ent research institutes established by it. Shortly' after the French
finished their study of the NASA technology utilization program in
early 1966, Science Minister Peyrefitte proclaimed the need fora
similar program in France. In the proposal that resulted, a National
Agency for Research Evaluation (ANVAR) would be afliliatedwith
CNRS. ANVAR would be financially autonomous and industrial and
commercial in character. This Agency would cooperate in the ev<tlu,a
tion, of the results of scientific and technical research carried out by
public services and enterprises, particularly laboratories associated
with universities and CNRS. It would be able to lend the same coop
eration to isolated inventors and enterprises in the private sector, after
a favorablerecommendation from the Committee on Inventions which
would report to 'ANVAR. In this way it would. seek to establish all
the necessary operations for development and evaluation of these. in
ventions, excluding industrial utilization operations themselves.
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Another function of ONRS is to act asa documentation center by
supplying scientific and technical documents, by issuing abstract
bulletins and reviews, .and by providing translations and library
services.

b. Development contracts
Risk sharin.gby the French Federal Government Withfirms ca.rryirig

out development work was relatively small until recently. Between
1957 and 1965, 50 development contracts were partially financed by
the Min.istry of Industry. These contracts are made with industrial
firms for development work in. areas where the Government is not the
primary customer and where opportunitiesforinnovation are favor
able. Beginning in 1965 money was budgeted to the General Delega
tion for Scientific and Technical Research for engaging in development
contracts with private industry on behalf of the state. From an original
amount of $2 million the fund was expected to increase greatly in
the future." . - .
c. New tecnnieal activitie8

Several new technical activities were launched during the course of
the last general plan (fourth plan,1961-64). The purpose is to support
technical research sectors where the ground would not be broken but
for the intervention of the state. The 10 areas targeted for under the
fourth plan, at an initial cost of $75 million, include research in me
chanical engineering, building and publicroads,and macromolecular
chemistry. .

B: THE UNITED STATES AND WESTERN EUROPE--,,-RESEARCElAl'fj)
DEVELOPMENT •IN' THE OIVILIAN SECTOR

Frequently, one or another variation is heard of the theme that our
country i& not. committing enough research and development funds
to the civilian sector. Sometimes it is asserted that this lack of
attention is occasioned by too heavy an R. & D. commitment to space,
atomic energy, and military purposes. In one way or another;. these
observers conclude that. the United States is not maintaining its
technological competitiveness With the other industrially advanc~d

nations of the world. . .'
. On January 26, 1967, Dr. Paul Grogan, Director, Office of State
Technical Services, Department of Commerce, in a statement before
the Special Subcommittee on the Utilization of Scientific Manpower
of the Senate Oommittee on Labor and Public Welfare said that:

Technological change abroad has Increased foreign - competitlon: As foreign
Irrduetrv becomes more selective in the application of new technology to pro~uce

goods used in the civilian economy.veompetitdcn becomes more intense and
displaces American-goods, [obs.-andbuainess opportunities. __ _ __,"

Comparable emphasis is lacking in this country with respect to the .uee of
advanced technology ..to produce goods for consumer markets at."horne and
abroad.e

On the other hand, the report, "Technological Innovation: Its
Environment and Management," released by the Department of
Commerce in February 1967 and prepared by its Panel on Invention

63 "Government an.d TechIiiClU.. Innovation.," Organizatipn for:EconO~iC,Cocperatton and D~velopmellt,
Paris,.l966, p. 24. . . ..• .. .. . ..

MStatement by Dr. Paul Grogan, before the Special Subcommittee on the Utilization 'of ScieIltific Mall
power of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, January 26, 1967,stenographic transcrIpt of
beerrnss, Vol. No.3. p. 207.
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and Innovation, referred to the "technological balance of payments,"
a term introduced by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development in their report, "The, Research and Development Effort
in Western Europe, North America, and the Soviet, Union." (Also
discussed in the section on the technology gap, 'p. 4\)). The effects
of technological change on international trade were considered a per-

, suasive reason why the Federal Government should be concerned
about the promotion of invention and innovation, The Panel noted
that: "

The OEOD:'compilation shows .the Tlnited States 'receiving roughly 10 times
as much in technological payments from abroad as goes out in payments to other
nations'. This is avery eignifieant eecondary effect of innovation in the American
eeonomy.e "

On the basis of a comparison of research anddevelopment funding
in the United States and Western Europe it can be shown that in
absolute as well as in relative terms the U.S. effort in the civilian
sector is more substantial than the Western European effort. ,Table
5 presents figures and percentages brought together from two tables
in the OECD study. In 1962, the latest yearfor which comparative
statistics were available, the United States had a gross expenditure
on research and development (GERD) more than four times greater
than the combined total of. Belgium, France, Federal Republic
of Germany, the Netherlands, and United Kingdom. In terms of

,GERD, as a percent of GNP the United States invests twice the
percentage of the European countries.
~~"'l'echnological Innovation: Its Bnvlronment and Management," U.S. Department of Commerce,

January 1.967, Washington, D.C.,U. s,GovernIllen~Printing Office, page 5.
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J Table adapted from statistics in G. Freeman and A. Young, "The Research and De
velopment Effort in Western Europe', North America and, tbe Soviet Union."
orecntsetton for Economtc Cooperation and Development, Parla, 1965,' pp- 71, 72.
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Looking at the figures by source of funds, West~rn Europe is
slightly ahead in the percentage supplied by the business sector
43 percent for Western Europe to 35 percent for the United States.
When these percentages are converted to total dollars, however,
the civilian sector of the United States outspends the civilian sector
of Western Europe by a ratio of 3.3 to 1-$6.15 billion for the United
States as compared to $1:87 .billion for Western Europe. Relating
these figures to total GNP, the ratio is 1:6 to 1 in favor of the United
States.

A final comparison can be made by total performance in the civilian
sector. Disregarding the source of funds, $12.45 billion was spent in
the civilian sector in the United States in 1962, while $2.56 billion was
spent in the civilian sector of Western Europe for a ratio of 4.9 to 1
in favor of the United States. Relating these figures to total GNP,
the ratio is 2.3 to 1: . .

Thus, the United States, despite its large expenditures for military
spaceR. & D., supports its civilian industrial economy with science
and-engineering funding to a much greater extent than does Western
Europe, Theresult of this heavy commitment to industrial R. &.D.
is to provide a favorable flow ill the balance of payments to the extent
that other countries license or buy U.S. technology. Certain fields.
can be selected where foreign concentration of effortshave produced
severe competition for U.S. firms (for example, steel, glass, plastics
and organic chemicals). On the other hand, talkofa technology
gap suggests the European nations feel technologically inferior to
the United States inanumber ofareas, Overall, there is no question
of the-relative technological strength of America;

C. THE U.Bc-EliROPEANTECliNOLOGyGAP

Foreign Minister Amintore Fanfani of Italy ra;;ed the question of
a technology gap between the .UnitedStatesand· Europe at a May
1966 ministerial meeting of the North Atlantic, Treaty Organization.
T.he asser.tion wa.sthat Europe lags behind the United States in tech- .
nologioalprowess and that the gap was steadily increasing.

The gapexists, it is postulated, because the United States is spending
more than Western Europe on research and development.. The new
technology that results produces a commanding market position and
a higher economic growth rate. It is argued therefore, that unless
theUnited States assists Europe to reduce its technological inferiority,
Europe-will suffer economically and. be less strong as a Western ally;

(Similar arguments are heard from SOme regions of the United States
which maintain that the imbalance in the geographical distribution of
Federalresearohand development funds retards the economic growth
rate in regions that receive less than their proportional share. The
debate revolves around the question of the relationship between
research and development and economic growth, as compared to
oth~r factors affecting.growth rate; e.g.; managerial ability and fiscal
incentives.) .

.i\.sa counterargument it canbeshown that the annual growth of the
total output of the United States is lower than other Western countries
which are not so rich in. technology as is the United States. In
particular; the United. States and Canada are the lowest ofWestern
countries on the basis of rate of growth per capita. However, this
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simply means that the United States is far in advance of other
Western countries in standard of living. For instance, North America,
with 6.9 percent of the world pbpulation,has 31 percent of the real
GNP compared with industrial Europe which has 8.6 percent of the
world population and 25 percent of the real GNP." .

Subsequent to the ministerial meeting, Fanfani empbasizedthe
relation of technology to economic growth and proposed a "techno
logical Marshall plan" to bridge the widening gap. Whereas, the
highly successful Marshall plan was entirely financed by the United
States, tbe Fanfani proposal would encourage European investment
in research and development. Nevertheless, the United States would
be asked to make available the fruits of technological advance in
six fields suggested for cooperative efforts-electronic computers;
aeronautics; space research; space satellites for scientific, industrial,
and commercial use; atomic and general energy research ; and water
desalination and pollution controltecbnologies.c

President Johnson responded on October 7, 1966, by agreeing .to
study the proposal carefully, and asserted that, "The United States is
ready to co.operate with the European nations on all aspects. of this
problem." 61 .

On November 26, 1966, the White House announced the appoint
ment of Donald F. Hornig, the President's Special Adviser for
Science and Technology, as chairman of an ad hoc committee ito
study the issue and find·ways to overcome the disparities. (Seep.99
for Dr. Hornig's views on technological change.)' .

While the implication of the President's speech is that agap does
in fact exist, there has been much debate over the degree, and even
whether, instead, many gaps exist favoring various nations in different
ways. In certain technologies, e.g. metallurgy, steel, and ship"
building, it has been noted that the United Statesis, to an extent
behind other countries. The continuing arguments over the General
Agreement on Tariffs and-Trade suggest that technological superiority
is not always in favor of the United States,

'1 It has been noted that a "technological Marshall plan" may be one'
of many approaches to enbance the alliance in the Atlantic community.
With an ailing NATO, this may be one wa oistressing the need for
a thorough restudY'of' the objectives of thealliance~politi"al. and

. economic as well as military. .... ..'
Former Secretary of Commerce John T. Connor viewed the problem

ina different way at a seminar on Technologv and World Trade held
in November 1966. He stressed the point that a "management gap"
is often the primary problem which provides obstacles to theapP.li.ca-.
tion of technological know-how, '. . . . '••.

Participants in the seminar, including several Europeans, generally.
agreed. Dr. H. B. C. Casimir, director of research laboratories,
N. V. Pbillips Industries, the Netherlands, preferred to use the term
"organization gap." He said that even if the United States had a

I
p.olitical. co.. m..p..0.sitio.. n.sim.ila.rto Eur.o... p.e.'s-.'" fi.. ve o..r..s•. iX.. O•. ffici..• a-; l•....l....a..•n.....gu•... a....••.

g

.• e.. s... '.
several minority groups within each state, and tariff boundaries
between states~it would still take. Europe ·10 to 50 years to bridge
the gap. . '. ....:

66Maddison; Angus; "Economic Growth in, the West:" the Twentieth Century Fund. Ne;" York. 1964.
61"PresidentiaL address before the National Conference or Editorial Writers," Oct. 7,1966, Weekly

Compilation or Prestdentrat Documents, vol. 2, No. 40, Oct. lO,1966,p. 1425.



While the Fanfani proposal crystallized the .teehnology gap issue,
its emergence began before that. The report, "The' Research and
Development Effort in Western Europe, North America and the
Soviet Union," released by the Organization for Economic Coopera
tion and Development (OECD) in December. 1>65, provided aata
tisticalcomparison of R&D. efforts between these three .regions;
The report highlighted the numerical superiority of the U.S. research
effort. Statistics on manpower resources and R& D. expenditures
illustrating the greater scope of American activity,

,The report attempted to measure the effectiveness or productivity
of research and. development by comparing each cO)lntry's. "techno
logical balance of payments." The term. refers to payments and
receipts. between countries. for technical know-how, licenses, and
patents. '

The ratio of payments to receipts for the UnitedStates was well
below one (a favorable balance); the ratio for European countries was
above one (anunfavorable balance). The figures are: United States
(1961)-.1;'France (1962)-2.7; Germany (1963}ccc2.7. The ratio of
Western European transactions with the United States alone is even
higher_5.6in 1961.In other words, Western Europe paid the United
Sta~es $5.60 for every dollar which the United States paid them in the
exchange for patents, licenses, and technological information. The
report concluded that some indications of the American lead, as evi
denced by the introduction of advanced techniques and the. attain
ment of higher levels of productivity in the civilian sector as well as
tile greater allocation of resourees to research anddevelopment OVer a
long period of time, are provided by information on the technological
balance of payments between the United ,Sta.tes and Western Europe,
and.bypatent; statistics." '. ...•. ..

Lawrence C. McQuade, AssistantSecretary of Commerce, in an
April 1967 speech on the transnational facets of technology quoted
reqent figures on the technological balance of payments. In 1965,
the United States earned $614 million from all other cotmtriesas
compared to the $138 million that was paid out, The ratio in favor
of U.s: was 4.5, He stressed that technology, "by raising productivity
and lowering costs per unit of production, helpsAmerican industry
compete more effectively in world markets." eae .

The question of the technology gap arose only a month later, in
January 1966, at the Second Ministerial Meeting on Science spon
sored by OECD. In answer to European desires for cooperation with
the United States in order to close the gap, Dr. Hornig, the U.S.
representative, .replied, .in part, that an essential ingredient in the
technology to productivity c.ycle is an environment which encourages
innovative application.

Secretary of Defense McNamera has stated, "* * * I believe that
the technological gap is misnamed. It is not so much a technological
gap as it is a managerial gap. And the brain drain occurs not merely
because we have more advanced technology here in the United States,
but rather because we have more modern and effective management!'
(Address at Millsflps College, Jackson, Miss., Feb. 24, 1967.)
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.. ....Ish, John, "NATO; A North Atlantic Technology Organlaatlon," SCi.tnce, Feb. 24,1967; p.98R
70 Nossiter, Bernard, "U.S. Gets Too Smart for Europe's Good," washtngton Post, Feb.' 12, 1967,p;EL
71 Parker, Gayle, "The NASA Domestic and Foreign Lleenalng Programs," Technology Utdlisatton

Forum, vol. 4, No.9, Feb. I, 1967,NASA, Washington,D.C., p. 4.

While the United. States stand was a combination of concern and
skepticism, the Soviet Union tried to take advantage ofthe issue for
its own purposes. Premier Kosygin, during his warmly received
visit to Fiance in December 1966, accused the United States of trying
to dominate Western Europe through international science coopera
tion. He enjoined European scientists and engineers not to add to the
"brain drain" problem and called-for greatertechnological cooperation
between the Soviet Union and France. . . '. ..' .

Currently, there are at least. four studies in progress designed to
provide a firmer base of data and a more comprehensive analysis of
issues from which judgments on the nature of the gapwill be made.
NATO, OECD, the Common. Market, and the Hornig Committee are
expected to make recommendations in. the near futurewhichwiU be
predicated on the severity 'of the gap as each group interpretsit.
Particularly within NATO and OECD the search is on for institutional
forms suitable for attacking the problems involved.

One recent article viewed the technological Marshall plan as an
impractical concept... . ..•..... '. .

The underdeveloped nations would 'certainly have first call all 'any American
effort on that scale; And besides, American industry would doubtless view' a
latter-day Marshall Plan' for Europe as suicidal altruism.w

Yet it has also been stressed that:
Whether the gap isreal or chimericak Europe'e most importantpoliticiarisbe-,

IieveIn its existence. It is therefore, a political fact to be reckoned with, one tllat
haspolitical consequences." . , _ ," .. ' ' " _",,', _ " ,,' _,': __.'

The technology gap presents an interesting problem in forming
policy for technology transfer: The issue is this: if the U.S. Govern
ment supports extensive efforts to disseminate technology from Federal
R. &. D. programs to American industry, to what extent would these
same efforts be available to foreign business firms? What restrictions.
should be placed on subscribers to government dissemination services?
Or conversely, if the United States agrees to participate in a technologi
cal Marshall plan, would the information cOlI\e from Federal agencies?
Would the United States in turn be able to draw on European
technology? •.' • . . • . •••. <

NASA has a foreign licensing program for patents which it holds.
Foreign patents are being acquired to control the exploitation of U.S.
Govermnent sponsored'technology in other countries.. Firms holding
nonexclusive licenses from NASA in the United States may be given 
exclusive licenses in 11 different foreign countries. Since. foreign
licenses will not be royalty free, foreign firms may be licensed exclu
sively in exchange for a royalty to the U.S. Government to help offset
research costs." , .. ' .. " .....'

One ofthe problems with patents and with nonpatentable. .infor
ill ntion,publicly or privately held, is that the Government regulates
the export of technical data under the Munitions Control Act and the
Export Control' Act. The Department of State administers. the
Munitions Control Act by requiring an export license for all technical
data with military utility that is destined for free world countries.

M ':U"T.
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Previously published data and those included on uIist of exemptions
are excluded from the licensing procedures. The Department of
Commerce administers the Export Control Act in an effort to control
the export of technical data to Communist countries. Nonmilitary
technical data destined for a Communist country must be licensed.
Nonmilitary data to be sent to free world countries do not require
licensing and reguests are not scrutinized unless the possibility exists
that a Communist country will be the ultimate recipient. .

Thereappears to be nothing to prevent free world countries from
becoming users of technology transfer services such as the Aerospace
Research Applications Center, for example. Yet, at the same time,
it seems that the United States should not freely make available to
foreign countries the results of research and development paid for
with public funds.

Some knotty problems are evolving as technology is recognized as
11 tangible resource in international economic competition and a
possible instrument of foreign policy. Science has always proceeded
under the assumption that research results were to be freely and
widely distributed when they did not compromise national security.
International patent agreements have protected the value of inven
tions .. But the gray area of technology, not simply facts and data
and yet not patentable, is a subject for considerable discussion.





VII. ECONOMIC FACTORS IN TECHNOLOGICAL CHANG.E

This section of the report describes the process of technology
transfer and its' relation to economic activity. and public policies.
The subject is complex lind new enough so that a diversity of opinions
exists in many areas, Studies have been made from the. empirical
approach of. oxarnining case. ]listories,. and correlating. statistlcsof
invention lind .innovation with economic indicators. .Other studies
proceed from II theoryof industrial development to induce and predict
the role of. new technology. Technology transfer-is .11 social science
phenomenon lind will not be understood with the precision that can
be brought to problems in the physical sciences or engineering. Disc
agreements on interpretations and cause-and-effectrelationships often
cannot.be resolved with available data. There lire few opportunities
for short-term conclusive. experiments. Thus, policy-planning-for
.technology transfer is different, from, .and more .difflcult than, space
exploration or high energy physics. .

A. PI\lil>.l:ISlilS

l.ECONOM~C'GftOWT:H, IS A; NATIOlliALGO,AJ,

In order to' confine this study to reasonable dimensions, certain
premises lire adopted. First, economic growth on II national scale is
assumed to ba desirable, The rate of this growth should be greater
than the population increase to enable the United States to improve

.the standard of.living for its own citizens lind to meet the mounting
requirements ofworldleadership. Economic growth occurs in several '.
ways, among them being increased productivity lind the, addition of
new products, processes, lind services. These growth factors depend
on new technology which brings changes in the makeup of the economy.

One of the maj or effects of new technology is the reorientation of
supplier-purchaser relationehipsamong industries.. .For example, the
increaseduse ofplastics in automobiles means that the slime product
ismade from different material, The plastics producers benefit at the
expense of metals. Another example IS the. "invasion" of the copying
field by xerography which is threatening conventional copying
equipment. The netresultsto the economy ofsuch "changes is hard
to predict. ' . • '" .,,' , , .' '
'Negative effects oftechnological change lI~e most commonly thought

of as unemployment because of automation or occupational obsoles
cence. Feather bedding is a defensive reaction tothe replacement of
labor with machines, These social problems can be mitigated by
advance planning and reeducation. The ,long-range result of auto
'mation can he a redistribution of the labor force into higher skills.

The .depersonalization which accompanies high productivity can
bring II degradation ofquality values in goods and services, There is
II vestige of Luddite thinking iIJ some attitudes and reactions to
technological change. "

53
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Technological change also may detract from economic growth by
substituting new goods or services with less ecoriomicworth for old,
or by social costs such as deaths and property damage from the auto
mobile. Nevertheless, technological change has had a great net
beneficial effect on economic growth, despite specific problems in some
areas. -

2. TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IS DESlRABLE

The premise of fostering technological change implies that the availa
bility of scientific research and development results must be adequate
to the needs of industry. Change via new technology means the
acquisition of facts and know-how by industry. The technology is new
to the user, not necessarily new in the sense of having-just been created.
New technology may be acquired by performirgdirectedexperiments
suggested by the recognized application needs; or by selecting the use"
ful knowledge from the reservoir of previously performed research and
development.. , ...' ..

Technological change ismainly concernedwith'innovation~therisk"

taking step of introducing inventions or ideas into the economy.
Successful innovations then diffuse into other industries and uses.".

While new technology is the essential first step in technological
change, it may represent only 5-1OJ2ercent ofthe total investmentin
a new product or process. It is estimated that subsequent costs are
divided: engineering, 10-20 percent; tooling, 40-60 jiercent; manufac
turing, 5-15 percent and marketing, 10-25 percent.

The magnitude of the risk depends on the market assumptions made·
by the entrepreneur, and the quality and quantity of technology avail-
able to him. .

3; MEANS OF· ACQUIRING NEW TECHNOLOGY

As science and engineering have developed, thecomplexity'.;r
research projects in equipment and maIipowe~has tended to increase
the minimum size (or critical mass, to borrow a concept of nuclear
physics) for an efficient laboratory operation, TJ::is investment may
be too much for many firms.. Even large industrial research labora
tories do not contain e~pertise in every field of science.. Further,
the great varietyof science which may contribute to (or be necessary
for) a complete innovation precludes thedirectexperimentalac'luisic
tion of all the facts. I tis economically imperative that existing knowl
edge be used to the fullest. The expense of obtaining knowledge by
transfer should be considerably less than the cost of directed research.
But the costs of packaging and transporting technology arenot zero,
and the quality of the technology may not be known with confidence.
In any event, transferred technology is now considered along with
research-acquired technology as a significant source for the process of
technological change.

4. INFORMATION SYSTEMS. WILL -BE DEVELOPED"

Technology maybe, confused with scientific and.teclmicalinforma
tion. What is transferred is, of course,. information. And the .
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developing mechanisms and organizations for handling technical in
formation are basic to th~technology transfer ,etocess. Mucht~ch~
nology is included in research reports, scientific papers, drawings,
specifications, 'performanc~ repo~ts, economic analyses, and-the docu
mentation of hardware and process development. But much tech
nology also remains unreported and perhaps unrecognized as the
"know-how" derivedfromapplying science. For example, technology
is the technique of welding two dissimilar metals by use of a special
flux. This item of technology might be incidental to some R. & D.
project and not be described or disseminated by any conventional
information system: But the welding technique could also quite
likely be used by other applied research and development workers at
another tune.· • . . . .

With respect to the technological information to be processed, the
premise is taken that the current efforts by the Committee on Scien
tific and Technical Information of the Federal Council for Science
and Technology will bring about an integrated natioual-documerit
handling system. The goal of this system would be to assure."the
existence within the United States of at least one accessible copy of
every significant publication in the worldwide scientific and technical
literature." 75 The timetable is contingent on .the selection of a sys

. tern design, and provision of the money and manpower to implem~t

it: In the meantime, current and evolving centers and networks will
serve specialized science and technical information areas. The 'Fed
eral responsibility for a system seems to be an accepted national policy.

The responsibility of the researcher to communicate has always been
a cornerstone of the scientific method. A panel of the President's
Science Advisory Committee made this point in the Weinberg report
(named after Dr. Alvin Weinberg, OakRidge National Laboratory;
the committee chairman). The panel was mainlyconeemedwith the
handling of scientific and technical information, but succinctlystated
the case for identifying and reporting new technology:
. Transfer of information is an inseparable part of research and development.
All those concerned .with research and development-s-Individual scientists and
engineers, industrial and academic research establishments, technical societies,
Government agenctes-c-must accept responsibility for the transfer of information
invthe same, degree and: spirit .that,·theyacceptresponsibility for research and
development itself. The technical community generally must devote u.Jarger
share than heretofore of its t.lme and resources to the' discriminating manage
ment of the ever-increasing technical reco.rd. Doing less willlead to fragmented
arid ineffective sctenceendtechnology.te

The recommendations of this. PSAC report are being carried out
for scientific information, A suoeessful technology transfer program
will require that this reporting concept be extended to the new tech
nology generated by Federal R. & D., the results of which usually are
not included in conventional. scientific papers and reports.

A scientific .information system will be a valuable adjunct to
technology transfer, The mechanics developed. will be applicable to
technological as well as scientific information. The system will not,

1,\ Carter, Laimor,"NatiorialDocument~HandIing Bystems in Science and Technology.vBcience, Dec, 9,
1966, p. 1299. .' . .; .c',.. . .. ' . _. .' .'

13 Federal Council for Science and Technology, "Recommendations for National Document Handling
Systems In Science and Technology," PBl68267, Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific Information,Spring-
fifild,Va. . . ' ......: .. " . . ,. . .' .' ." .~

16 Science. Government; and Informalion. Report of the President's .BeieneeAdvlsory-Dommlttee, Jan.
10, 1\}63. '
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at first, contain all of the technology butcould accommodate iteven-'
tnally as identification and reporting is expanded.

As far as the consumer of technical knowledge is concerned, technol
ogy transfer is proving to be a new information source, related to but
not a substitute for, conventional science information.

5. THE RELEVANCE OF NEW TECHNOLOGY.

Generalizations about technology transfer are as misleading as
about any other subject. It should be understood that while new
technology is important to industrial growth, not all new technology
is relevant and not all industries are highly dependent. on science.
The non technological factors are often the most important in pre
venting or br nging about a new product. There are cycles of in
dustrial change which. seem to have little to do with invention.
Much of Federal science and technology is concerned with environ
ments and stresses which have little to do with civilian requirements.
Successful technology transfer occurs within the overlapping region
where existing facts and know-how answer recognized needs and
demands. The amount of overlap or relevance differs from industry
to industry and between scientific fields.

Lesher and. Howick, writing for .the National Commission on
Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress place the relevancy
of Federal R. & D . results in this perspective:

Critics of existing programs -toteanster technology 'from 'one fndustryor. one
discipline to another generally state- the .proposition' this way: "If we spent
billions of dollars to develop better home appliances, would -we, in the process,
get a man to the moon or build a betterballistic missile?" , _ ' " ,_

The answer, obviously, is "No." But the wrong question has been asked;
Rephrasing the question to recognize the nature of-R..& ,D. efforts of NASA,

ARC, and DOD, we would ask: "Ifwe spent billions of dollars in research .and
development in every scientific and engineering discipline, is it likely that the
new knowledge thereby generated might find wide applicability in helping to
meet the problems of an industrialized society?"

Now the answer, obviously, "is "Yes."."

The central question in putting money into purposeful traIlsfer'
programs is whether there is enough relevance to make it worthwhile,
The alternatives are to rely on demand-directed original research for
the answers and let transfer occur randomly at an indeterminate rate.

6. THE AMOUNT AND· LOCATION ·OF AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY

It is difficult to conceive that mankind could have too much knowl
edge. Every additional known fact increases his capability to solve
problems or meet contingencies. Therefore, the premise is mad~ that
all technology has some potential in serving society, whether in com
merce or forgublic purposes. In considering the. business sector in
the United "tates, It might be argued that the $58 billion which
private industry invested in R. & D. for its own benefit during the
past decade has been sufficient. The Nation has progressed and has
competed successfully in world markets. On .this assumption the
$99 billion investment by the Federal Government in new technology
for its purposes could be said to be excess to any needs of ind\lstry.
Another argument for technological saturation of the economyis that

7lLeshp.r, Richard L. and Howick, GeergeL, ..AsseSsingTechnol~gy Transfer;;' NASA SP~li067, Natiorial
Aeronautics and Space Adrilinlstration, 1966, p-.24.
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venture capital is limited as well as the personal interests and efforts of
entrepreneurs. Large companies are reported to provide funding and
management guidance for only a few innovations each year .even
though others seem equally good risks. Despite these admitted
indications of technological opulence, the Federal research funds are
estimated to generate several hundred thousand fragments of new
technology each year. (Seep. 9.) The enormity of this accumulated
reservoir ofknowledge makes it a national resource worth considerable
effort to tap, •. _ . .

7. NEED IDENTIFICATION AND INNOVATION. -
Joseph A. Schumpeter .stated long ago: "As long as t.hey are not

carried into racti" . all irrelevant."
I IS true that the availability of scientific. and tee iea mf()rma~

tion is not the pacing item in innovation, what are the implications
for technology transfer? Evidencsis mounting that the pressure of
new technology has little effect on the rate of invention and innovation.
Rather it is demand which pulls on science and engineering for answers.

JacobSchmookler has studied the variations over long-time periods
of inventive activity and industrial growth ina number of fields. He
finds that patents are a reasonable indicator of R&D. effort. The'
number of patents in a given field rise and fall with the sales of products
in a closely coordinated manner; But the patent curve lags behind
and does not precede the salescur...e. When sales begin to rise and
llJl industry expands, the rate of patenting in that technology increases
a short time later. When sales fall the rate of.invention soon tapers
off.

The most reasonable explanation for the relation, an explanation
consistent with the kinds of stimuli that lead men to make important
inyentions, is probably the simplest. It is that (1) invention is
largely an economic activity which, like other economic activities, is
pursued for gain; (2) expected gain varies with expected sales of goods
embodying the invention; and (3) expected sales of improved capital
goods are largely determined by present capital goods sales."

These economic studies lead to an economic theory which suggests
that deficiencies in economic growth via technological change are
more related to inadequate identification of demands and choices
among conflicting wants. and needs.. The long held impression that
sciencestimulateainvention is relegated to a ,secondary importancfi}
by this analysis,

8. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EFFORTS ARE WORTHWHILE

In a .1963 study, the Denver Research Institute concluded that
intangible spinoff is. more important than the obvious transfers of
complete packages of technology such as jet aircraft or computers;
According to their report, spinoff can be profitably exploited by many
companies and is a stimulus to economic growth.". .

78gohumpeter, Joseph.A, _'-'The Theory of Economic DeveloPllleD.t," Harvard Econo.m.i~ Studies,XLV~
Harvard Univ;ersityPress; Cambridge.'1934,p~88~ .' .. . .. . ..... .
~7~ Schmookler, Jacob, "Invention and Economic Growth," Harvurd-Untversity Press, Cambrfdg~UI66,p.206. .... ,";'" " ,.-- ..-.' ...... ".' .' . -,':.., '.--- " ".' -- ..' .,,',,' '.,"."
80 Welles, John G., and RobertH. weeermen. "Space 'I'eehnologyt-Pay-off Irom,Spinoff," Harvard Bus

. Iness Review, July-August 1964, p. 106.
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Dr. Frederick Seitz, President of the National Academy of Sciences;
comments:

The topic of' spillover from space research 'was a-matter of-lively'discussion:
several years ago and has frequently been regarded asa joke since~H seems to
me: that this levity is unwarranted. Really profound innovations take, time to
assert their influence. The automobile, the _airplane, _and the radio were _the
butts of jokes in their early phases." The benefits which the United States has
gained as a result of emphasizing digital computer technology between 1945 and
1960 are .not regarded as jokesby the Europeans, who now find themselvea.at u
disadvantage in this _field. Noone who believes that reliability R.Uq managerial
effectiveness are to be taken seriously should write off the revolutionary potentiali-
ties associated with the space program to?, quickly.St:: '<.' .. '

Therefore, when considered i~ the tota( context of the Nation's
economy, technology transfer is judged to be worth considerable effort.
The rationale is summarized as follows :

1. When demand. Or recognized need does stimulate invention,
"the knowledge produced in the past limits the state of the art
within which invention mnst occur. So the technology at. the
disposal of the" applied researcher determines how fully demand will
bernet. .> , .•

2.. The total reservoir of knowledge is likely to be applicable to
many indnstries since almost all industries are becoming more
diversified in their products and services, and since each product
or service involves many bits and pieces of technology.

3. The new technology arising from Government directedre
search is unlikely to become easily availableto industry without
a specific effort in transfer. .. ' ....

4. Federal control of $99 billion worth of technology over 10
years suggests Federal responsibility to get the most good out of
this resource. Additional tangible returns on the investment may
berealized in other Government programs as well as in increased
corporate taxes. from economic growth. Of tangible benefits to
the Nation are an increased standard of living and international
power and prestige from industrial strength.

B, BARRIERS TO TECHNOLQGICALCHANGE

1. THE CLIMATE FOR INNOVATION

Th~re are rather obvious and considerable financial and teehnical
barriers. to the acceptance of new technology and to technological
change itself. The technology may cost too much to acquire, the
subsequent development may seem too expensive or disruptive, and
the relevance may be obscure. The firm may be doubtful that any
governmental bureaucratic talent could be helpful to business; or sus
picious that consultants and transfer agents might carry away trade
secrets. But more important are the barriers of the" climate" within
which innovation takes place. Dr. Charles N. Kimball, president of
Midwest Research Institute, suggests that corporate management,
the scientific community, and universities are ,responsible for "out
dated institutional practice, lack of entrepreneurship, and. of reluc
tance to accept new Ideas and 'new practICes."" Philip Wright, ina

,': "", "~"~co: ,,':, ". :," "
O' Ol;ll~i/;, Frederick, "Science and the Space Program," Science, June 24, 1966,p. 1720.
82 Quoted in Lesher and Howick, op.cit., ref. 81, p. 39.



study for NASA at the University of Maryland, has identified the
following difficulties in the commercial utilization of new technology:

ThediScouraginK effect of abortive reviewing of technical· Informatdon.
Difficulties.of evaluating advantage.
Difficulties of assimilation, .
Inhibiting effeets ofcorupanles' new, idea receptial [siol procedures.
Cheerless effect of.the high cost of .evaluation.
Frustration owing to delays in .response tc questions.
The impediment of the difficulties. of locating.
Adverse effects of inadequate disclosures.
Adverse- results of unfavorable 'economics.
Barriers owing to educational deficiencies;
The: obstructing consequences _0,£ _inadequate- finances.
Adverse Influenceof Government policies. , _.'
Obstructions owing to impractical nature of _innovations.
Difficulties owing to inappropriate orientation of the presentation of technical

information;
Discouraging effects of limited applications.
Inhibiting effects-of the, absence of information- about applications.
Hampering situations, created by company disinterest In nonexclusive licensing.
Adverse effects of inability ,to 'devote time to evaluation.
Deterrent-effect ofobsolescence. -
Impending:outcome "ofweak patents;
Handicaps; due to, poor.communicatjona.:
Deterrent effect of'proprietary, design, ownership.
Opstructing impact of security regulations.
Preventative.effects of fearof lawsuits.83

A purposeful transfer program . must include' efforts to overcome
thesesocial environment effects or even the best identification and
dissemination system will be ineffective.

2. THE ,PUB:r.IC VNDERSTANDING OF "~ECHNOLOGIC.l\.L CHANGJ!}

The climate for innovation involves the management response toI
the individual entrepreneur. It is apparently not true that the'
world will beat. a path to the door .of the inventor of a better mouse
trap. The successes and failures of technology transfer will de end
to a great extent on the receptivity of society to new ideas. Caa K
Barnes describes the importance of management attitudes toward
the.innovator:

Selling research. developments requires skill, persistence, and ccourage. I
emphasisecourage because there Ia alwayadanger of failure and, the ,consequent
damage to one's reputation. In most companies I have known, .the man-who: is
associated with a research failure is rarely given a "plus" from top ,management
for his effort,' so far as advancement is' concerned.

To. my knowledge,therehas never been a successful new' product put on the
market, which "did, not have .ite "product champion"-someone 'who, risked his
reputation, or possibly even his job, to-pubit over.; ,-

Management 'which wants' to, succeed in increasing the productivity of, its
research operation must always be aware of the essential role played by, the
product champion. And it must see to it that' .the barriers he encounters are
not Insurmountable. .There must be barriers, of course/for they constitute the
screening operation which separates good projects from poor ones. But in many
companies these barriers are so formidable that good developments are los~due
either to lack of courage or incentive, or both/ on the part of those who must
sen those developments to manegement.e

Many modern corporations are torn between the belief that innova
tion is essential to their growth and the fear of the uncertainties which

SJ Ibid;p. 40-41.
ssBernee, Carl.E.,," To Promote. Inventiqn;"" International science.end ,Technology,December 1966.

p; 67,
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go with new ventures. Technology may not be recognized as .a
primary ingredient in decisions which are made by business manage
ment, but it underlies the entire process. Donald A-, Schon writes:

In the process of innovation, everythirigds'-done to permit, decision cn ehe
basis of probable dollar costs and dollar benefits. In-the process, th.e corporation
converts the language of invention to -the language of -investment. Instead-of
talking about materials, properties,' performances, experiences, experiments, -and
phenomena, the corporation talks of -costs, shares of market, investment, cash
flow, and dollar return.e

In summary, there is a difference between general recognition or .
awareness that science and technology are important andthe realiza
tion that a particular critical need exists. This difference is ",hat a
technology transfer program can demonstrate to business management:

3. PROPRIETARY RIGHTS

In considering the proprietary aspects oftechnology it is generally
acknowledged that the organization performing the. research and
development cannot capture all the benefits.inor prevent other groups
from taking advantage of the knowledge without compensating the
risk-taking firm. The rights of the researcher, inveIitorandinnovator
are guarded to various extents in order to encourage exploratory work
by assuring some control of the profits but the protection is incom
plete, especially as time goes on. Proposals for technology transfer
must balance the need for wide. dissemmatlOn against the necessity
for propnetorsrop. Some protectlOll to the developer IS necessa~y
to Justify the additional expense in moving the technology to the point
of sales and social-economiG benefit. .Of course the major advantage
which the entrepreneur gains by his willingness to take risks is simply
the head start.in time over potential competitors. This favorable
position can often be maintained throughout development, production.,
and marketing as constant. improvements are introduced.. But
smaller firms maynot be able to afford the pace of rapid, competitive
development and thus a limited period of exclusive use maybe
essential.
a. Scientific and. technical information

Scientific information from research. is usually reported in •the
archive literature of the field as a requirement ofa professional
character.. .. ..' .. ' . . .'. . '. ....

The scientific information is..expected to be used by others with
reference credit but no compensation to the original investigator.
Governmentlaboratories urge rapid publication of theresults of their
researchers. Agencies call on their contractors to publish significant
results promptly. In the case of basic research grants, the "page
charges" for publication in scientific journals are often an allowable
cost item. Industrial laboratories vary in their attitude toward
publication. There is an advantage in fostering such professional
activities, for the industrial scientist, and for public relations purposes:
There is a disadvantage in revealing the course of investigations which
indicate marketing goals and, after all, presentcompetitors witbllse~
ful info~ationfree of charge. With both public and private support
there is an attempt to gain patent protection for research results of

'i1~ Sclion"Donald k ":The Fearo! rnnovetfcn,' International Science' and TechnologY, Nove¢her
1966,p.71, 74.



potential practical value before publication in the scientific literature,
In any event the time lag between discovery and publication maybe
quite long-s-up to several years. ' ,

The Oonstitution recognizes the need for proprietary protection to
gain wide and early benefits from technology. Section 8, Powers
Granted to Oongress states: "To promote the progress of science
and useful arts, by securing, for limited times, to authors and inventors
the exclusive, right to their respective writings" and discoveries}',
This led to patent and copyright laws with their definitions of origi
nality, state-of-the art, and value. It is not clear whether unpatent
able new technology should qualify for a degree of proprietary
protection ornot.

H might be possible to develop some new protection and reward
.system for the creators of technology which would stimulate dissemina
.tion, Some special treatment is needed for the non patentable but
valuable devices and techniques which make up a great share of the
"improvement" in innovations'. J. S.Butz, Jr., of Air Force magazine
has suggested a "true" value concept in which a sort of technical
judiciary would identify and trace the lineage ofsignificant techno
logical contributions, identify the originator and award an appropriate'
compensation, This process would occur after successful commercial
ization of new products, processes or services embodying the tech
nology. As an, example he discusses the important "coke bottle"
shapefor aircraft: , ' ,

The development and use ofthe area-rule conce'?t in airplane design serves to
illustrate the workings of one possible type of "true' value system. The area rule
is,ideal for the .lineegeof its: key -ideaa and, ~as been dis~l1ssed,by menytechnloal
authors. : , '", " " _,., " .__, " :

Briefly, it began with the development of a specific mathematical theory which
could be used to predict flow conditions on high-speed aircraft. Wallace D.Hayes
originated this theory whileemployedatNorth American Aviation. No one,
Hayes included, was immediately able to see that his equations could be useful
in reducing the drag of airplanes flying near the speed ofsound. It remained for
Richard T. Whitcomb of the National Advi~ory Committee. for Aeronautics'
Langley -Laboratoryfo make this deduction-and prove it.. through wind-tunnel
tests.. -, . " ... , .' ..'

Several aircraft manufacturers put. Whitcomb's toeae-to work.. The most
notable was Convair, whose F"'-102, F-I06, and R:-58 depended ·011 thearea-rule
application for success. ".' . . ' .

Under a "true" value system Convair would have been entitl~d to compensation
for its practical application of the technique and for developmentand production
of the'. aircraft. In,. a "true' system .bo,th North American .and. the Langley'
Laboratory also would have been compensated for t'heoriginal ideas which were
generated within. their. organizations-and which were crucialto,t,he-success:of the
entire multibillion-dollar: effort.86 .:-

b: Patent Policy. .
The question of Federal patent policy will not be discussed in this

report but the eventual outcome of the intensive-debate on thesubject
will be significant to technology transfer. .Whether patents resulting
from Federal R. & D. sponsorship are exploited via a Government
licensing agency or transferred in title more generally to industry, the
protection of the invention may be retained. The question is sub
divided into the aspects of direct exploitation by the holder or by
license. If the Government holds title it will not be likely to develop the
patent further with public funds; It may follow an active licensing

8& Butz; J. S., Jr., "Are. Resee.rc~ and. Technology. Outgrowing .Free Enterprise?", Air Force magazine
Novemberl964-,p.,44. ...., .'. ". - . . .
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'program to interest industry in the invention. Licensing can be
either nonexclusive or exclusive, and with or without a royalty fee:
A nonexclusive royalty-free license from a Government agency is little
more than a form of open publication. The developer must establish
his competitive position by adding more technology to the invention
or by having an existing manufacturing or marketing advantage.

Exclusive licensing as practiced by either Government or industry
has the effect of transferring the invention from an organization which
is not willing to exploit it to one which will, with a royalty fee as a
possible means of paying back some of the costs of R. & D. Some
private firms promote the patents they own; othersdo nob

The promotion of patents held by private nonindustrial organiza
tionssuch as universities and foundations has been successful. The
Research Oorporation history is an interesting example. Almost 200
colleges, universities and scientific institutions assign patents to the
corporation in return for legal assistance and a share in the profits
from future exploitation. A recent article summarizes the system:
I nstitutio'nalpatenfservices

Through arrangements with Research Corporation the Institutions may 'submit
for evaluation such inventions made by their staffs 'as they wish. In making its
evaluationv the patent-staff uses as criteria the patentability of the invention, its
potential commercial usefulness, the prospect of inducing industry to invest in its
developme:nt, and other less tangible but subetantlal reasons for patenting, such
as benefit to the public or broad, long-range scientific importance.

If the staff's evaluation is affirmative, the invention is assigned "to Research
Corporation, which then proceeds to seek patents and license them to industiy.
The Fouiidatlon's speclalfsta work closely with the inventor and outside patent
counsel in preparation of patent applications and in following the course of patent
prosecution, often becoming involved factually with interferences, appealey.and
similar matters that are not exclusively problems of patent law. ...,,'

After the patent application has been filed, Research Corporation selects quali
fied industrial firms and discusses with them the invention's technical significance
and its potential utility. .Since the gap between the laboratory and the market
place can generally be bridged only by further work on the invention, a major
factor in the choice of a potential licensee is the adequacy .of .. its research and. de
velopment facilities and its willingness to commit the funds for commercial. de
velopment. As industrial interest is' generated, Research Corporation negotiates
the appropriate license agreements. .• .. ... '.. ..." .. '.,'.. • .. :-:;:

. All the costs of evaluating invention'disclosure~-filingand presecuting patellt
applications, and licensing are borne by Research Corporation. ,Certain unusual
expenses, such as the cost of patenting in foreign countries and of courtlitigation
in defending the validity of patents, are borne initially by it; but eventually, are
shared by the institution and the Foundation if royalty income is generated. ..

Relatively few inventions are.Iikely to have the wide usefulness that .resulte in
substantial royalty income j most will produce little, if .any.. Even when an in
vention is successful, the receipt of first royalties rarely comes in less than three to
five years after the start of commercial development. When royalties on an in
stitutional invention do begin to flow, payments are made to the-inventor and
hia Inatitution in accordance with the .institution's patent policy.. The inventor's
share in-most cases is 10 to 15 percent of gross royalty, 'with 85 to 90 percent being
shared, equally by his institution and Research Corporation.
8'wpp,()rtjorgrant.s ~progratns iftscience

The Foundation's share of this income, including the royalties derived frnrn
patents given outright, is devoted-to its patent programs and grants programs."

. Clark Kerr thenPresidel1t ofthe University of California wroteto
the subcommittee: . '
-;-,Under'th~'Vni'versitYPOliCY.regarding patents, jriventora are .given. an oppor
tunity to share net royalty receipts with the University. Thus, investigators are

87 Marc'yo Willard.-"TheEnd~Wment of S~ienCebY 'rnve~tion."· Resll~rch Management, v~L '9,N~~em.:
'ber 1966, pp. 377, a78, 379.
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gtven an added incentive.to diligently report all possibly patentable ideas for the
board's consideration.

When reports .of possibly patentable ideas are received, the University's
specific patent obligations to sponsors of research, if any, are determined and

'discharged. Reports of those inventions in which the University has rights are
reviewed as to whether or not the ideas are considered patentable and of commer

- cial. use. The regents of the University being opposed to protective patents per
se, applications for patent are authorized only on those possibly patentable ideas
which appear to have commercial value.

On the basis of the University's experience in maintaining a patent program
for almost 25 years, it has been found that new technology involving patentable
material is more likely to find. its way into public use when patents have been
obtained and licenses issued under the 'prevailing patent laws and business prac
tices. than would be possible under public patents. Public patents per se do not
always serve the best interests of the 'public, for manufacturers are likely to shy
away from such inventions, Irreapectdve of their usefulness, when no periods of

: exclusivity, within which development costs mightbe recovered, are possible.

In some industrial cases the Government has forced licensing be
cause of antitrust situations. These and other ramifications of the
patent system show that proprietary protection can vary widely as it
affects innovation and diffusion ofinvention.

When technology is not paten ted or is not patentable, and when
it is not disseminated in the scientific literature, it is often treated
as a trade secret or proprietary inf ormation. The law protects the
owners of such technology against its theft and unauthorized dis
semination, Employees may not leave a firm and communicate this
knowledge to another without permission, even when they have been
involved in the original R.& D. . ...

Technology transferred by Federal programs will come under.some
part of the sp~ctrum of protection. At present it seems to be treated
as scientific information, available on a nonexclusive basis. Whether

. this policy inhibits the willingness of industry to build further on the
technology cannot yet be established. The views of agencies and
contractors on reporting new technology are discussed on p. 159.





VIII. THE PROCESS OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

A. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER D,MENSIONS

A useful three dimensional framework for discussing technology
transfer is shown in figure 1. The vertical dimension is the familiar

THREE DIMENSIONAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER FRAMEWORK
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Industrial andTechnical Sectors

FIGUREf"l

progressive development of scientific ideas and facts into sales and
social benefits. Most technology, when transferred at some. point
in .this scheme undergoes further development before introduction
into the market. The cases where direct horizontal transfer from one
fieldto another results in a useful end product are rare in the R.&D.
stages but may occur frequently when a product is on the market.
For the most part horizontal transfer is followed by additional vertical
transfer. The third dimension shows the relationship of nontech
nological effects on innovation and diffusion.
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THE DIFFUSION OF TECHNOLOGY
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Figure 2 shows that technology diffusesto a greater extent as it is
developed. This simple illustration indicates how on.e line of scientific
research can impact on many industries, other technical fields and
interact with non technological influences in society (after Jantsch,
see p.8).,-. ".'.' .

A typical transfer path' is shown in figure 3. Research knowledge
may be produced with no end use in mind, in terms of basic research
or knowledge for the sake of knowledge. ,The field in which the

, research originates may find no immediate use for the results but
scientists in another area pick it up at point A .and develop the idea
further, perhaps to the point where a device or technique is invented.
In this example it is assumed that further development does not occur
in this field but the reduction to practice becomes known to industry,
Government or other applied research groups 'at point B. The
invention is introduced into the economy through innovation in several
different forms, by adding engineering, testing and evaluation, at
point ,0. Financing, marketing, and other nontechnical effects are'
both felt and made as the technology develops and diffuses at point D.

The total picture of technological change would show thousands of
such transfer paths interacting with one another. Time would be



TECHNOLQGY'TRANSFER PATHS

. FIGURE 3

present as " fourth dimension, showing some dormant periods and
others of rapid advance.· The widespreadutilization of technology
may take many decades.' A programrn technology transfer would

'have as one of its main objectives the selective and purposeful speed-
ing JIp of thediffusionprocess, '

B. IN~ORMATION PROCESSING

1. SCIENCE

.. Muchof the.science used-by applications researchers and engineer"
ing developers is, acquired, in their formal education, And before it
wastaught, a timelag occurred during which the- facts and relation
ships were verified and packaged. The explosioD of scient.ific infor
mation has revealed the QQBV8Bti9PP] educatjonaJ process· as inade
quate. Reeducation and 'continuing education are necessary for pro
QuCtive scientjsts aDd.engi,neers~ The-concept of- multiple· succ~ssive'
careers has attracted attention. University instructors are no longer"
the only teachers as industrial 'and Government researchers communi
cate their own findings to the profession.. Facts which are old to one
field become new raw material for developments in others as tech"
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nologies involve more differentdisciplines. In fact, interdisciplinary
science is probably the only kind there is today. Even specialists
inquiring deeply into narrowing questions use sophisticated techniques
based on many sciences.

2. NEW TECHNOL'OGY

Technology is accumulated for some purpose even if only to satisfy
a curiosity. The purpose may often be served without any formal
record of the technology or at least without the packaging of the
know-how in a way that makes it easy to transfer. The cost of
creating the, technology may be acceptable if a portion receives only
one application or solves the original problem. Maintenance of
competitive advantage has traditionally inhibited the reporting of
industrial technology. This has resulted in an R. & D. process which
does not clearly call for preparing new technology for transfer; whereas
in scientific research it is usually accepted that publication of the
results is a requirement for. a complete and professional job.

New science can originate in any part of the R.& D. process; in
trouble shooting a product which is already being manufactured, or
in fundamental research. But the large body of facts and know-how
which is technology comes into being during applied research, develop
ment, and demonstration engineering. These are the bits. and pieces
of knowledge which a program for technology 'transfer must judge to
be worth processing for additional use. The processing steps are not
free, so some evaluation to select from the mass of information is
indicated. at the point of origin.

3. IDENTIFICATION AND REPORTING

If new technology does not take the formof a patentable invention,
d is of too practical a nature to be included in a scientific report, it
ay not be identified or recognized beyond the immediate technician

'r laboratory where it originates. The technology may seem so routine
hat it is not worth mentioning; or may seem (to the investigator) so'
pecific that it could not be useful elsewhere, The R. &D. personnel

may not be those best equipped to identify and, report technology
which has potential for transfer. Just as R. & Deorganizations lnain,.
'tain patent departments to assure the identification of inventions,
special training and assignment of personnel may be necessary to find
new technology. If a purposeful transfer program is considered then
it must operate on the widest possible input and the identification and
reporting phase is of· primary importance, (see p. 122 for NASApj'o
cedures). On the other hand the cost of reporting means that trivia
must be filtered out even at 'this early stage ofthe process.

:4.'.SCREENING"AND : ORGANIZATION

I Any information handling system can be. glutted withtrivia.S~lne
judgment must be made as to what is an insignificant variation on the
routine and what constitutes a meaningful or ingenius techni ue,

.
Thoo 'h. bits and pieces must be organized ill," categories and <Jm'
tions ofa common ·thesaurus.



5. STORAGE:, INVEN:rORY, AND RETRIEVAL

'I'he technology must be.recorded in a 'systematic fashion in one
place (with replicate copies asnecessary). A means of knowing what
is in the system and of getting information out on the basis of adequate
description is essential: The ability to "browse" through available
facts is important to the inventor and innovator and should be a fea
ture of any technology transfer system.

6. PUBLICATION AND DISSEMINATION

Some technology will be so obviously useful to the operators of
the system that formal publication is warranted. With other knowl
edge, it is more important to publicize the accessibility of the retrieval
system and the kinds of facts which are collected and stored. An
other approach to publication is the assembly of related bits of
technology into a state-of,the-art' review for publication.• These
costs are appreciable; Good technical judgment based on demands
from-users can select the areas for emphasis in publication. .

Dissemination is related to the traditions of the knowledge industry
and the source habits of users. The competition for the reading and
searching time of the innovator is so great that' he will not expend
extra' efforts to get information unless its particular value is recog
nized. It should be noted that all these stages require technical
judgment which means that trained personnel must be made available.
NASA estimates that one new technology agent should be employed
for, every 300 .researchers. Estimating 500,000 U.S. .scientists and
engineersas active in R. ~ D. yields a requirement of about 1,700
workers in identification, r~porting,and screening. ' ,

C, SOURCES OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION

l-;-"CHOiCE BY THE INNOVATOR

The innovatorwill arrange to obtain the required technology fora,
business venture ,in the sameway he acquired other ingredients such as
financing and labor at least cost in time, money, and effort. Low-cost
sources may be. suppliers of raw materials or equipment .and their
technical sales organizati0l's, the trade press, catalogs, meetings, and
exhibitions. Greater expense is encountered in professional journals,
patents, consultants, formal courses, association memberships, and
abstracting services. The most costly technology is acquired, by .
performing specifically directed research either within .the firm or by
contract to a commercial nor not-for-profit institute. Of courserthe
adequacy and quality of the technology must balance the cost so that
there is ;>0 obvious preferred source for a particular information
requirement, '. ., ',' ' • , '

The choice of source is apt to be made on the basis of confidence
established by training or past experience. Informal communication
ismuch more important than formal as the rank of the communicator
increases. High-level decisionmaksrs depend largely on personal
contacts rather than written material. ,

The Denver ResearchInstitute, in a study for NASA, has surveyed
a number of firms.ina variety of industries as to their external sources
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of scientific and technical information. In decreasing order of impor-
tance the sources were ranked as follows: .
Professional [ournela Abstract and index services
Trade publications Formal courses'
Meetdnga..conferences, and shows Patents
Supplier personnel Professional and industry' assoeiettons
Vendor catalogs : _ _ . Mass media, _: <:'_,'.

Textbooks and handbooks Formal information dissemination
University and other consultants centers
Customer personnel Clipping service
Government publications Other channels 88

Libraries
'2.,' .GOVERNMENT·PUBLICATIONS

The r~lativ~ly low ranking of Government publications andf6rmal
information dissemination centers as compared toco]],ventional
publications may reflect the confidence factor. The. applications
engineer is educated to refer to the tested screening and endorsement
of professional journalsfor new technology. Government-contract
progress reports are notorious for containingpreliininary andincom
plete information.· Other Government publications may not have
passed through a rigorous editorial review process. The information
centers are recent additions to the list of sources. It appears that
one of the tasks of a technology transfer program is to demonstrate
an upgraded quality Of Government derived information and then
acquaint users with evidence of quality.

The Denver Research Institute report concludes: .
6u~-'rese!'trch -indicated,that-many' people in commercial "industry involved in:

technology acquisition do not even think of Government research as offering the
possibility of useful information for them. Much less ,are theyconvincedthat
the Government research dissemination channels are worth monitoring or search
ing. A majority of the reepondente in the firms studied assume they willhearof
any worthwhile' Government .eontrlbutdona to technology through nongovem
mental channels, while a eubstantial minorlty assume that Government-developed
technology is not even pertinent to their work. 'Therefore, it appears important
that there be more Government interaction with all of the educational processes
through which commercial Industry eclentdsts and engineers ,acquire their educe-
tion.", ',', '"," ,',,',' ", ''''''''' ,', ",,', ,', "',,', '" ,c." _,';

The very' skepticism 'ofmany commerclal industry personnel about the-useful
ness, to'them'"of Government-developed technology .arguce for dissemination
through the conventional channels", These are the channels carrying the prestige
of the intellectual market place. Government technology passing through .the
channels' screening and editing is somewhat preselected for their .ueers, and may
be more readily accepted because it has survived this competitive process.

* * *, * * * , *
Professional journals with theirboarcf of referees' and editors serve'tt'vi,talpur

pose in their market-process of judging the utility of scientific and technological
publications. It is suggested that Government agencies should explore thepossi..
bilibiea for supporting, these activities which seem vital to .effective technology
transfer., ",", ' , ", "",_"". ",",'

"Pheclearinghouse for Federal scientiflc'and technical Informationappears to be tb,~
best known source of Government technological publications to our respondents,'
As such, it would seem to merit support and cooperation from allot the govern

.mental technology generating agencies."", ,.',',: " ,',! ,:: , ,.,:;.;'-:,
Consistency in technology transfer policy isa problem throughout goverll~ent.

Different agencies have varying policies about making their research results readily
available to commercial industry. More uniformity is needed, and it would seem
that the growing demands for socially useful research results will encourage .agen
cies to ,more toward more effective and more user-oriented dissemination;

es Denver Research.Institute Final Report;NASA·Contract No. NSR oo..QO~9.



The,FederaLGovernment is le(ldingthe waytowar,d !"ationalsystems of technological.
in/ormation. It is suggested ~hat it, make maximumuse of existing channels of
technological communlcatdon and of .exieting-resources. It should seek the' par
ticipation of universities and- industryy even if it must coax them, in- the design of.
such. systems. It aeema.partdeularly important that industries and firms thought
of as being less technologically .eophlstlcated be included in such.design efforts.
Otherwise, overspecialized information systems might be oriented toward particu
lar groupings.of firms and might have upsetting effects on existing industry struc-.
ture andfndustey concentration relationships. In other words, the, experience
with mission-oriented,': Government-supported information oentere may, not be
wholly applicable to fostering technology transfer in the" dlverse induetry and unl
versity sectors.

Our research indicates that commercial industry research, product, and manage
ment personnel all: spread their teehnology-uequisitdon efforts: over numerous
channels. This pattern is not apt to change abruptly. It suggests that new sys
tems, be. designed for .rcdundent.dlssemlnatdon into .varloue"chaD,il.els,,:inc1llding
those-now in uee.w .

'SumI\er Myers, inareport to theNational Science Foundation,
studied 75 cases of innovation in six industrial firms.99 .Itis perhaps
significant that most Of the information inputs were from outside the
compan:\,.but in the private sector. Where Government funding was
a source, the Department oLDefense, which has no overt formal
transfer program, was the most. important agency. The reportsum-
marizes: . .

;HIGH,LI(lHTS

The most typical Innovations. analyzed In this atudy-c--.
Were.directly activated 'by .technical problems and opportmiities.rather.

than,Inarketfactors.", ",'<"'" '., ,',. ,',,' ':,> .
Were capital goods-items that the firms expected to ueelnthedr ownpro-

duction processes.: , ' " " ':', " -
Were changes:tllatimprpvedperformance1 increased durability, or cut

manufacturing costs of.anItem. ' ,
Usually did not affect productivity of the innovating firms.,.. " ,
Were moderate in acele.icostdng between $251000 .and. $100,000 .to Im-

plement.-' ,,', , .:' ',," _ >;

The-moat .typlcal. inputs of information analysed.in this .etudy-c-
Were generated In-the prfvete sectoewlthout the financial support of the

Government. -But whenGovernment funds were involved,' the Department
of Defense was the major source of support.

Dealt-with highly detailed design and performance characteristics of some
kind of "hardware." ' ->"",';, ,"" .

Came through personal contacts, including vendors and potential suppliers,
Had been, acquired .by: the, innovator during the, normal course. of his -pro-

fessional training or vocational activity. " , '
WeJ:'ewell-di:ffused and 'readily available to Innovators'In the firm's industry.
Were .not obvlously applicable, requiring either invention or adaptation

'before being ueed.. ,',;<, ::' .

. .rSolvedor expedtted solutlonor particular problems that the firm was al
ready working on.. But: many of theInputs stlmulated basicIdeas for new

,j~ellls.or Improvemente that. the flrrn had not been ·thinking, about..

3;,"MANPOWER'MOBILITY

The importance of personal contact is stressed by all studies of the
transfer process. Much technology is packaged and transported in
the form of the researcher himself. This will probably always be the
case, regardless of how elaborate a system is set up. Therefore, the
mobility of manpower is an Important factor in diffusion. Technical
personnel change employers frequently in the early stages of. their

aD uno.
00 Myers, Sumner, "Industrial Innovations, Their, Characteristics and Their Scientific and Technical

Information Bases," National Planning Association, April 1966, p. 2.

77.,...2170-67-----,-6
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careers. Later on.jiension programauge discriminationj'trttdesecr:~ts
laws, and progress into management decrease mobility. This is
partially compensated forby increased travel and professional meeting
attendance at which ideas and technology are exchanged. •Although
technology transfer may not bea significant point in setting policies
which govern manpower mobility (if indeed a free society is subject to
such policies) the converse is important.. Whatever trends occur in
the interchange of scientists amon" industries and fields will affect the
rate of information diffusion. .

4.: _DEPARTMENTOF -DEFENSE ',EXPERIENCE
: . ,

The rationale for Government sponsorship of research and develop
ment is an illustration of the thesis that demands (recognized needs)
are the motivation for the acquisition and organization of new tech
nology. Science and engineering are not considered to be purposes of
the Government. A responsibility is felt for public funding of basic.
research, particularly as it isa part of .higher education. But 80 to

. 90 percent of Federal R. & D·. funding is in. support of well-defined
objectives within approved agency missions. Just as in the purpose
ful, directed R. & D. of private industry, the application and use of
the research results (or vertical transfer) is planned from the start.
The "market" definition precedes the acquisition of the. technology.
John H.· Rubel, former Assistant Secretary of Defense, suggests that
Government can apply this same technique to public needs other than
military or space programs:

There's no ;'silverbullet,' 'no magic formula, no-direct-spillover from"one field. '
into another, and space technology itself wasn'n golngtosolve urbanproblems.
But one thing we :had discovered was that when.youcreate a inarket.for rockets'
tothemoon, you get rockets-to·themoon;Thereisno market thatIs-netserved
by some -industry or business, and 110 'industry or business that is not served by
some market. We'd learnedthat ifyou don't have the technology for something,
you can' create' a' market and get the' technology. The method, of creating: a
market for a solution toa problem has proved itself capable of producing- the
technology ,to sOlveth~ problem~91 , ,'., ,,:.', ,',. ..'

The Department of Defense has recently analyzed several large'
weapons projects to see where the. technology came from. The re
view, "Project Hindsight,". concludes that innovation is highly corre
lated with need recognition. In these complex systems, any substan
tial advancement was necessarily the result of integrating many bits
and pieces of technology, often with synergistic, not merely additive
effect. It is not surprising that in 85 percent ofthe successfulinnova
tions the technology was acquired after need recognition by theappli
cations engineering group responsible for the system performance.
Innovators who did not understand the current and anticipated needs
of the project were less likely to produce useful ideas.

Project Hindsight has been interpreted by some observers.to indi
cate that basic research results from Department of Defense programs
do not contribute to weapons development. However, the study
actually shows that basic research facts take quite a longtime to
appear in finished systems. For the most part; they must. be taken
through a directed applied-research stage. The' deliberate effort to
~'''luowd in New Yorker magazine,'Aug. 13, 1966, p, 20.



couple innovation to real problems was the motivation for successful
development:
,That is,science'and technology: funds deliberately invested arid managed for
defense, purposes have been about one order- :of magnitude more efflclent. in pro
ductnguecful cvcnte. than tthe same amount of funds invested without-specific
concern for defense ,needs. Thus, we see that although technological "spin off"
into defense weapon systems from the nondefense sector exists, it is very emall..
and it-is quite inadequate to produce the number of-innovations needed to make
possible.the large increases fn performance' which have been attained..

* :* * ' * * *' *
There is no question that over a long-timescale undlrected.research haahad

great value.,.T:qe aequencet of _contributions in atomic and nuclear physics
culminating in the discoyery of fission in 1939 has had a revolutionary impact, on
military arms and strategy.' Without the .organized body of physical science
extant 'in 193~classical mechanics, quantum mechanics; relativity,' thermo
dynamics, optice.relectromagnetic theory and. mathematlcs-c-only. a fraction' of
the technology events could have .occurred. '" Thus; in .the past

"
in at .leeet these

areas, undirected research has paid off on;.th,e30-to~60-year Of, more ttme scale.
In our' study we see no evidence 'that this situation has changed. However" the
fact remains that the contribution from recent (essentially, post, 1945) undirected
science t~,t!ie; systems we-have.studied appears to have- been-small. .

·We em,phasizethat .thia conclusion does' not question the value of scientific
research. (Recalling ~g~10, 8 percent of the identified events were scientific, in
nature.) Instead, it focuses on the relative values of alternative practices in the
management of scientific research and suggests, that the length of time to utiliaa
tton of.scientific findings, is decreased when the scientist is working in.areas.related
~o,:~h~ problema of his sponsor,e

D.Th COSTS OF TECHNO~Oqy TRANSFER EFFORTS

. If the transfer of accumulated technology is to be the subject of
overt Federal programs, some measure of the costs involved is neces
sary. From the Government standpoint it may be assumed that the
dissemination and application phases will eventually be self-sustaining
.from industrial fees. This assumption does not refer to the continuing
programs of aid to small business or regional development. Nor does
it refer to the direct primary transfer of technology by the Department
of Agriculture, the Department of the Interior, and similar programs
which develop broadly applicable data and information.

The identification, reporting and processing for dissemination may
become continuing Government costs. A rough estimate is con
structed as follows:

.Specialanalysis I of the fiscal year 1968 budget states:
Both the exiating.ecience information activities of the Federal agencies designed

to put data on research into the hands of users more effectively, and investigations
designed to make the entire National effort in this field more efficient, will be
strengthened in 1968. Approximately $60 million will be provided for the
support of research and development on scientific and technical information
systems, techniques, and devices.

Assuming that this figure includes the current NASA and DOC
dissemination programs, the direct costs to the Government could be
expected to remain $60 to 100 million for a continuing or somewhat
expanded program. The.indirect costs of the Government arise from
increased allowable charges by contractors for the performance of the.
identification and reporting function. NASA guidelines suggest that
one-half to 1 percent of the direct science and engineering labor would
be appropriate. Assuming that one-half the total R. & D. expenditure

ea Bherwin, c. w., and Isenson, R. 8., First Interim Report on Project Hindsight (summary), Officeof
Director, Defense Research and Engineering, Department df Defense, Oct. 13, 19t16, pp. 13and 14.
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for direct labor, a sre billion annual Federal R. &D. budget would
represent a $40 to 80 million identification and reporting cost:

These figures, rough as they necessarily are, indicate that a Gov-ern
ment-wide technology proces~ing.progra~wo~ld r~quire perha!?s $~50
million annual Federal fundmg If the dissemination and application
costs were snpported by fees from users. If this total is accounted
as an alternative to direct newly performed R. & D. estimated; for
example, as 5 percent of net sales or as a 5-percent royalty,then the
$150 million in new technology should result in at least $3 billion in
increased sales or- public benefits.

This arithmetic exercise shows that while technology originated for
one purpose may be considered free for a secondary use, the cost of
packaging and transfer is significant. On the other hand, the cost of
transferred technology, as an information source forindustrialinnova
tion appears to be qnite competitive with direct research, Further
more, the worth ofnew technology cannot be measured in dollars
alone. ,',. . ." '••

Transfer efforts may be manpower limited,TheAgricultural
Extension Service requires 8,580 man-years annually. The centralized
Russian information system (VINITI) is reported to require 2,200
persons just for scanning, evaluating, and translating. Since the
transfer agent must be knowledgeable in both industninl practice and
information sources, high intelligence and considerable experience are
necessary. However, R. & D. scientists and engineers can "double"
as transfer agents in many.cases if encouraged to do so(see p. 129).



IX. ROLE8. AND IN8.TITUTION8.

The opinions and studies analyzed in this report support the.propo
sitionthat federally derived technology is a valuable resource and that
a purposeful transfer program can improve the rate and extent of
utilization at a cost competitive with that of directed R. & D. The
elements of the transfer p~ocess, if not the detailed mechanisms, seem
clear. The technology resides in the institutions which makeup the
Federal R. & D. complex-contractor, university, and government
laboratories; agency management groups; and information centers. It
is to be used .by private industry, large and small, withyarying
degrees of technical literacy. It is to be transferred by a complex
of existing institutions-Federal business services, not-for-profit, and
commercial research .institutes, consulting engineers, regional, State,
and local engineering extension services-and by newly devised trans
fer operations, The appropriate assignment of roles is extremely>
important to the success of the concept..

A. THE COMMERCIAL UTILIZATION STAGE

It is necessary to examine briefly the commercial end of the process
before further discussing the Government role (or roles).

The introductionof a new product, process, or service into the market
and. the economy usually results from a risk-profit analysis. This
includes judgments on whether the necessary technology is available
or-whether some sort of scientific "breakthrough" will be required for
success, The analysis also considers how. well the market can be

. controlled and protected. This may depend on the source of the
technology. A technically integrated firm may prefer to invest in
fields inwhich it already has a strong proprietary position. A tech"
nically weak company may be less hesitant to use nonexclusive tech
nology in order to solve Problems Or enter a new market.

Sales and profits depend on proper market analysis. There is.a
tendency for marketing personnel to judge innovations by present
markets". The entrepreneur is used to being discouraged in this way,
Recently a trend toward creative marketing has developed where
ingenuity is employed to •translate individual and .societal objectives
into products and services which then generate needs for technology.
The "feed forward" of science in stimulating commercial invention IS
it time honored concept and certainly does operate with significant
newideassuch as atomic energy. But the "feedback" of alert sales
organizations all the way to the research scientist also occurs, Ahnost
all researchers are interested in suggesting applications for their
results, and of considering the possibilities which their new knowledge
raises. The stratification and compartmentalization of scientific and
engineering activities are overcome to an extent by the very fact that
research scientists, and their families do live in the practical world of
commercial wants and needs.

75'
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The diffusion of technology to other industries and to serve society
comes about through the diversity of corporations in the free enter"
prise system. The social institutions-e-universities, research founda
tions, professional societies, etc.~work to spread the utilization of well
developed technology. The technical literacy of the whole society is
increasing rapidly and this leads to an awareness of the benefits of
technological change. . . . .• .:

There are exceptions. to the "need identification" hypothesis.
Some new technology is sufficiently and obviously useful that "solu
tions do go in search of problems." The problems were already there
but not defined in terms of th~possible solutions through research and
development. Barnes suggests:.. ..'., ". .... .

Many research: managers insist on "need oriented" research as the way ~ to
insure productivity. But in fact, is this-type of ."practical" research really the
most rewarding in terms of improved .profit margins? Products like neoprene,
nylon, polyethylene, .eilieones, penicillin", Teflon, transistors; xerography, and
the Polaroid Land Camera did not come into being because there was a recognized
need for ,them. The, need came after the product was -developed.

Most oftheproductsI have justlistedproved -to be exceptionally good-profit
earners for their: companies. They are 'the. kinds. of products most managements
really hope for from their research .programs..... But they are unlikely to. comedf
the research effort is limited to filling exletdng needs.ga., " ..., j ': ",

The identification of needs may be equaled with serving the future
but .industry is becoming alert to the opportunity of creating demands
and thus shaping the future.

R SMA),'; Busncass

1;.' R & D.'REQuiREMEN:TS

Contrasting with the widely held view that R& D. is toorisky
for small business, are statistics which indicate that those small firms
which do engage in research are more productive of results than. are
large companies. Mansfield concludes that increases in the. size Of
firms are correlated with decreasing invention rates (patents per man
year of research effort)" Cooper states that R. & D. personnel in
small firms tend to be of a higher average caliber, perhaps because less
productive researchers will be tolerated in large firms." Accepting
these optimistic data for small businesses which do undertake R. & D.
is not equivalent to saying that most small businesses should do. so.
Rathel',the statistics are a reflection of the number of small businesses
whose primary product is R ..&D. results. The fact remains that
manufacturing firms must be quite sizable to support any significant
amount of R. & D. out of profits. A reasonable' lower limit for an
integrated research laboratory would be 25 professional scientists or
engineers. The annual cost per man including equipment, technician
aids, and supplies is about $40,000. This million dollar R.' & D.
budget would represent 5 percent of $20,million net sales or 3 percent
of $33 million. Companies smaller than this may do R. & D. under
Government contract which is related to their. business but the compe
tition for such funding raises another substantial set of problems,

~30p;,cit., ref,84;p. e9.' " - ...' '. .... , .' . ..... - .'W''':';'
9tMansfield,"E., "Industrial Research and Development Expenditures: 'Determinants; Prospects.rand

Relation to Size of Firm and Inventive Output," Jonrnal of Political Economy, Angust 1964, pp. 334-33e~

~~ CooPer' A. C., "R. & D. Is More Efficient in Small Companies," Harvard Bustness Review, May
June 1964, p. 78.
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In September of 1957, President Eisenhower called together repre
selltatives of large and small business, the R. & D. institutes, and
commercial firms and appropriate Government agencies for a Presi
dent's Conference on Technical and Distribution Research for the
Benefit of Small Business.P c.The Conference participants concluded
that R. & D., like some form of mass production, could not be scaled
down below certain minimum limits. The hazards for small com
panies investing their own funds in internal R. & D. projects seemed
to outwei~h the possible benefits in most cases. ,At the sam!' tim!',
small busmess was seen 'to have a definite need for scientific and
technical information just as does big business. In summing up the
Conference, Chairman Charles N. Kimball said of the small business
man, "Perhaps what he really needs presently is not research. and
development,. but the resllits of research and development." D7

2. THE SMA:LLBUSINESS· ADMINISTRATION

The need is clear for aid to firms which are not technically staffed
in order to identify technology needs and apply acquired facts. This
aid can be provided by grantees of the Office of State Technical
Services which are partially supported by Federal funds. Or the
"middle ground" research institutes and consultants can giveassist
ance supported by fees or SUbsidized by government transfer programs'

An alternative approach is the historical role of the Small Business
Administration whereby Government employees are trained to assist
businessmen at no expense to the private firm. SBA has sponsored
several activities in the past which have to do with Federal R. ,& D.
programs. Aid in obtaining R. & D. contracts has been furnishedto
small businesses." '.,

A Presidential Conference was held on the need for R. & D. in-these
firms. (See above.) In. 1965 the agency sponsored a pilot program
with Bjorksten Research Laboratories, Inc., to collect information on
plasticsfrom.Federal R. & D. reports and to disseminate the processed
technolo~y to small business by mailing. SBA is currently working
cooperatively with both NASA and AEC technology. transfer projects.
Another approach is. the identification of. common technical problems
by trade associations with subsequent SBA searches for applicable
technology and eventual counseling in application.

These direct transfer efforts by a Government agency depend on
the quality and training of the personnel making the contacts. The
program is similar to the industrial liaison officesin Great Britain. (See
p. 42.) Transfer techniques can be learned although effective transfer
agents are likely to have natural entrepreneurial inclinations which
'are inconsistent with bureancracy., .

. Administrator Bernard L. Boutin has informed the subcommittee of
additional plans and ideas for SBA participation in technology trans
fer:

What weIn the Small Business Administration envisage, however, is,tp.e adop
tion of a "Project Foresight," which would require research and development
(R~ & D.) contractors to expand their final R.,&D. reports, in execution of their

00 Proceedings of the Conference are available from the' Clearinghouse-for Federal Scientific and Tech·
nicer Information, as' PB .131-460.

97 Ibld., p. 276.
9B"Small Business and Dovemment Research and Development," -Sniall Business -Admiiiist'ratlon,

Washington, D.C .• 1962.
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contracts,' 'beyond -the '.' immediate' -mission; end tto explore' possible commercial
uses for the 'development described In thelr finalR: & D. reports. We would pro
pose, then,thatthese future. refined findings be. ~idelydisseminated to specific
industry segments ,within, the small- business .community. With the knowledge
thus pra:vided, concernsInterested in the utilization of this tecnnology would _b~

enabled to decide 'for themselves whether arnot to proceed to the commercial-ex-
ploitation of the technical know-hew thus' made, available. _ -

SBA realizes- that here, .in 'the utilization process, funds may become. necessary,
and these SBAstandsreadyto provide. In fact,on October 26, 1966, a directive
went out to all SBA offices throughout the Nation to engage .in an "aggressive
effort to seek .oul..and assist any small manufacturing flrm fiaving-both.well
qualified, managementund innovative Ideas for new- products, processes. or, tech
nlques," and to process loan applications for these firms in order to finance their
innovations. Thisprogram is in effect, and actively in operation. Thus, SBA is
already prore?ting technological utilization. ',', ,",. ," .

These suggestions, of Government-sponsored development beyond
immediate mission requirements, and provision of venture capital are
worth considerable discussion. For other SBA comments, see pages 152
and 156.

C. MANAGEMENT OF INNOVATION

L· THE ENVIRONMENT

The need for understanding the opportunities ltrid possibilities-in
new technology by the nontechnical decisionmakers in businesaand
society can be the subject of governmental efforts. The recent De
partment of Commerce reP7rt on technological innovation states:

The-large company is a complex, social, organization. The fast rea~tion·ti:tne
we discussed In reference to the small companyenvironmentis not easily attatne
ble here~ The distance from the chief executdve'evofflce tothe maintenance ,shop
may be a long way. He is"in fact, often removedfrom the operational details
of his company; surely, he is not familiar in detail with each new ventureearly
in-ita-life time.' The complexity of the organization itself teeds to certain problems.

There are the I'know-i~alls.", They explain that they have, thought about
simil~, new ideas many times before, 'and have concluded that there are many,
man:y reasons why each-new concept 'cannot succeed -. Or, it will 'not 'work be
cause it has never been done before. There are many. other reasons, why; In-this
experimental appraisal,', stage, prior,' experiences and, predispositions rise "up to
block innovation. .Often these take the .form of an -overly conservative estimate
of' risk ,versus probable cost for new ventures. It is easy to make such decisions
because there is' always the choice of extending the present business rather-than
taking the organization into unknown territory. As we have noted, the beginning
small businesshas no analogous option., ,'. '. .. ,,' ,', '" ,,'"

, These are different kinds of problems from those we discussed in reference to
the small companyenvironmentcvThere, when the problem was to obtain initial
financing for the incipient 'firm, the problemswere largely external ("Can we 'get
the capital?"). Here, we -are concerned with what may be' a lack of entrepre
neurial .spirit and . commitment.within. a, well-established, well-financed organiaa
tion..... In a complex organization the overriding problem often is maintaining an
adequate commitment to a new idea in the face- of internal obstacles to change.
'There is an understandable reluctance to depart from what has been a:'suc~essful

pattern of business. So we come back again to the need for understanding, within
and outside the company, of .the special problems' of managing and. exploiting
technological change. These problems are no less formidable in a large organlsa
tdon than they are in a small firm. They are just dlfferent.w

The report recommends:

RECOMMENDATIOK 17-
(a) A White House conference on "Understanding and Improving the Environ

ment for 'I'echnologicelInnovatdon.".

99 op.cit., ref. 65, pp. 27, 28.



(b) Soon thereafter, ,a series of regional innovation conferencea.i composed of
governors, ,mayors, bankers, academicians, scientists, ,engineers, .entrepreneurs,

. and.others-c-aimed at removing barriers to the development of ,new technological
enterprises, jobs, and community prosperity in -the respective regions.
. Summing ,up" we find that the concepts, uneer-taintiesy and other realities of
technological innovation ,are like a. foreign language, indeed a strange world, to
too many of .us. , Because of, this" we believe the most' important, initial task
before us is 'to become more widely acquainted with the "language" and "world'!
of-Innovation. ,

, Understandjngvns Alexander Pope might .have put, it",is, the ,key', to, a" drawer
wherein lie other keys. When we Cometo appreciate and understand the prob
lems and the, opportunities associated with innovation, .we can more effectively
act on programs that will best encourage beneficial, change and' the continued
renewal-of our',so_ciety;100

2. REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Regional development is the. motivation for. State and local gov
ernments to participate in technology transfer programs. The expe
rience to date suggests that the first step is elementary education in
the opportunities offered by new technology.

Thefirst annual report of the Office of State Technical Services
(fiscal year 1966) lists the following major State problems as expressed
in the. 5-year plans submitted to the agency by local groups.'?'
A. Existing local, industries fail, to applyfull modern methods:

, 1. Lack of information aqC?utmodern technology.
2~ Lack of.know-how in applying technological Information.
3. Services 'needed in ,support of service-oriented jnduetry.
4'. Resistance to change' by some businessmen.
.5., .Obsolete equlpment and.physlcal plant..,

R Shortage of.experienced managers and qualified technical personnel:
1. Few academic, governmental and industrial research facilities in State.
2. Young people leaving State after completing education.
3.,Lack of contiuuingeducational facilities to up-date graduate engineers.
,4. Spirit of entrepreneurship often lacking.

Q. Economy, in transition unfavorably influencing growth and' development:
1. Need for new industry and greater industrialdiversification.
2. Declining agriculture has placed burden of employment upon growth;
3. Cyclical swings in manufacturing.
4. Technological changes reducing employment in majce Induetcies.
5. Pockets of poverty in some areas of State.
6. Problems of urbanization.

n. Loeatdon.cesource, and climate factors seen as limiting development:
1. Major dependence on' a' few resource-based industries with high

seasonal fluctuations in employment, for example, agriculture, lumber,
construction,' tourist trade and mining. "..,,'

2. Natural resources and partially processed products being shipped to
other states to be transformed into consumer goods.

3. Physical conditions in State impedeindustrlalisatdon.
4. Sparsity of population and distance from major marketa-resultlng.In

unfavorable.freight-rates ee e share of cost of. both imported and ex
ported materials. and goods;

D. INJ,)EPENDENT NOT-FOR-PROFIT RESEARCH INSTITUTES

At the beginning of the 20th century, the concept of undertaking
scientific research and development directed to the solution of specific
industrial problems .was just gaining acceptance. Up to that time,
science had been pursued for its own sake' and technological change
occurred without anydeep understanding.or by using whatever facts

IOO'Ibid"p.57,. , .', ' .;". .•.. '", .' .,'
10.' Rffice ofState ,Tecqni~ 8er:vices,First Annual Report, DepartnleJ:!.t Of COmmerce, Washington,

D.C•. January 17,,1967,p.li.' "
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were already available, Prof. Robert Kennedy Duncan at the
University of Kansas wrote extensively on' applied research and
engineering. The, Mellon brothers in Pittsburgh became interested
in hisideas with the result that he came to the University of Pitts
burgh in 1913 and eventually founded Mellon Institute in 1927.
Other similar organizations arose-Battelle Memorial Institute at
Columbus, Ohio, in 1929, and Armour Research Foundation (now
renamed the Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute) at
Chicago in 1936. After World War II, the benefits of applied research
had been dramatically demonstrated. The agglomeration of science
resources around existing university centers of excellence on- both
coasts left many regions ill-equipped to introduce new technology and
R. &D. methods to local industry. ,

Farsighted businessmen and civic leaders in ,a number of cities
organized to provide nuclei forregional teohnology transfer. , Table 6
lists the major institutes today. The ,institutes were chartered to
serve nearby industry as contract research laboratories and consul
tants in employing science foreconomic g~owth. ,'Some institut~sare

loosely attached to universities but most have completely independ
ent staffs and facilities. Original financing varied from personal
philanthropy to public subscription to State and local government
grants. The not-for-profit label indicates that their public service
nature has been reoognized by the Internal Revenue Service as
exempting their income from taxation. This ruling is contested by
commercial R. & D. and testing laboratories who claim that the
independent institutes perform identical services in competition with
taxpaying organizations. The institutes do, of cour~e, make it profit
and collect fees on Government contracts. But the excess of income
over expenditures is not distributed to any stockholders or owners;
it is plowed back into facilities or internally supported research in the
public interest. A few institutes have set up taxpaying subsidiaries
for specificcommercial activities.

TABLE -6.:-1ndependent not-for-profit research institutes

" •

, .
R.&\D;-

Professional dollar-
Institute Location Founded sta.1f,1965 volume;

, 1965
, , '

,
(millions)

Battelle MillDorial Institute"___________
-r--

COltimb~'Ohio____________ 1929 2,600 83.0
Cornell AeronauticalLaboratory~_~_~__ Buffalo, .Y H __ ~_~~_____ n 1946 570 23.'
Franklin Institute_~ n ___ " ___ C __ ~ ______ Philadelphia, Pa~n_C__~_~_ 1946 225 5.6
Gulf South-Research tcentute., _____"~ Baton Rouge, La_nn __ c___ 1965 12 .a
lIT Research Institute,'; ___ ~:_C~ __n_n Chicago;IlL_.~~_~_____ c-c-c 1936 900 25.'
MellonInstitute ___•____ ~__n_~n ______ Pittsburab, pa-c-n~7-·~---- 1927 570 22.3
Midwest Research Institnte__ ~ ________ ~ Kansas us. MO.n_nn __~_ 1944 23. 4~ 9
N¥~;~i~~~.Research and Development Minneapolis, Minn.. n ____n 1963 25 ••
ResearchTriangle In:st1tuten~ __ "u ____ Durham, N,C-_.~_n ___n_~_ 1959 171 3;8
Southern ResearchInstitute~n ____ ~u_ Blrmlngham, Ala__~ ___ ~.-- __ 1945 217 4.8
Southwest Researchrnantuta., ________ San Antonio, Tex_n________ 1947 280 aa
Splndletop Research" ~_~~ ___ ~ __ h ______ Lexington, KY.~_"n_n_"n_ 1961 •• 1.2
Stanford ResearchInstitute, _____ n __ n Menlo Park, Calif____ ~ ___. __ 1946 1,407 50.0
University City Science Research Philadelphia, Pa_____ "~ _____ 1954 • .1

Institute; - ,- / .:

The original Illission of the independentn()t-for-pr()fit research
institutes was to do exactly what recent studies of technology transfer
have found necessary: That is to identify technological needs within



firms which .. are •not fully integrated with complete research and
engineering staffs of-their own, The institutes were to act as transfer
agents, knowledgeable about sources of technology on the one hand and
able to perceive application possibilities in local industry. TheIT
primaryr.. adius of operation was within a few hundred miles of their
location.'. .

The concept required considerable education .of industry as to the
opportunities in industrial R. & D i . The major contribution of the
institutes was in ,aising the level of awareness and technical literacy
in their regions. They attracted to their staffs (and subsequently
trained) a problem-solving type of scientist or engineer-s-who became
what amounted to an institutionalized entrepreneur. This unique
public service Wl\S developing with considerable success and very little
support from Federal agencies during the late 1~40's. .... .'

Federal Government pmgrams began to support applied R. & D. ill
rapidly mounting volume in "bout '1953. (The total for 1953 was
$3.1 billion, up from $1.8 billion.in 1952, which was the first year since
WoddWar II that the 1945 maximum of $1.6hillionh.adbeen
equalled.) Tile independent research institutes were a readymade
performer for these Federal projects and. the .Iarge increments of
funding were much. easier to obtain than the many small industrial
contracts. Further, the public service charters of the institutes and
their tax-exempt status made it very difficult to turn away Govern
ment proposal requests. In a few years, the institutes had been
diverted from the regional technology transfer programs. The per
centage of their annual contract support provided by Federal agencies
changed from 20 to 30 percent to 70 to 80 percent. The institutes
became-highly dependent on· Government R. & D. contract pro
cedures! tailoring their facilities,s.taffs, and management accordingly.

.A case can be made that in serving the Federal Government,the
institutes and their regions have been thwarted in proceeding with
technology transfer. But perhaps more importantly, they are now
better equipped to take part in rupcoming transfer efforts.. The
origin"l concept of "knowing the territory" is still valid, and now the

.institu.tes are well acquainted. with. the sources .of technology within
the .Federal program. The institutes have much closer relationships
to.industry than dolllally universities. TheIT staffsare fully oriented
to applied research.. . . . ..' '.

The State 'I'echnioalServices Act was clearly designed. to involve
universities although research institutes have been helpful in formu
lating State plans and may take on specific grant activities in the
future. The NASA. technology_ utilization program started with
Midwest Research Institute in Kansas Oity as its first regional dis
semination center, but since .then has become more involved with
universities. '

The MRI program, although .labeled an experiment, has proved
that :the. institute concept of technology transfer is efficient and
workable. OalledASTRA (applied space technology-regional ad
vancement) the program began in 1962. As described in a recent
report: . .

The ASTRA eervleea.fall. into three major categories-consultation, informatdon
servlees; and seminar partdcipation. The program is designed around a concept
of personalized .aervtee.
" To be effective in working with client firms, the ASTRA technlcalprofeselonal

must have a thorough knowledge of the client's technical needs and interests.'
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Each client firm is visitedtwice~~ch year toappra'iSe~~'ndreappraiae-c-the client's~
needs.. In additioIi,thestaff of the client firm. is encouraged to visit Midwest
Research Institute for, consultation with the ASTRAjMRI staff.

Industry response to both, the surveys and the .semlnars, has been excellent,
suggesting that they represent-a very effective and efficient means of dissemination.

One of the difficult, challenging, and frustrating aspects of an information dis-.
'semination program like ASTRA is to nieasure accurately its impact on the 'par
ticipating firms .., If .the. information provided- is off target .and not- useful; .the
firm usually doeen'b take uhe time to report back. If the-information provided
leads directly to a really significant advance for, the firm, industrial secrecy is
usually imposed to protect a competitive advantage. The result is that meaning-.
fulfeedback from the' firms is riot spontaneously supplied; it must be dug out.tw

The research institutes would seem to bea focal point for national
technology transfer efforts. They are Ideal trammg centers for
transfer agents. 'I'hey are located in regions which have demon
strated initiative in recognizing technological needs. They are a type'
of institution which is oriented to public service and independent from
(but thoroughly .conversant with) either government or industry.
Technology transfer is their raison d'etre... .'

The initial financing. ofa future national technology transfer pro.
gram will be largely by the' Federal Government. A suggestion has
been made that the heavy dependence for R. & D. performance by
the Government on organizations such as the independent research
institutes has engendered' a responsibility for sustaining financial
support so that other local services may be adequately continued.

Were Government now to recognize the need for building a long-term service
capability in organizations with unique or special talents, it would eeem aneasy
matter for Federal agencies to begin to apply to the private agencies on whose :
services they "depend the same principles now applied to .thc·u:r:iversities.For
example, sustaining grants, to such organizations could, provide funds, fO:1;" ad;
minietratdve costs not -alloeable ,to, contracts. Such grants could alsoprovi4e
"ventureeapital" for programs which, though not of current interest to the
Government, ,would develop the general competence of these organizations, and
hence their longer-range' usefulness -to Government.

*'" .. * ,,*, .. *, * ,', ,,*, '*
Nonetheless, the"real issu~isbeginningto emerge-clearly. Is the nongovern

mental organizationdf the future to be simply an auxiliary to the state, a; kind of
willing but not very resourceful handmaiden? Or.is it to be a etrong.dudependent
adjunct that provides government withu type of 'capability 'it cannot provide
for itself? .' ,:, "',' '., . ,'. ,:'

If it is to be the latter; and for most Amerteane.thc question is one that is likely
to admit of no other answer, then we must face up to the difficult problem of how
we are to finance these organizations. More can be done on thcprivatc side, as
private responsibility will-s-arid should-c-oontdnue. Forexamplc, there might
perhaps besome advantages to be found in experimenting more. widely with thc
notion of cooperative fund raising which hasworked so well for.some community,
chest organiaatione. But the question must also be raised as to whether responsi
bility for the general financial health of at least the most important of the no~
governmental organizations .should not nowbe shared by the Federal Govern..
ment. Certainly the -tlme has come fora .oomprehensive and careful study of .tho
problem from both the governmental and nongovernmental eides.t's

The not-Ior-profitiinstitutes are in a position to impart. high
leverage to regional technology transfer programs, Whether by
sustaining grants to allow the expansion of services not supported by
revenues, or by direct contract for performance of Federal transfer
activities, these unique" organizations will he It vital part of future
efforts.

'""Alcott, Jaines,"TecluiologyTransfer Via a Research Institute." ··ResearchiDevelopment, Se'riteni~er
1966, pp. 23-24. , .. .. ..

103 Pifer, Alan,"The Non-Governmental Organization at Bay," the Annual Report of the Carnegie
Foundation, 1966, PD.10, 14.. . . :



E. THE UNIVERSITIES

Science and engineering are important and often. dominant functions
in institutions of higher learning. The emphasis is on teaching and
research however, and not on technology transfer in a short term sense
to business. In the long run, the universities are increasing the teehni
cal literacy of the entire society and this will contribute to the demand
f(jr, and understanding of, ,technological change. . . • .
, Proponents of placing transfer programs in universities have noted I
that two purposes might be served. First, the professional teaching
staff is a source of transfer agents who should be able to educateusers
as to the value of.new technology and assist in problem identification.
Second, the exposure of academicians to practical commercial tech
nological needs would result in teaching which produced graduates
better tuned to industrial requirements. In addition, the university
today is becoming a multipurpose institution of public service closely
irltegra,ted with the community rather than an .ivory tower of
knowledge. ". . . .

The merit of these argumentsdepends toa great extent.on the attic
, tudes of particular university managements. To attract the endeavors
of competent faculty members, technology transfer..programs must
offer rewards and recognition equivalent to teaching and research.
The agricultural extension services in land-grant colleges were usually
staffed apart from the teaching faculty. Many university research
centers are also separated organizationally. It may be .difficult to
arrange a recognition system for. the relatively new concept of tech
nology 'transfer which will truly involve thefacultyand not-result in
a mere administrative attachment of a dissemination center to the
university. Dr. Alvin Weinberg has noted that whereas society is
mission oriented, universities are discipline oriented.

The preference of students to pursue pure science has raised con
cern in industry and governm,ent. Dr. Edward Teller states:

In our educational institutions, applied science may, almost be described as "no
man's. land," Recently I interviewed 24· most, promising students from the
various departments of. the. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. These
departments included mathematics, physics, .chemietry, and, many, .branchea of
engineering. The purpose of the interview was to. select students for fellowships
Inupplted science. , The interviews revealed that 22 .out .of, the 24 showed a
marked preference for pure science. .In noting this ratio, one .should consider
that. the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is supposed -to have a particularly
close. connection with technology.w'

The subcommittee contacted the University of California, the
University ofChicago, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
three major.ceontractors for Federal R. & D. These institutions
called attention to the fact that their faculties engaged in a number of
different technology transfer activities apart from the teaching role.
Included are consulting arrangements with industry, R.& D. clinics
and seminars for business,and participationin "spin-off" companies
derived from research projects at the university. Other .comments
from. the schools are found on pages 166-167.

The role of nniversities in transferring Federal technology to business
could' be extensive, but specific administrative adjustments will be
necessary to get the full benefit of theseinstitutions, .

1~4 "Basic Research and National Goals," National Academy of Sciences, March lQ65, Washington, D,C.,
~~ .
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F. FEDERAL CONTRACT RESEARCH CENTERS

These laboratories are operated by various 'institutions and indus
tries under contract with agencies, They could be given an expanded
role as regional technology transfer genters. The value of the contract
research centersasa national asset farbeyoDd thaperformance of
their primary mission has been recognized; .A.s agency assignments
change and new public needs' arise, the. centers. should be flexible
enough to take on new tasks. As an example; Oak Ridge National
Laboratory has assisted in studies of a combined nuclear electric
power desalting plant with the Office of Saline Water. . •

Participation' of the Federal laboratories in cooperative education
projects with universities would strengthen applied research training,
On a case-by-case basis perhaps, technology transfer activities could
be added' to such •an arrangement. As with other institutions, the
advantage to be gained is a closer coupling of originators of teehIl910gy
with users. The AEC Offices of Industrial Cooperation at ArgonIle
and OakRidge National Laboratories are the beginning operations of
what could become comprehensive transfer cellters. (See p. 130). .

A list of the contract centers is presented, adapted from NSF-66~25,

Federal Funds for Research, Development, and OtherScientific Activi
ties, fiscal years 1965, 1966, and 1967, volume XV, pages 71, 72.

FEDERAL CONTRACTRE~EARCH'CENTERS

Department' of Defense:
Secretary of Defense:

Managed by other nonprofit institutions:
Hudson Institute.

,Institute 'for Defense Analyses.
-Department- of-the -Army:

Managed by profit organizations:
Rocket and Propellant Laboratory (Rohm & Haas, Inc.).
'I'hiokol project (Thiokol Chemical Corp.).

Managed by' educational institutions:
Army Mathematics Center (University ot.wtsconein).
Human Resources Research Office (George Washington University)
Special Operations Research Office {American University}.

Managed by other nonprofit institutions:',
Research -Analyeie Corp.:

Department 'of the Navy :
Managed-by profit organizations:

Ordnance -Aerophysice Laboratory (Convair Division; General
'< Dynamics Corp.).

Managed by educational institutions:
Applied Physics _Laboratory. (John;Hopkins University).
Applied Physics Laboratory (U!llversity of Washington) .
Arctic Research Laboratory (University of Alaska). '
Hudson Laboratory (Columbia University).
Navy Biological Laboratory (University of California).
Ordnance Research Laboratory (Pennsylvania State University}.

Managed by -other nonprofit institutions : --
Center for Naval Analyses (Franklin Institute).

Department of the Air Force:
Managed by profit organizations:

Nuclear _Aerospa~eResearch Facility' (Corivnir Division, General
Dynamics Corp.). __ _ _ _- _"

International. __ telephone' and -.telegraph. oommunioatdona .eyetems
(International Telephone & Telegraph Corp.) -
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Department: of'Defense-;..,...-Con~inued, '
- Department of the Air Force-Continued

Managed by educational institutions: " '
Lincoln La1?oratory (Maseachusetta Instltute of Technology).

Managed by, other nonprofltinetitutlons:
Aerospace Oorp.. , ",', .' .. ,
Anser (Analytic,Services" Ine.).
MITRE Corp.

.. . RAND Corp.
-Atomtc Energy Commission:

Managed QY profit organizations: , _
Bettis ,Atomic, Power, Laboratory. (Westinghouse Electric Oorp.).
Engineering test reactor,National Reactor Testing Station (Phillips

Petroleum Co. and, Idaho Nuclear Oorp.L. "
Knolls At()mic Powe~ Laboratory (General Electric Co.).
Savannah River Laboratory (E. I. dtrPont de' Nemours & Co., Inc.)'.
Mound Laboratory (Monsanto Chemical Co.).' _
OakRidge National- Laboratory. (Union Carbide Nuclear .Oo.).
Sandia Laboratory (Sandia Oorp.). . .

Managed by educational institutions:
AmesLaboratory (Iowa State University of Science and Technology).
Argonne' National'~aboratory (University of, ,Chicago and Argonne
; "Universltles Association).
Cambridge Electron Accelerator (Harvard Universityand·Massachusetts

Institute of Technology).
Lawrence Radtation 'Laboratory' (including the Livermore Radiation

. Laboratory, University of, California). ", . " .
Los Alamos Scientific. LaboratoryHlnlversity of California) .
Princeton:-Pennsylvania Proton Accelerator" (Princeton Untversttvend

University of Pennsylvania). ' " :
Princeton Stellerator (Princeton Universi~y)'." _ .
Stanford Linear Accelerator Laboratory (Stanford University).

Managed by other nonprofit institutions: ' "".'
Brookhaven' National Laboratory 104& (Associated Universities, Inc.).
Oak -Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies lOb (Oak Ridge Associated

Universlttes).. " .
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (Battelle Memorial Institute) .

.NIftionalAeronlJ,utics and Bpace-Admfnlstration:
Managed by educational institutions:

Jet Propulsion Labo~atory (California Institute of Technology).
National Science Foundation: '

Managed- by other nonprofit institutions:' ,
Kitt Peak National Observatorv f.Associetdon of Universities for Research

in Astronomy; .Inc.): " "
National Radio Astronomy Observatory (Associated Universities, Inc.}.
National -Center for Atmospheric Research (University Corp. for

Atmospheric Research).
Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (Association of Universities

for Research in Astronomy, Ine.).

G. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

THE SPECTRUM OF POSSIBILITIES

Lesher and Howick present the possibilities for the Federal Govern-
ment in. the 9.uestion: .

Should the responsibility of the Federal Government-end. with:
Publication, Le., making fhe.resulte of research and development available (as

In llbreries, depositories,and journals) for interested parties, but placing the full
burden: of discovery and use on the potential user? . - .

-',BibUographic control, 'i.e.c maklng it easy for the Interested parties to seek out
rele,;ant publications?

'Iota'Oper~ted by ncnproflt corporations sponsored bv educational institutions, but not directly rneneged
by them.' , . : ,., ,
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Dieeeminaiion, i.e., actively deliveringr'elevant.pu~blieatioils to":"irtterest'~d
parties? .' ,,-'.', ,' _ ,: . _ __ _ __ ,.'",',-: _.

Communication, which implies somepersonal (versus'only paper) "involvement in
defining the needs and objectives of the user and 'seekingto match specific -tech
nieal information to those needs; 'so that understanding is achieved?

Educat1:on, which implies not only _communicating specific information -but
also building the background of the recipient of the information to a level where
the relevantinformation can be more effectivelyutilized? _ _ '

Encouragement, Le., actual continuing consultation with the user of the Oillfor
matdon to promote utilization (versus transfer,,Per se)of the technology?

4ssistance,Le.,.Government aid in adapting technology generated'fora Govern
ment mission to make i,tuseful for n()ngovernmental purpose~. (or one Govern
ment agency adapting its technology for the use-of .another Government agency)?

Developmentassistar1:ce, which implies Governri1ent action to add to the knowl
edge base and develop new technology specifically to meetneeds and 'objectives
In-the civilianeconomy? 105 , ," -

These activities can be added to the identificationand processing •
steps (see p. 67) ~o complete the initi"l stages ofteGbn~logiGalchange,

Rosenbloom, In hIS study fo! theNational PlannmgAssoGlatlOn
comments on the responsibilities of the Federal Government, industry,
and a "third force" of universities and the researchInstitutes: the
knowledge transformation industry:.

Although.the exietence of.sorne 'Feder'al respdnsibility'in 'this a~~'i~~ems beyond
doubt, there is a serious question of degree. The substantial involvement of. the
Federal agencies .ln-moderu eclenceund.technologv implies some responsibility
for theconsequencesoLthat role. Blnce.two-thlrde of all R. ,&D. work is sup
ported by Federal funds, the Government clearly has a responsibility to make the
results of this-work available for the widest possible use. -The.esteblishment of a
Federal clearinghouse .to dietc-ibtrte all technical documents resulting from Govern
ment research arid development moves in, this, direction;

An importent.queetdon remains unanswered. How far should the Government
go, not only in making findings available, but also in seleeting.andterlorlng reports
for-most effective use by private enterprise and even in promoting the receptivity
of private enterprise for utilizing the advanced .technology? Here the question' of
what is proper activity for the Federal Government merges with the question- of
what means are available to the Federal Government to act effectively without
interfering with the responsibilities .of private enterprise.

. Whatever'the limits of Government efforts to facilitate transfer; it seems clear
that coordinate activity on the part of private industry will be a prerequisite to
the success of the Federal effort. Defining the responsibility of theprivate firm
in this regard, however, is more difficult. We presume that the private enterprise
best serves the general welfare by the pursuit of its own interests (within the bounds
of Iawand custom). The ultimate payoff and best test of the transfer process is
the corporation's willingness and capacity to effect innovation. In the private
corporation; however, special mechanisms, .inatdtuted to facilitate the acquisition
of new technology, clearly must pay their own way in the long run; There is a
cost of receptivity to new technology, and if that cost outweighs the benefits
derived by the firm, one cannot expect contdnuatdon of such programs. Unfor
tunately, the costs are likely to be far more tangible than fhe benefits, suggesting
that profitable programs may be forgone or abandoned because of the difficulties
of making an accurate evaluation:

The educational und research institutions also; have an important role injthe
transfer process.. Research and training in the new "sophietieated' technologies
and their incorporation in the heart of educational programs will lead ,to wi~er

understanding and acceptance, and ultimately to their commonplace application.
Without discussing the complex issues concerning the nature .and extent of .unlver
sity responsibilities, their dual relevance to this subject should be-noted;'. The
university influences the utilization of technology both through the quality and
character of the training it gives to technologists and cthrough its own. activities
generating new technology, The Government, 'In' turn, 'by its' actions may.help
or hinder the educational and research organizations in fulfilling their functions.

A middle ground institution, probably in. the form of some kind of spe~iali~ed
information center; might help to couple sources and 'users'of technology. It

lO~ Op. cit., ref. 77, p.48-49.
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would have to be familiar, on the one hand, with the characteristics of the available
n~tional information resources. and, on the, other hand, with the conditions within
the firms which are to be service. Such ~centercould also perhaps assume much
of! the responsibility for the' creative transformation ,of the information, which i~ ,
likely to be so :necessary to effective innovation.' The center. ehould be In a posi
ti?n also, to aD:swerspecific questions in relation to problema-already perceived
by private enterprise. Werner Hirsch, of the University' of California, has. re
ferred to these activities as an emergent "knowledge transformation industry."

IEven though the initial stages of such a knowledge tranefcrmatdcn industry
can-already by observed,' it is notyet-clear what structure would be most appro-.
p~iate for -this "industry" or what its chances of success are in thelong run.W.e
take noteof.the possible role of such a "third party," not aean argument for the
eI?-cowagement of new institutions but as a, recognition that several such organiza~
tdons have already.emerged.

Despite the possible contribution' of 'Federal programs 'and third parties;, th~_
ultimate:responsibility'fortr,ansfer rests with the business ,firm. ,Whatever the
effectiveness with which .these 'new functions are performed' by Eederal agencies,
o~ by Intermediarles-r-andfhere is evidence of modest progress Intfiese direc
tions-the greatest benefits. will be, derived, by the' firms which are' themselves
best equipped to acquire, appraise, and implement new technical information.
T:he most significant problem here would seem to be the achievement of an effec
tive coupling across the boundary enclosingthe.corporation itself; To do this
requires both sensitivity on the part of the Federal agencies to the mechaniame
by which businesses may fruitfully equip themselves to acquire and useInforma
tton, and awarnees on' 'the part of business of the, steps. being taken by external
agencies,lo6. , ''' ,','; .-,. _ ," I

.The Federal responsibilities for technological innovation are defined
by the Department of Commerce Panel on Invention and Inllovation
to include ."studies of the innovation process, theadverse impact of
Government contracting .on small technologically based firms. and
the absence •of an effective Federal spokesman for such firms.':" .The
report recommends: . .' ' .

RECOl\lMENDATION 9

'!:'Th~ Department of-Commerce: should broaden and.complement its,studies'of
the.dnnovative and- entrepreneurial processes by initiating an,' integrated .pro
gram.dn.cooperatdon withbheuniversttdearincludlng the preparation of empirical
data and case materials on, these processes: studies of the venture capital system;'
end .experimentatdon with teaching .methods to develop innovative and entrepre
neurlal talents.

An interdepartmental ad hoc review of current contracting policies, andpro
cedures vof such agencies as the Department oLDefeJlse, the Nationfll Aero
nautics;andSpac.eAdminist:ration, ..the Atomic Energy Commission, and the
National )nstititesof .Health, .to insure that these policies. are condu,civetothe
long-range.growth. of: small enterprises.
!

RECOMMENDATION 11

The Department of Commerce should serve as. the Federal. spokesman repre
sentdng the interests of new technologically based enterpriaee and should develop,
the necessary competence and ... organization to deal. effectively with ..problems
~~.ocia.teclwith·ven~lJrectl,pi.t~~.availability.andthe generation of suohenterprlses.te
r A recent study by the-Rand Corp. and the Brookings Institution

suggests the establishment of a National In~titute of Technology for
experimental development of advanced technology under Govern
mentsponsorship,

IOG'Rosenbloom, Richard 8:,. "TechnplogyTransfer.,-Process and Policy." National Planning A!lSo~iu·
tion 8pecialR,ep.ort,No.~2.July 1965,PP, 29,30"31, 32, ' .."

; lOi Op~ cit,,·reference65, p. 4~.
! 108 Ibid .. pp. 45,46. 47.

77-2170-67--7
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FUNCTIONS 'AND CHARACTERISTICS ',OF 'THE INSTITUTE

There are two.possible models for such a program. One wouidbetofon~wth'~
example of the National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics and conduct the
research in, Government facilities. The second would be to follow the example of
the National Science Foundation and work principally through supporbto.outslde
organizations. ,(The National Institutes of Health and the Department of Agrl
culture research support programs. are somewhere in between.) Greater flexibility
suggests the second approach, though the organization will need some in-house
capability to evaluate proposals. One possibility would 'be to link the Institute
with the National Bureau of Standards. The balance between in-house research
and grants can be worked out as experience accumulates, but the Institute would
probably be primarily a .grant-giving agency. It should be willing to take the
initiative to point out promising areas to which it would give priority. . .. ' .

To stress the analogy to the National Science Foundation and to the Nattonel
Institutes of Health the proposal is called a National Institute of Technology;
The mission of this organization is to .eupport research and.experimental develop-
mentmeetingtliteecriteria: " . ."..' ".'

1. The proposed research or experimentation, ifeucceeeful, would produce
knowledge which could be exploited to-yield significant increases in ,the per-
formance or efficiency of a class of products or processes. . ...' . '.'

2. 'There should be a reasonable chance of success et .a level of funding
commensurate with a high rate of return, if successful.

3. It ehould be established why business firms, presently are notunder
taking projects, of this kind despite the high expected 'social rate of return,

There are some extremely difficult questions regarding whether the Insti~u~El
should aim principally to support work done by buelnesa firms and private In
,ventors;-orwork in the universities. It is quite possible that the former-would
yield-the greatest payoffs-e-that the Institute should aim to stimulate proposals
from. imaginative engineers, in business firms, and to provide encouragement
and financial assistance to freelancers. There would, however, be seriousproblems
regarding dispositions of any resulting patents. Business firms or private inven
tors would probably not accept Governmentsupport for ideas they thought excit
ing if the price of such support was abandonment of patent rights, and While the
useful knowledge created usually would transcend-the patent rights, a privately
held patent might obstruct others from capitalizing on the knowledge created.

While some kind of a patent licensing arrangement could be worked' out; it: is
suggested that the objective of the grants should be viewed -asknowledge for gen- "
eral use in the public 'domain. Anyresultdrig patents should vest with the public,
and there should 'be full publication.and publicity of results. This would mean
'that -the:bulk of the grants would go: to . colleges and universities (principally
engineering departments) and nonprofit organizations. However,' grants for
research conducted in the facilities of.business firrnsshould not be precluded. F()r
certain kinds of projects, industry facilities and participation may be very im-
portent.tws .. : .' .,'.' '" .' '., ......., .'. ..,,:

The research support program of the Institute undoubtedly would-overlap the
scope of.the engineering sciences support program of the National Scien?e Founda-'
tdon, and in some cases the basic research program of mission-oriented Govern
ment agencies like the DOD. For experimental hardware projects there would be
some overlap with mission-oriented Government agencies, if not with the National
Science Foundation, although this should not present a problem. Presumably the
Institute would avoid projects where other financing, was readily .attainableund,
in any case, multiple alternative sources of support for this kind of work are .to be
highly desired. When the National Science Foundation was established there
Were major alternative sources of Government basic research support, and the
NSF continues to be a small-scale supporter of' basic' research, relative to-such
organizations as the DOj), NASA, AEC, and HEW. The principal distinguish
ing function of the InetltutevIlke __~he distinguishing characteristics of the NSF,
would be the responsibility for acrose-the-board support of a particular class of

loe.. Under these circumstances, the following conditions might be imposed to assure that the knowledge
entered the public domain. The project must be run jointly by a university and: a business firm' or group
of firms with a university person in at least Joint project directorship. The research project should'be
separated physically from any proprietary work to assure that there are no constraints on visiting and
observing. Finally, the academic group would have authority over the proiect write-up and reporting.
However, setting these restrictions might preclude certain useful projects, and an agreement that results
be fully published and that patent rights vested with the public may be sufficient.
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activity. While the NSF is concerned with advancing the frontiers of -science,
the Inetdtute would be concerned with advancing the frontiers of technology.rw

2. TECHNOLOGY PACKAGING FOR PUJ;lLIC NEEDS

One of the benefits which can be sought without argument is the
use of accumulated federally sponsored technology in other newly
de.veloping public purpose programs. These i.uc.lude. the restoration
of environmental quality, pollution abatement, crime preventiou,
urban mass transportation, arms control and disarmament, highway
safety, worldwide nutrition, and urban redevelopment. The Depart
ment of Commerce Panel on Invention and Innovation reports;

Any, consideration of .the total innovative process should include analysis of
the' interrelations between social and private innovation. _ Private innovation iii
the industrial, sector has produced conditions which call for social innovation in
t~e public eector.. Moreover, advancesin private' innovation are .dependent upon
the climate provided.by aocial innovation.' - , '.

We have considered the possible sources of social innovation and the roles of
government and industry with respect to its performance. Social innovation in
the public sector must depend upon private as well as public resources. As an
illustration, improvements in the controlof water .and air pollution must stem
from 'private innovations producing changes in automobiles and in industrh~l
processes such that the polluting elements which are discharged into the environ
mentwill be reduced of eliminated.
"We believe it is incumbentupon government, both local and national, to provide

the essential framework for, social, innovation, , As a general principle, moreover,
'government should encourage the' use of private resources Ior socfal Innovation
whenever possible. In this effort, we 'conceive of: governmental functions along
the following lines:

(a) .Definlng the social problema and the priorities for bheir solutions.
(b) Intensifying the planning for such solutions.
(c) Encouraging private enterprise to seek profltmaking opportunitdes. in

the development of such solutions.
(d) Developing 'regulatory, and, other mechanisms, 'such 'as government

purchasing policies, to compel o~ encourage industries to modify productive
processes and products in such ways that they will contribute to the better
mentof the social sector (forexample,regulations regarding water and air
pollution). .

(e) Carrying on the necessary technological -developments.cwhen it is clear
that private resources cannot be depended upon to .undertake them eatda-
factqrily.ll0 - -

Technology transfer could provide an important. additional Gov
ernment function in assembling special packages of federally controlled
technology which are important to the desired social innovation. For
example, the electric automobile might be an attractive alternative
to the internal combustion engine powered car for certain urban uses:
The Government is not likely to' contract directly for the development
of an electric auto. Pollution abatement legislation may strengthen,
the market demand and stimulate private R. & D. Such efforts
could be launchedfrom a higher state oftbe art if all the scientific
and technical knowledge from Federal programs which was relevant
to electric propulsion was made readily available to private developers.
A Federal technology transfer program could retrieve and organize
these data with the end use clearly in mind. Industrial developers
would not . have to make repetitive searches. individually. The
existence of such a specialized technological package would accelerate
innovation toward meeting thiswell-dsfined public need.

109 "Technology, Economic Growth and Public Policy," Nelson, Richard R.; Peck, Merton J.; BndKala~
chek, Edward D. The Brookings Institution; Washington, D.C., 1967, p. 180,.181,182.

110 Op. cit., ref. 70, pp, 11,12. .
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H. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER BY THE U.S. DEPARTMENT
of··AGRICULTURE

Any discussion rof va purposeful program for moving scientific
information into practical application soon involves the success story
of American agriculture. Most of this sorto£. transfer is the direct
and primary use ofR &D. which was performed for a well-recognized
reason. But a significant amount of agricultural technology has found
'additional use far removed from the original project.. And most
importantly, the Government was acquiring the technology but the
thousands of individual farmers were theappliers.. So an efficient and
widespread transfer system was developed. The concept of the
extension agent seems quite relevant to industrial technology transfer.

The following description is presented so that valid extrapolations
can be made and also to show where the analogy breaks down. This
section was furnished to the subcommittee by the USDA.

1; INTRODUCTHJN

The collection and dissemination of information on agricultural
technology has been a national policy of the U.S. GoverlJIl1ent since
the early days of the Republic. George Washington in his last annual
message to Congress stressed the "primary importance" of agriculture
to the national welfare and observed that among the means used to
promote agricultural.development-e- ". • •.•......•.•....
;1* ** none have been attended with greater euceeea than. the-eeteblishment-ct
boards (composed of proper characters) charged with collecting and diffusing
information, and enabled by small pecuniary aids to encourage and assist a spirit
of discovery and improvement".

Funds from the first appropriation for agriculture made to the
Patent Office in 1837 were used not only to acquire knowledge, but
also to finance the publication of information on agricultural subjects
including technology. Trained writers were employed for. this. pur
pose, a practice that has continued to the present.

The act establishing the U.S. Department of Agriculture in 1862
directed that the new agency "acquire and diffuse among the people
of the United States useful information on subjects connected with
agriculture in the' most general' and comprehensive sense of that
word * ~*"

It also directed "*. * * the Commissioner of Agriculture to acquire
and preserve in his Department all informationconcerning agriculture
which he can obtain by means of books and correspondence, and by
practical and scientific experiments * * *." . .

From the beginning, the Department defined its responsibility t6
inform the people in the broadest sense. The Department not only
publishes the results of research in. scientific journals or monographs;
It also accepts the responsibility of communicating research findings
in forms that can be understood and used by farmers and the general
public. . . ' . . .• ' ....

The Department maintains an "open door" information policy;
Requests for information are freely filled, subject only to certain
legal restrictions or departmental regulations. Representatives of

Ithe communications media are encouraged to interview policy, admin
istrative, or technical personnel without restriction.



As a result of the policy laid down in legislation enacted over a
century ago, the Department now has the most comprehensive system
for technology transfer of any department of Government, It is based
on the following: (1) Publications; (2) dissemination of scientific and
technology findings through the mass communications media; (3)
Agricultural Extension; and (4) the National Agricultural Library.

2. PUBLICATIONS

In line with its historic mission, USDA has developed an extensive
publications.program for transfer of the technology developed inits
laboratories and experimental farms to those who produce and market
the Nations's food and fiber. The Department at its Washington
headquarters (including Beltsville), issues about 1,100 scientific and
technical publications annually. In addition, up to a thousand recur
ring reports each year present economic, statistical, and market infor
mation necessary for the operation of modern agricultural industry.

The USDA has long followed a policy of adapting its publications to
the needs of the users. Several publication series have been developed,
each designed for .therequirementsof a defined readership (See
attachment). Thus, the findings of a particular research project may
be published in a technicalbulletin written primarily for .scientists or
specialists; be the basis for a nontechnical article for the general
public in one of the Department's periodicals, and presented in It
farmers' bulletin written specifically to inform farmers and ranchers
how they may put the findings into practical USe on the farm. (Other
outlets such as Extension, mass media, and the National Agricul-
tural Library are discussed below). .

A citizen can. obtain fr~e a single copy ofmost USDA publications
as long as the supply last. However, priority is given to libraries,
universities, cooperators, and the communications media which can
further disseminate the information. Most major USDA publications
also are sold by the Superintendimt of Documents.

The Department's publications for the most part originate in the
several agencies of the Department, such as the Agricultural Research
Service, the Economic Research Service, or the Forest. Service. Here
the manuscripts are' planned and prepared, and the publications
financed. Several other. functions are centralized. in staff offices of
the Department, principally the Office of Information, so that USDA
has. a. coordinated publications program rather than an. aggregate .of
separate agency publicationsprograms.

The. Office of Information provides policy review and control of all
manuscripts .andcoordinates interagency and inter-Department
aspects. It provides illustrations. and design service in the prepara
tion of manuscripts for publication, and handles arrangements for
printing. .' .

Many' USDA bulletins reporting research findings derive from
projects conducted cooperatively by the Department and the State
Agricultural Experiment .Stations. The results of such cooperative
research projects may be published by either the States of USDA.

While Department bulletins are used in publishing more complete
findings of research, extensive reporting of research results is done .also
through professional journals. Upward of 3,500 articles by Depart
ment researchers appear in scientific journals each year. Separates"
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or prints, of these articles are commonly used in liinitedquantityby
the Department in communicating this information beyond the
readers of the journals.

Department scientific and technical publications which originate in
the field and are primarily for use in the geographical area of origin
arepublished in the field. . .• .. .

In addition to the formal publication program of USDA, a great
deal of information on science and technology is disseminated to the
public through personal contacts-letters, telephone calls, visits, and
speeches. Ooncurrent programs of. research in the. several. St.(tte
agricultural experiment stations, many ofwhich are cooperative with
USDA, are yielding an impressive body of scientific information.
This involved in fiscal year 1965 over 8,000 articles in scientific .
journals, over 1,100 technical reports in station bulletins and periodi
cals,and some 2,500 popular bulletins and circulars. New informa
tion thus released by the experiment includes the results of research
supported by Federal grants and contracts and by State funds: . It
is an important part of the new technology in agriculture.

3;'-MASS COMMUNICATIONS ,MEDIA

Pre88 information. .. .. . . .... . . .. . . ..
USDA provides research information to newspapers, magazine';,

and wire services through two principal channels: (1) Press releases,
and (2) replies to direct inquiries and conferences, briefings, interviews,
and tours.

Press releases issued on researehprojectsinclude announcements of
all USDA grants, research contracts,. and cooperative research
agreements. Later, when research has been completed, .agency
information personnel carefully screen professional journal papers and
write releases on those USDA-funded findings considered tohav~

news value for the agricultural, trade, scientific; or general press.
Several hundred such releases on agricultural and forestry research
are written each year by USDA agencies and cleared and issued by
the Office of Information. Additional releases on research are issued
by State universities and land-grant colleges,. .. . ....>

'.Researchinfo~mation is also made available to the press in response
to direct inquiries by reporters, writers, and photographers. In many
instances, the inquiries are mad~ to USDApersonnel in Washington,
D.O.; many others are made directly to researchers at field installa
tions o! during their attendanceat profes,sional meetings.FrelJ.u~ntly,
press m'lumes result in interviews with researchers .and VISItS, to"
researchfacilities. Less frequently, research information is dissemi
nated to the press during press conferences, special briefings, and in
public addresses by Department officials. .
Othermedia

USDA also uses .television programs and films, radio tapes
programs, motion pictures and slides, photographs and picture
stories,and posters and exhibits to disseminate research information
among agricul turalistsand the general public.

In cooperation with WRO~TV and NBO, the Department of
Agriculture produces two color programs each week: "Across the
Fence,", a, half-hour show viewed in 15_major _cities, and "Downto
Earth," which is shown in 5-minutedaily segments in a number of



metropolitan areas. A large part of these shows consists of inter
views with scientistsand. economists, .whc-communicate theresults
of their research. to. the public. A number of additional television
film.features are produced. annually by the. research agencies and are
then cleared by the Office of Information and distributed as public
service announcements to nearly.400 television stations in the United
States.

Scientific and technical information also forms a large part of De-
partment radio _programs. Each week, USDA produces "The
American Farmer," a 25-minute show carried by 60 radio stations;
«Agriculture USA," a 15,minute show used by 221 stations; "What
Consumers Want to Know," a 30-minute show carried by 119 stations,
and Agri-Tape, a series of features slanted to farm audiences which
is mailed to from 500 to 550 stations. One Department research
agency alone-e-the Agricultural Research Service-c-last year produced
184 radio tapes on scientific subjects for inclusion in these Depart
ment programs.

The -Department also disseminates research information through
motion pictures and slide Bets or film strips accompanied bynarra
tives. Audiences for these productions- schools, technical groups,
service clubs, agricultural groups-are planned well in advance and
distribution is made accordingly. USDA films-are available from the
Department in Washington and from the film libraries of State
universities and land-grant colleges.

Photographs dealing with scientific subjects are made available to
media by the Department on request. In addition, research agencies
prepare anumberofpicturestories on technical subjects. These are
cleared by the Office of Information and distributed to picture editors
of daily newspapers, Sunday magazine sections, photomagazines, and
syndicates. .. i .

Finally! a number of Department exhibits are' built each year
dealing with research subjects, and they are displayed at both profes
sional meetings and at such public gatherings as State and. county
fairs. Posters, which are commonly used to disseminate research
information of interest to farmers on plant pest control and animal
diseases, are usually distributed by the field staffs of the regulatory
agencies. -

4. THE: C'OOPERATIVE EXTENSION'SERVICE

The Cooperative Extension Service was established by act of
Congress in 1914. From the outset it has been -a, joint cooperative
relationship between the FederalExtension Service in USDA and the
State extension service, adivisionof the college of agriculture in each
State land-grant university. Its work consists of giving instruction
and practical demonstrations in agricultural arid home economics and
subjects relating thereto-s-and imparting information on said subject
through demonstrations, publications, and otherwise; and for the
necessary printing and distribution of [such] information:

The Cooperative Extension Service is devoting 8,580 man-years
annually to the adaptation and application of science and technology
to the farm business, involving planning production, management, and
marketing.. This includes plant and animal breeding, nutrition,
disease and pest control, management, agricultural economics, and
engineering. A portion of the time. is devoted to assisting home-
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owners and off-farm clientele with agricultural problems. This
includes use of insecticides, herbicides, and other pesticides in and
around the home, work with gardeners, greenkeepers (golf courses),
caretakers of cemeteries, athletic fields, highway officials on vegetative
cover for .roadsides,and horticultural work for nonbusiness purposes;
These educational endeavors are all based on research findings", .

Much of Extension's educational program is conducted through
demonstrations,'. meetings, seminars, and workshops for Clientele.
Extension conducted 419,777 field trials and demonstrations to en'
courage application of research findings..' It has held many indepth
schools for special interest groups. For example: Regional schools
are being held to train the aerial pesticide "pplicators that spray 66
million acres and account for 23 percent of all pesticides used in this
country. Special attention is being directed to methods of controlling
drift and obtaining precise application. Each year much, of the
Extension worker's time is used to assist individuals with their
specific problems. Last year 20,780,903 such consultations held,
most of which required the interpretation and adaptation of research
findings.. , . . . : .'.

Articlesare ina constant How to farm magazines, trade journals,
radio, television, and the press. Last,year 773,269 news. releases
were made for newspapers and magazines, 62,201,190 copies of pub
lications were distributed, 812,077 radio broadcasts and 50;687 TV
broadcasts were made to assist the public with agricultural and home
economicsproblems.

NATIONAL -AGRICULTURAL' LIBRARY
". '---' : - ',- ,,' " ',". - ",':\,

The National Agricultural Library was established in 1862 as the
library of the Department of Agriculture. Although it did not re
ceive its "National" name until 1962, it has provided nationwide
services .since its inception. It serves not only the U.s. Department
of Agriculture, but also the larger public to which the Secretary is.re-
sponsive and responsible. •.

Our collections-e-approximately 1,263,000 volumes-s-constitute.the
largest agricultural.Iibrary in thiscountry.. Access to this informa
tion is provided, to all who are seriously interested in any facet of
agriculture, in a number of ways. These include:

. (1) Lending publications.
(2) Answering questions (reference services).':
(3) Providing photoreproduction. ..'. . ..
(4) Issuing specialized bibliographies and lists.

Access is also provided through several publications. The monthl:\,
publication: "The National Agricultural Library Catalog" lists all
titles added to the library collection during the previous month.
Among these titles are most of the substantive publications of the
Department and many of the State agricultural experiment stations
and commereialegriculture and related .institutions. Included"lso
are: publications constituting the final report of research performed
under grant or contract, which is supported by U.S. Dspartmentof
Agriculture funds. ,', / '

A more comprehensive index to information currently added to the
library's collection is our monthly "Bibliography of Agriculture,"
which. cites annually more than 100,000 substantive books, journal
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articles, and reports. This bibliography is widelyavallable through
the 889 depository libraries in the United States, and by purchasefrom
the Superintendent of Documents.

A specialized current-awareness publication is our biweekly "Pesti
cides Documentation Bulletin." This includes 33,000 citations
annually, with availability similar to the "Bibliography of Agricul-
ture.' -

All-other substantivepublications of the Department are also made
available through these repository libraries; .

The National Agricultural Library, the National Library of Medi
cine, and the Library of Congress constitute an informal, but recog
nized, national library system. An informal agricultural library
network, involving the National Agricultural Library and. the li
braries of the land-grant institutions and other local libraries has been
operating for many years. The services of this network are being
strengthened through more formal arrangements. .
.".. The Department supported the legislation establishing, and co-

. operates with, the Federal Clearinghouse for Scientific and Technical
Information, Department of Commerce. However, in recognition of
the vast and efficient information services of the Departments of
Agriculture and Health, Education, and Welfare, both of these
Departments. were specifically excluded from total and mandatory
participation.

1. ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES

Table 7 shows the activities which are pursued by various institu
tions in the transfer process. TheX's indicate aresponsibility which
isgoing on at present or is an obvious assignment. The questionable
areas may be clarified in time by the results of ongoing experimental
programs, by the subcommittee investigation, and by policy planning.

TABJ,E 7.~Activitie8andinstitution8 in technology t'f(zns!er
........ .. . . .

Origi~ R.&D. rnrorme- Private ~oiIt. Social
:Activity nating ag~ncy non Transfer trensrer mercial Iastt-

Iebore- sponsor, agency agency msn- business tutions
.. '. tory tenons

-------------------------
Identification and reportiiign_'c X X

~_nx---- <:«: __ nu_.n
_. ____ u __

----nun

Sereanlng andorganizationc____ x· X ___h_n __ __ nun__ n'_nu __
Stora~e•.inventory, and

? X.retnevaL.~____. __ ~ __________ X ? n_._+___•
Publication and dissemination. ? ? X X X ? ______ un

Personal counseling and
education. _~_u._ nu ________ nu ______ ---------- X X X

Application llSSistance_~~____ ~ __ ? ? X ----X---- ?
Innovation and demonstration,' X X ----------
Sales of goods, services, and

Xv.rocesses_-~ _--- __ -- _-- -- -~ _-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----·-1--- - --dX----
DIffusion andsOciaLb.enefits_~~_ X X

The. originating laboratory must take on the function of identifica
tion and reporting although the individual researcher may be aided by
specially trained "new technology" officers (see NASA system p. 122);
In the case of Federal laboratories, the agency can provide this func
tion. In industry the patent departmentmay do the job along with
their usual task of identifying inventions.

The screening of technology for application potential, and editing
and organizing descriptions into concise, uniform terminology may be

I •
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shared by the originating laboratory, the agency, or a specialized in"
formation center. Even the transfer agent can perform this function
if it hasn't been done before the information gets to him. The prepa
ration of survey reports or summaries of related technology is a part
of this activity. It is important that the language of technology
transfer documents be comprehensible to business management in
addition to Jlracticing scientists and engineers.

The establishment ofa storage and retrieval center is primarily
the duty of information and transfer agencies.. If the sponsoring
Federal department is large enough, it will probably have' such an
operation as part of its own R. & D. management proMss to use the
research results for mission support. The capability can be expanded
to serve technology transfer with little additional effort. If the tech
nology is available from several' small governmental programs" a pri
vate sector information handling system may acquire and store it for
transfer purposes. However, up to this point in the overall process;
the responsibility for the technology seems to lie with the sponsoring
agency and its R. ,& D. performers. .

Publication and, dissemination may' occur in a v"riety of' forms ••.
technical papers, progress reports, and patents from the sponsoring
and performing organizations. After the technology has been pack
aged for transfer.: dissemination is deperidenton both Federal and
private efforts. Transfer agents who are seeking to tie solutions to
problems will be the main mechanism regardless' of their actualem
ployer. Industry itself may contribute to dissemination through
licensing programs and the exploitation of technical positions.

Personal counseling, referrals, consulting, and the education oqech
nically lagging industrial firms also will be accomplished largely by
transfer agents. They may be supported by local initiative in regional
development programs, by forward looking companies who hire
technology "prospectors" to ferret out new facts and knowledge to
satisfy their needs; by university extension services with matching
Federal and State funds or by research institutes. In the case of
special fields (e.g., medicine) particular social service institutions
may become the counseling organization. .

Application assistance may require direct contact between the
originator and the innovator. That is why technology must 'carry
with it a clear record of where and by whom it has been developed.
R. & D. management should devise a way for researchers to consult
with application technologists with some equitable compensation.
Federal employees can be encouraged to do so on a basis of n,on~

interference with their primary tasks. Contractor employeesllla:y
be put in a position of consulting with a competitor who wishes to
exploit the technology originated under Government sponsorship, A
mmute misinterpretation or 'error in impersonal communication "may
render the technology useless without recourse to the research scientist
who began the development. Observers have stated that Russia
inserts unlabeled material into a centralized technical information
system (presumable to disguise its origin in spaoe-military-nuolear
weapons programs). But this technology reportedly is scorned by'
applications engineers because of the inability to check back with the
inventor.", : ,_,'," " """,': _',' " '__ " ,_',: ,:<,' .

At the application, innovation, and demonstration phase, the transi
tion from Federal to private responsibility becomes blurred and this
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is where policy guidance is most needed. Should the' Government
take technology a little further toward proof of concept than would
be warranted for the sake of the principal mlsslOn?It might be much
more economical and timesaving to do this at the end of an agency
program than to turn the half-developed work over to industry which
would have to organize and equip a development team to complete
the job. Should industry be able to step into Federal or contractor
operations to carry on technology which cannot be justified for
Government support? Should technology of broad applicability to
recognized industrial needs be sponsored by the Government if the
particular user industry is too fragmented to organize for support?

.The Department of Agriculture, through its regional utilization labora
tories, continuously develops new products and processes for farm
produce. These manufacturing methods are licensed to private
industry. The Bureau of Mines develops extractive metallurgy and
other processes related to fossil fuels and minerals with the expectation
that private firms will ultimately use the technology. Do thsee
instances constitute precedents for Federal underwriting of further
development of military/space information for civilian use? These
questionshave been answered in various ways in certain instances,
but never in the form of policy guidance.

Sales and profits are clearly the function of the private commercial
sector. On the other hand, the diffusion of successful innovations
can be accelerated by the activities of several institutions, each with
their own logic and motive.

Therefore, the principal policy questions of jurisdiction and respon
sibility are:

1. Where should individual Federal agency technology transfer
activities be merged into a single governmentwide industry con
tact function;

2. Where should Federal support of the transfer process stop
and private determination begin as to whether to use or not to use

'the technology. _
It seems unnecessary and confusing to have each R. & D. agency

proffering its technology to business. However, some would argue
that to interpose a central Federal transfer agency between originator

-and user simply cuts the efficiency down further.
The support, by the Government, of development for industrial use

necessarily involves a choice among many candidate ideas. When
these choices are made within a bureaucracy without the risk-profit
motive of the marketplace, they are likely to be less than optimum.

Throughout the entire process, policy must allow for proprietorship
and due reward for extra investment beyond the original Federal
contract requirement. At the same time the social benefits from,

'publicly funded R. & D. results must be stimulated,





X. ANALll',SIS OF AGENCY OBINIONSON. TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER

The subcommittee has surveyed the major Federal.agencies which
support R. & D. The following questions were asked:

1.. Under what statutory or' other authority. does.your department operate for
the- identification,.. collection,': organization, dissemination; .and application of
technology acquired in support of your mieeion'i. ,'" '., _ - _

2" What is your judgment with respect to the applicability and value of such
technology to: (a) your, agency; (b) other Federal agencies; and (c).the private
industrialsector? .-,", ",', -. ",- .

3. When this technology, is developed in' the course of federally funded research
ari.ddevelopmentprojects (intramural or via-grants or contracts), what policies
and procedures do you follow with respect to: (a) Identification and reporting;
(b) organization and evaluation; (c) publication and dissemination; and (d)the
'active pursuit of new applications?

4. Discuss your views of the need, desirability, and practioality of establishing a
uniform, Government-wide policy governing the use of such technology.

; 5.. What is, your .vlew of establishing, in a combined, centralized organization,
the handling. of all phases of such technology? .

6. ' What are your views, on the following suggested concepts for technology
transfer: -

(a) A: legislatively chartered , Comsat-type l}oi'pOratioIito. use private
financing for the exploitation of federally owned technology.

(b) Individual State programs; partially funded by the Federal Govern
ment," which would perform the dissemination and application activity ,
Such Btete efforts would be coupled to one, 'unified Federal collection' and
processing organization which wouldreceive new-technology from all Federal
agencies.

. The replies have been analyzed and summarized for each question.
Dr. Donald F. Hornig, Director of the Officeof Science and Technology
in the Executive Officeof the President, stressed the need for ideas and
experiments in encouraging wide application of science to growing
public and private needs. He told the subcommittee:

What evidence we have suggests that the process of technological change is quite
healthy-e-we do.not face a crlels on this score. In fact, our competitive advantage
in products incorporating. advanced technology and 00/ commanding position
with' regard to world patent rights has led maJ;lY' European countries to protest
about a growing "technology gap," I believe that further study will disclose that
our favorable international position has been established as a result of two key
factors. 'We have outstanding industrial and academic research capability which
produces new information and trains new technical manpower. .Second; we have
aggressive Industrial leadership in most sectors which is prepared to face up to the
arduous, risky task of.tnnovatron. , One might say that we have a strong research
'lp'llsl1" and au, equally strong entrepreneurial' or-market "pull,'

*' * *' -'* * * *
Finally, I would suggest that the informationtransfer task-is only one part and

perhaps a minor pant of a larger issue of technological progress. Theinformation
task, is One of more clearly identifying: user needs and finding more efflcientIong
run solutions rather than a forced' draft search for a workable short term arrange
ment.

A. FEDERAL RESEARCH ON THE TRANSFER PROCESS

Some critics of the current technology transfer programs suggest
that, more study of the process is in order before action is taken. The
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. .

subcommittee inquired of the National Science Foundation as.to what
research it had supported in this field. A substantial amount. of
empirical economic data has been correlated with technological fac
tors-. The NASA and DOCp~ograms are experimental themselves
and will be subject to interpretive study as they progress.

The agencies appear to have adequate authority to study the trans
fer process although funding may be less available than some would
desire. Dr. Leland Haworth, Director of NSF, wrote:

We are pleased to'supplY,the information requested in your letterof January 23,
1967, dealing with NSF funding of studies into the relationship of R. & D. .to
economic growth and the processes and techniques of technology transfer. ,These
are not clearly defined areas and many NSF-supported studies' and research
may touch upon them. _ __ _, _ _ _ '

For the fiscal years 1963-,-67, .the Foundation committed $890,000 for the types
of studies referred to in your inquiry. The attached exhibit llists these: projects
with names of the principal investigators, their organizations, 'and the amount and
year of initial funding. I have not included projects concerned with R. &D.
expenditures and scientific manpower although such studies may sometdmespro
vide data cited in studies of technology transfer. '

EXHIBIT l----'-STUDY.:TITLES 'CONCERNED WITHR. -&D.AND' ECONOMICGR~~1-~
.\ND THE TECHNIQUES OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER"FisCAL YEAR 1963':"'FISCAL
YEAR 1967, FUNDED BY THE NATIONAL SCIEN~EFoUNDATION ",".'

_ '.LA :study of-the impact of research,/ development, and innovation upon the
economic development and general welfare of the United States. . , -::,

Principal investigator: Profs. -Edwln Mansfield. and Norton Seeber, Carnegie
Institute of Technology. Funding total, $24,520, fiscal year 1963.

2;<Econometric .Studies of, Research and Development.
Principal investigator: Prof. Edwin Mansfield, Carnegie Institute of Tech

nology. .Funding total" $113,600, fiscal year 1Q63;
3:·An .Emplrlcal Study of. Technological Change.
Principal investigator: Prof. A. H. Conrad, Harvard University. Funding

total, $12,200, fiscalyear 1963. " : , "'" " " ',~ ".'
4.A study of the capacity of industrial firms to absorb arid apply the results of

scientific activity. (Final report' being prepared.)
Principal investigator: Dr. Sumner Myers,' -N.ationaIPlanning Association.

Funding total, $243,000, fiscal year 1963.
5.kstudyof the' process of technical innovation in American industry.
Principal investigator: Dr. Donald Sehon.r Ai-thur D: Little, 'Inc. Funding

total, $22,900, fisc~lyear 1963. ,' .. ', , ' -
6. Economic 'I'heoryof TechnologicalChange. ',' " ",' , '_'
Principal investigator: Prof. R~ E. Lucas, Carnegie Institute of Technology.

Funding total, $17,400, fiscal year 1964. ,.' c, ,', ,",' •• ,-'"

7. A study of the role ofchanging regional patterns of research and, development
and science-based technology, in influencing regional development.~exploratory

study). . .: .' ......•.... •.....••• .'. .•• .•••.•
Principal investigator: Prof. Charles Stewart, George Washington University.'

Funding total, $48,764, fiscal y~ar 1964: .' .' " ,;" ' •", " , .':: .
8,., The ,role, of research and development and research-based manufacture in

the economy of Utah, Santa Clara County, Calif., and Winston-Salem, N.C. : ,"
, Principal investigator: Prof. Charles Stewart, George Washington University,
Funding total, $55,322, fiscal year 1965.

9. 'I'echnicalDhange and Capital Output 'Relations.
Principal investigator: Prof. .M.' Gort, .' Research Foundation of the State: Uni

versityof New York. <Fundtng total, $24,400; fiscal.year1965.
10. An' Empirical Study of '-Technological Change.
Principal investigator: Prof. Murray Brown, George Washington University;

Funding total, $26,400, fiscal year 1965.
11. Econometric Investigations of Technological Change.

-- Principal .Investigator: .Prof. Zvi Griliches, University of Chicago. Funding
total;' $72,300, fiscal year 1965.

12. Investment 'Theory and Technical Progress;'
Principal investigator: Prof. R. Eisner, Northwestern University. Funding

total,' $120,000, fiscal year 1965.



13. The.Theory_of _Induced .Technleal. Change. .
Principal' investigator: Profs. M. I. Kamien and N.L. Schwartz, Carnegie

Institute of Technology. Funding total, $42,400, fiscal year 1966,
14. _Feasibility studies of development methodology for projecting the economic

andeocial implicatdone of a potential scientific -Innovutdou.
Principal fnveatlgator.; James Hacke, Stanford Research .Instdtute.. Funding

tpt!11i:_$68,1~1,_:fiscal year::1967~__ .

B. S'l'ATliTORY AUTHORiTY .FOR PROCESSING NEW TECHNOLOGY,
QUESTION 1 . .

All agencies consider the handling and processing. of scientific and
technical information as a part of authority to perform R. & D. in
support of their mission.' All agencies encourage the routine publi-.
cation of scientific papers. NASA has interpreted the Space Act to
allow the technology utilization program to theextent that it is sup"
ported by annual hudgetauthorization and appropriation. The De
partment of Commerce has broad authority to aid business and specific
responsibility for the State Technical Services Act program to transfer
technology. The AEC has interpretedits enabling act to include dis
semination of nuclear and nonnuclear technology. Other agencies
have not identified an obligation to foster additional applications out
side their routine operations, for example,the Department of Agri-
culture Extension Service. . .

Statutory references provided by the agencies are reproduced as
follows:'.

1. NATIONAL AERONAUTI()S AND SPACE .ADMINISTRATION .

The National Aeronautics and Space Act of lQ58, as. amended
establishes the policy that the aeronautical and.space activities of the
United States shall be conducted so lIS to contribute materially to * * *
the expansion of human knowledge of phenomena in the atmosphere
and space * * * the establishment of long-range studies. for the
potential benefits .to be gained from * * *·theutilizatiollof aero
nautical and space activities for peaceful and Scientific purposes
* * * and * * * the most effective utilization of the scientific and
engineering resources of the United States with close. cooperation
among all interested agencies of the United States in order to avoid
unnecessary duplication of effort, facilities and equ.ipment (72 St.at.
427). The act also provides that the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration-to carry out the purposes of this act, shall * * *
ar.range fO.r participation by. the scient.ifiC. com.munity in plannin.g
scientifi,c·measurements _and observations * .* * and * * * provide
for the widest practical and appropriate dissemination of information
concerning its activities and the results thereof (72 Stat. 429).

2. DEPARTMENT OF COMME"RCE

The Department was designated as such by the act of March 4,
1913(37 Stat. 736; 5 U.S,C. 591 (1964 ed.I). It operates under a
very broad mandate. to. foster, promote,and develop the foreign
and domestic commerce; .and the manufacturing, transportation, and
shipping industries of the United States (5 U.S.C. 596 (1964 od.j).
In-responding to this mandate, the Department is deeply concerned
with the acquisition, transfer,. and exploitation of technology.
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The National BtITeau of Standards; for example, is responsible
for maintaining a complete and consistent national system of physical
measurement and constants. The Bureau also develops standard
methods for testing materials, mechanisms, and structures (see 31
Stat. 1449., as amended; 15 U.S.C. 271-86). The technology developed
within the Bureau is disseminated through many channels. One
such channel is in the form of calibration services leading to accurate
and uniform physical measurements throughout the Nation's scien
tific community, industry, and commerce (see 15 U.S.C. 272(6)).
More generally, the NBS is responsible for the compilation and
publication of general scientific and technical data resulting from the
performance of its own functions and from other sources "when ~uch
data are of importance to scientific and manufacturing interests or
to the generalpublic, and are not available elsewhere"(see 15 U.S. C.
2{2(19.)). The Department's Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific
and Technical Information is located within the NBS. It has respon
sibility for collecting, organizing, and publicizing unclassified Govern
ment-generated technical reports to American commerce, industry,
and business. This responsibility is set forth in 15 U.S.C. 1151an4
1152 as follows: , . _

SEC. 115LThe purpose of this chapter is to make theresultsof technological
research and development more readily available to industry and business, and .to
the general public, by clarifying and defining the functions and responsibilities of
the Department of Commerce asa central clearinghouse for technical inform.t:Lti()!p.
which is useful to American industry and business. -, ." '\

SEC. 1152. The, Secretary of Commerce (hereinafter referred to as the "Seere
tary") is directed to establish and maintain within the Department of Commerce
a' clearinghouse for. the collection and dissemination of scientific, technical,' and
engineering .informa.tion, and to this end to take such steps as he may deem

..necessaryand desirable- '. <. . '" . '
(a) Tosearch for, collect, classify, coordinate, integrate, record, and catalog

such information from whatever sources, foreign and domestic, that may be
available;" .' ..' .; .... , .... .'.'; .: .;.;, ':>:,

(b) 'To,make such'. information available to Industry. and buslnesa.. to
State and local governments, to other agencies of the Federal Government,
and to .the general public, through .the preparation .of abstracts, digests;'
translations,.bibliographiesj:indexes, and microfilm and other reproductions,
for distribution either directly or by utili~atiop. of business, trade, technical,
and scientific publications and' services;

(c) To effect, within the limits of his authority as now or.hereafter deflned
by law, and with the 'consent of competent authority, the removal of reetrtc
tions on the dlssemlnation of scientific and technical date in cases-where
consideration of national security permit the release of such data for the bene- .
ftt of Inc'uetry artd l.ueinese.

The Environmental Science Services Administration (ESSA) is art
other source of scientific and technical data of interest to many indus
tries. It was established on July 13, 19.65, through consolidation of
the Coast and Geodetic Survey and the Weather Bureau (Reorganiza
tion Plan No.2 of 19.65). ESSA makes availa.ble technical data on
the state of the oceans, the state of the upper and lower atmosphere,
and the size and shape of the earth. " ' .•'

The Patent Office,in addition to administering the laws relating to
the registration of patents and trademarks, publishes and dissemi
nates patented matter, and records. the assignment of patents. .Its
scientific library and search file of U.S. and foreign patentsconstitute.
a valuable source of technological data (see 66 Stat. 79.2; 35 U.S.C.
1,..29.3, and 60 Stat. 427; 15 U.S.C.1051, as amended, for the statutes
relating to patents and trademarks, respectively).



Under title III of the.PublicWorks and Economic Development
,Act of 1965 (79 'Stat. 552; 42 U.S.C. 312), the Economic Develop
mentAdministration provides technical assistance to help distressed
areas. Such assistance may involve direct contact through the EDA
staff, or contract with expert consultants. It may also be in the form
of technical assistance III planning grants-in-aid to eligible States,
districts, and local organizations.
,TheState Technical Services Act of 1965 (79 Stat. 679; 15 U.S.C.

1351) is perhaps the most recent addition to the Department's statu-:
tory authority in the area of technology transfer. 'Under this act,
the Secretary is authorized to support State designed and adminis
tered technical services programs to place the results of science, and
technology usefully in the hands of American enterprise. Although,

.the act includes the dissemination of Government-generated science,
and technology, it is not limited to it. It provides for the States
themselves, acting through their designated agencies and participat
ing institutions, to determine their own local technological needs and
interests. This program, therefore,' focuses on the receiving end of
technology transfer, and completes the cycle from technology pro
ducer to technology consumer. The act is administered by ,the
Department's Office. of StateTechnical Services.

3; ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

Certain paragraphs contained in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954
provide the,general basis for the information activities of the Commis-
sian; ,

Section 1, "Declaration," for instance, outlines the general policy as
Ilows
Atomic energy is capable of application for peaceful as well as military purposes.

It is therefore declared to-be the policy of the United States that-e-
-(a) the development,', use, and control of atomic energy. shall be directedso as

to make the maximum contribution to the general welfare, 8ubjectat all times to
the paramount objective of making the maximum contribution to the common
defense and security j and -

.(b) the development, use,and control of atomic energy shall be directed so as
to pro!fioteworld peace,improve the general' welfare, 'increase the standard of
living, and strengthen free competition in private enterprise;

U,\deI' s~ction 3, "Purpose," we find the following statement:
It is the purpose of th,isAct, to effectuate the pclicles set forth above by provid-

ing for-e-: '. . ..... . '. '"._,' ' . . '
~b) a program for fhe dissemination of unclassified scientific and technical In

formation .andIor thecontrolv.dlaaemtnation.. and. declassification of Restricted
Data, subject to appropriate safeguards, so as to encourage ecientiflc and industrial
prrgress;* * * , . .,... .','" .., " .

This purpose is.stated a little more fully in section Id l.
Sec. 141. Policy. It-shall be the policy ofthe Commission tocoiltrol the dis

semination and declassification of Restricted Data in such a manner as' to assure
the common defense and seourlty, ,Consistent with such policy, the Commlssion
shall be guided by the following principles:

(b) the, dissemination: of scientific and technical' information relating to .atomtc
energy should be permitted and encouraged so as to provide that free interchange
of ideas, and criticis~ which is essential to scientific and industrial prjJgress,and
public understanding andto enlarge the' fund of technical information.

77.,...2170-67-"·-8
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Bureau of Mines
The Bureau of Mines fulfills its-mission-under the authority of

Public Law 179 approved May 16, 1910,which established the Bureau
of Mines in the Department-of the Interior. An amendment to: this
act, Public Law 386,approved Febntary25, 1913, sets forth this
'charter which reads in part as follows: .

SEC. 2. That it shall be the province and dutyof the Bureau of -Mineeeubjeof
to the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, toconduct inquiries and scientific
and technologic investigations concerning mining, andthe preparation, treat
ment, and utilization of mineral substances with a view to improving health con~
ditions, and increasing safety, efficiency, economic development, .andoonserving
resources through the prevention of waste in the mining, quarryingymetallurgical,
and' other mineral industries; to inquire into -thc;economicconditions affecting
these Industries: to investigate-explosives and peat; and on behalf of the Govern
ment to InvestdgateLhe mineral fuels and unfinished mineral products belonging
to; or for the use of, the United States, with a view to their most efficient mining,
preparation, treatment and use: and to disseminate information concerning these
subjects in such manner as will best carry out the purposes of this Act:

SEC. 3.T-hat the, director of said bureau shall prepare and publish; subject to
the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, under the approprlatdonemade frOm
time to time by Congress, reports of inquiries and investigations, with appropriate"
recommendations of the Bureau concerning the nature, causes, and prevention of
accidents, and the improvement of conditions; methods, and equipment; with:
special reference to health, safety, and prevention of waste in the mining, quarry

. ing, metallurgical, and other mineral Industries: the use of, explosives and elec-
tricitysafety methods ana. appliances, and rescue, and first-aid work in said. in
dustries; the causes and prevention of mine fires; and ,other subjects included
under, the provisions of this Act.

Through subsequent legislative acts, the Congress has further au
thorized tile Bureau of Mines to assist in providing, at the lowest
possible cost, supplies of mineral raw materials adequate to the needs
of the civilian economy; Over the nearly 56 yearsofits existence, the
Bureau has been given responsibility for a variety-of activities. These
are as follows: .. ..

(a)Uilder authority of Public Law 68-54.4, approved March 3, 1925~as amended
by Public Law 86-777, dated September 13, -1960, the 'Bureau produces virtually
all of the free.world's clirrentsupply of helium from natural gas. The Bureau
also is engaged with private enterprise in a: long-range helium .conservetton pro
gram to recover and store underground; for future use after 1985, about 40:,billion
cubic.feet of helium which otherwise would be lost in the natural gas 'being con-
sumedfor induatrlalendreeidential purposes. .

(b) Federal inspections and investigations at coal mines are conducted Inac
cordance with provisions of Public Law-89':":'376, approved, March26;.1966,~the
Federal Coal Mine Safety Act"as amended.; ". , '_ , ' .

(c) The responsibility for 'inspection and investigation ofmetal-and nonmetal
mines is provided in Public :Law·89-57:7, approved September 16;1966; .the-Fed-
eral Metal and Nonmetallic Mine,SafetY,Ae~. ,'" " ,', ' "'" ,','" "

(d) Research into the problems of solid waste disposal to develop new andim
proved methods for utilizing. solid mineral and metal waste materials or to dispose
oft1?:em in the most, practicable way is authorized under Public Law 89-'-272,:' .ap
proved OctoberSn, 1965"which,amends the Clean Air Act.

Office ()f Coal Research
The statutory authority under which the Office of Ooal Research

operates is Public Law 86-599 (74 Stat. 336) section l(b), section 2,
section 5, and section 6. .
Federal Water Pollution ControlAdministration

Under section 5a of the Federal Water 'Pollution Control-Aot, as
amended, the Secretary is authorized to collect and make available
through publication and other appropriate means, the results of and



Large numbers of laws resulting in federally supported programs
involving the "application:' of technology have, been enacted since
the Departmentwas established. Some examples are:

<Federal Insecticide, 'Funglcide.vand 'Rodenticide Aetas amended in 1?"59,1961,
and 1964, 7 U.S.C. 135, and others. • . , " ,,' .

National Forest Administration Act, 16 U.S.C. 47&-::478, 4797482, and 551.
Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, 16 U.S.C. 590 act for the

control and eradication. of certainanimal diseases, 21 U .8;0.114.

6. DEPARTMENT OF: THE ~lol'1'ERIOR

O:/fifJeqf Saline Water
The Office of Saline Water's basic authority for operation is con

tained in the act of July 3, 1952 (66 Stat. 328), as amended (42U.S.C.
1951 et seq.). Among other things, this act provides that the Secre
taryof the Interior shall:

SEC., 2. (g) Assemble and maintain pertinent and current scientific litera
t~e~. both _domestic ,and, foreign.iund . Issue bibliographical data with respect
theretoi'* * * - -;' -' - . - _- -- _ ,.,:

(I) foster' and participate ill regional, _national, and international conferences
relating to saline water conversion:

(j) coordinate, correlate, und .publish Information wibhu. view to 'advancing
i the development of low-cost saline water conversion projects; and
',(k) cooperate" with, other Federal departments and 'agencies; with State and

local9-epartrriept,s, *gencies~ and instrumentalities" an,d with interested persons
firms, institutions, and organizations. . '., , "

SEC. 4,(a) Research and development' activities undertaken by the Secretary
shall be coordinated or conducted jointly with the Department ot Derenec to
the.end that developments under this Act which are primarily of a civil nature
will contribute to the defense of the Nation and that developments which are
primar,ny of a military nature will, to the greatest pract~,cable'extentc,ompatiblC
with military and security requirements,be available to advance the purposes
or-tbfs Act' and to strengthen the civil economy, of the, Nation. The fullest
cooperation by and with Atomic Energy Commission, the Department, of Health,
Education, and Welfare, the Department of State, and other concerned agencies
shall also be carried out .In the interest :of achieving the objectives of this Act.

(b): }\.ll research within the United States contracted for, sponsored, cospon
sored,orauthorized under authority of this. Act, shall be provided-Iorfn such
manner that all information, uses, products, processes, patents, and other develop
mentsresulting from suchreeearch.development by Government expenditure will
(with such exceptions and limitations, if any.vaa fhe Secretary. may find, to: be
necessary in the interest of national defense) be available. to -the general public;
This-subsection shall not be so' construed' as to deprive the owner of, any .back
ground. patent ,relating thereto of, such rights as he may have thereunder' * **'.

SEC. 6.. The Secretary shall make reports, to the President and the, Congress
at the beginning of:each regular session of the action taken or instituted by him

,under the provisions. of this Act-and of prospective action during the ensuing ye,al'.

In addition, the Office of.SalineWater was giventho authority to
construct demonstration plants under the [oint. resolution of Sep
tember 2, 1958 (72 Stat. 1707), as amended (42 U.S.C., 1958 et seq.) .

.that joint resolution, the following requirement is included:
SEC. 2~,* * * , Any such operation and maintenance contract_shall provide

,.for, the compilation by the contractor of complete records with respect to, opera
tion, maintenance, and engineering, of the plant or plants specified in the contract.
The records so compiled shall be made available to the public by the Secreta;ry

,at periodic and reasonable intervals with a yiew to demonstrating the most fea
sible existing processes for desalting sea water and treating brackish water. Access
by the public, to, the demonstration .planta herein provided for ahallbe assured
during all phasesof construction and operation subject to such reasonable restrlc
tlone, as-to time and place as the Secretary of the Interior, may require or.approve.
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A.-DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The .Department of Defense's authority for the identification,
collection, organization, dissemination, and application of scientific
and technical information is derived solely from the provisions of
title 10, United States Code, defining the Department's responsibility
to perform necessary research and development in ,connection with. '
its mission. Although there exist no specific provisions within title
10 dealing with the handling of defense-generated scientifioiand
technological information, it is the policy of the Department of
Defense to pursue a vigorous and thoroughly coordinated compre
hensive technical information program, to the maxinJ.umeJl:tent
permitted by security, which provides for the.interchange of technical
information within the Department, with its contractors, with other
Federal agencies and their contractors,and with the scientific com
munity as a whole.

The Department of Defense as a member of the executive branch,
in addition to the programs initiated within the Department, is also
required to cooperate' and assist the Department of Commerce and
the National Science Foundation with their respective scientific
information activities. The Secretary of Commerce, for example, 'is.
authorized under chapter 23, title 15, United States Code, to call
upon the Department for assistance in maintaining a clearinghouse
for technical information and making such information readily availa
ble to industry and the general public. Similarly, Executive Order
10521, March 17, 1954, as amended by Executive Order 10807,
March 13,1959, requires that the head of each Federal agency engaged
in scientific research shall make certain that effective organizational

.practices exist to insure that adequate dissemination of technical
information is made.within the Federal Government, and to cooperate
with the' National Science Foundation in improving methods of
classification and reporting of such technical information and,fiIially,
to assist the Foundation in its scientific information activities under.
section 1876, title 42, United States Code.

5. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

The Organic Ac~ of May 15, 1862, R.S. section 520, (formerly
5 US.C. 511) specified "There shall be ... a Department of Agri
culture, the general design and duties of which shall be to acquire
and diffuse among the people ofthe United States useful informatioIi
on subjects connected with agriculture, iJ:l' the most general and
comprehensive sense. of the word .. ." _ " __ : _ ''',: . ,',>

The basic authority of the Department has been strerigthenedand
enlarged by many statutes, a few of which are cited here.' Major
laws amplifying research and development and extension aspects of
the Organic Act resulting in the "identification, collection, organiza
tion and dissemination" of technological information are:., ,,',.

Hatch. Act7U.S.C. 361 (Formula grants to State AgriculturalExperiment
Stations).."", .'.",',- _ _ - _ >, ,'. ! ,':: ,,' _

Research and Marketing Act, 7 U.S.C~ 427, 427i, and1292 (Production ~ arid
utilization .reaearch; :including authority for- 'research -contracts and cooperative'
marketing research). '_ _ _,' ,_ _ )

Smith-Lever Act, as amended in 1953, 7 U.S.C. 341-349 and others (Agricultural
Extension). Public Law 89-106,7 U.S.C. 4506 (Authority for research grants);
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otherjirlorma~jon .as to research, .inventions. and demonstrations
relating to the prevention and control. of water pollution. Upon
request, the Secretary may also conduct research and investigations
and may survey any special problems confronting .State, interstate,
municipality, community and industrial plants with 11 view of recom
mending 11 solution to such problems. Under section 5c, the Secre
tary, incoopemtion with other Federal, State, and local agencies
having related responsibilities, is authorized to collect and disseminate
basicdata on chemical, physical.and biological water quality and other
information insofar I1S such data, or other information relate to water
pollutioniand the prevention and control thereof. Furthermore
section 5d charges the Secretary with responsibility for developing
and demonstrating under varied conditions practicable means rof
treating municipal sewage and other waterborne wastes to. remove the
IUl1ximum' possible. amounts of physicl1l,. chemical, and biological
pollutantsin order to. restore and maintain the maximumamount of
the Nation'swater I1t a quality suitable for repeated reuse and section
6 authorizes the Secretary to make grants to-any State, municipality,
ofintermunicipal or interstate agency to achievetheabove objectives.
Section 6b of title Hofthe Clean Wl1ter Restoration Act of 1966
extends .thisgrl1ntingl1uthority to persons for research and demon
stration projects for the prevention.of pollution of waters by industry
including, but not)imiteq.to, treatment of industrial waste.

7. FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY

Statutory obligation for engaging in technological pursuit is pri
marily contained in section 312 of title III,. Public Law 85-726,
FederalAviation Act of 1958. Obligation for the collection. and dis
semination of information is contained in section 302(d) and section
311, the former for exchange between the FAA and other Government
I1lSencies and the latter for exchange between the FAAl1nd domestic
interestsand' foreigngovemments, .

8.<-,TffE_~EPA:RT'1dENT_, Ol,i' HEALT~,. EDUCATIpN, '. A~DWELFA,RE

The authority of the several operating agencies. of the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfl1re for the identification, collection,
orgl1nization,disseminatioll, and application oftechnology is discussed
below: ..

Public Health Sermce
The authority of the Public Health Service m.thisarea is derived

basically from section 301 of-the Public Health Service Act, I1S amended
(42U.S.C. 241; Reorganization Plan No. 30f 1966,31 Fed. Reg.
8855), which authorizes the Secretary to conduct and support research
relating. to the diseases and impairments of man. The Secretary is

. 'authorized to disseminate information as to such research and its
practical. application.

There are. additional provisions in the Public Health Service Act
.authorizing research, information gathering.anddissemination activi
ties ..: These provisions include section 311 of the Public Health
Service Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 243; Reorganization Plan No.
3 of 1966)., which authorizes the Secretary to.assist and cooperate
with the States in public health matters; section 315 of the Public
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Health Service Act; as amended (42 U.S.C. 247; Reorganization PlaII
No.3 of 1966) which authorizes the Secretary to disseminate informa
tion related to public health; section 214(c) of the Public Health
Service Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 215(c) ; Reorganization Plan No;
30f1966), which autho,rizes the Secretary to detail personnel of the
Service to nonprofit institutions engaged in health activities for
special studies of scientific problems and for the dissemination of infor
mation relating to public health; section 217(c) of the. Public Health
Service Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 218(c); Reorganization Plan No.
3 of 1966), which authorizes the National Advisory Mental Health
Council to collect information on studies in the field of mental health
health and, with the approval of theSecretary,to makeavailable such
information for the benefit of health and welfare a~encies, physicians
and other scientists, and for the information of the-general-public:
section 305 of the Public Health Service Act, as amended (42 U.S.C.
242c; Reorganization Plan No. 30f 1966), which authorizes the
Secretary to make national health studies and surveys.vand to make
available the results of such studies and surveys to interest.ed govern
mental or other agencies, or to the public; section 372 of the Public
Health Service Act, as amended (the National Library of Medicine
Act, 42 U.s.C. 276; Reorganization Plan No.3 of 1966), which directs
the Secretary, through the National Library of Medicine, to make
available medical and scientific materials; and sections 390-399b of
the Public Health Service Act,· as amended (the Medical Library
Assistance Act of 1965, 42 U.S.C. 280b.c2801J'-1l; Reorganization
Plan No.3 of 1966), which authorizes theSecretary (1) to make grants

.
for the improvement of m.edical libraries, including the introduction
of new technologies in medical librarianship: (2) to make grants for
research and investigations in the field. of medical library .science and
for the development of new techniquesand equipmellt for processing,
storing, retrieving, and distributing information on the health sciences;
and (3) to provide support for biomedical scientific publications and
for the preparation and publication of materials pertaining to scientific
works and developments. The several Institutes of the Nabionul
Institutes of Health and their Advisory Councils also have specific
statutory. authority to. collect and disseminate. informationi.and
materials (42U.S.C. 281:-289g).. . ... ..

In .addition to the provisions of the Public Health Service Act
referred to above, two other statutes administered by the Public
Health Service contain provisions on the collectiolland dissemillation
of information. Section 204 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act (42'
U.S.C. 3253) authorizes the Secretary to conduct and support research
and studies relating to solid waste disposal, and to collect and dis
seminate information pertaining to such research and other activities,
and requires that provisions be included in grants. and contracts to
insure that all information, uses, processes, patents, and other devel
opments resulting from activities undertaken pursuant to suchgrants
and contracts be made available to industries utilizing solid waste
disposal methods and to industries which furnish equipment used in
connection with solid waste disposal. .Section 103 of the Clean Air
Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 1857b), directs the Secretary to establish
a national research and development program for the prevention and
control of air pollution, and authorizes him to collect anddissemiriate
information on the prevention and control of air pollution.
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Office oj Education
.The basic charter ofthe Office of Education (20 UB.C. 1) provides

for the diffusion of information respecting the organization and man
agement of schools and school systems and methods of teaching. In
addition, several of the statutes administered by the Office of Educa
tioninclude provisions for the dissemination of information. The
Cooperative Research Act, as amended (20 U.S.C. 331(a)), authorizes
the Commissioner of Education to support by grants,contracts,or
jointly financed arrangements research, surveys and demonstrations
in the field of education, and the dissemination of information derived
from educational research,' Title VII~B of the National Defense
Education Act, as amended (20 U.S.C. 551), directs the Commissioner
to disseminate information concerning new educational media to
State or local educational agencies and to institutions of higher educa
tion. Section 224 of the Higher Education Act (20 U.S.C.l(j34)
authorizes. the Commissioner to disseminate informationderived from
research and demonstrations relating to libraries and the training of
library personnel. . '. ".

Several educational assistance laws outside the research field also.
require or authorize recipients. of Federal assistance to make available
to others the results of research and demonstrations. These include
section 205(a) (9) of Public Law 874, 81st Congress, as amended by
section 111 of Public Law 89-750; section 503(a) (3, 5) of the EJemen
taryand Secondary Education Act of 1965, as amended (20 U.S.C.
863(a)(3, 5)); and section 604(k) of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act 0f1965, as added by Public Law 89-750.

.Vocational Rehabilitation Admini$tration
Section 4(a) of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, as amended

(29U.S.C.34(a)), authorizes the Secretary to make grants for research
and demonstration projects, and projects for special facilities and

. servicesIn the field of vocational rehabilitation. The Secretary is
authorized by section 7(c) of the act (29U.S.C. 37(c)) directly, or by
contract, to conduct research, studies, investigations and demonstra
tions designed to promote the rehabilitation of the handicapped, and
to disseminate .information on such research and on rehabilitation
resources. Section 7(a)(3) of this act (29 U.S.C. 37(a)(3)) requires
the Secretary to disseminate information relating to vocational
rehabilitation services,' .'
Food and DrulJ Admini$tration

The Food and.Drug Administration is essentially a regulatory
agency. The research conducted by FDA is designed .to assist it in
meeting its regulatoryresponsibilities. New instruments or methods
of analysis which may be.developed from such research are publicized
through normal scientificchannels of communication. •.

.Secticn 705(b) of. the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, as
amended (21 U.S.C. 375). provides, in part, that the Secretary is not
prohibited from collecting, reporting, and illustrating theresults of the
investigations of the. Department.
Social SecurityAdmini$tration and Weljare Admini$tration

Section.1110 of the Social Security Act, as amended (42 U.s.C. 1310)
authorizes the Secretary to support by grants, contracts, or jointly
financed arrangements research or demonstration. projects in the fields
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of social security and public assistance, such as projects which relate
to the prevention. and reduction of dependency, or which will aid in
effecting coordination of planning between private and public welfare
agencies, Or which will help to improve the administration and effec
tiveness of the social security and public assistance programs.

Title 42, United States Code section 192 directs the Children's.
Bureau to investigate matters pertaining to the welfare of children
and child life, and authorizes the Chief of the Children's Bureau to
publish the results of these investigations. . .

Section 533 ofthe Social Security Act, as amended (42 U.S.C.729a)
authorizes the Secretary to support by grants, .. contracts, or jointly
finan'cedarrangements research projects relating to maternal and..
child health services or crippled children's services. . .

Section 3 ofthe Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Offenses Control
Act-of 1961, as amended (42.U.S.C. 2542) authorizes the Secretary
to make grants and contracts for demonstration and evaluationproj
eotsm the field of prevention and control of juvenile delinquency.
Section 5 of that act (42 U.S.C. 2544) authorizes the Secretary to
make studies in this field and to collect, evaluate, publish, and dis
seminate information relating to the prevention and control of juvenile
delinquency.

Adminisirationon Aging. .'.. ' . . /
Section 401 of the Older Americans Act of 1965(42 U.S.C.3031)

authorizes the Secretary to make grants and contracts for studies ~l1d
demonstration projects in the field of aging. Section 602 of that act
(42 U.S.C. 3052) authorizes the Secretary to conduct research and
demonstrations, and collect, prepare; publish, and disseminate special
educational or information materials on the aging. '. . ..•

In addition to the statutory authorities cited above, .the Public
Health Service, Vocational RehabilitetionAdministration, Welfare
Administration, and Office.ofEducation utilize foreign currencies pure
suant to the provisions of section 104(b) (3) of the Agricultural Trade
Development and Assistance Act of 1954,as amended (Public Law
89~808; 7 U.S.C. 1704(b)(3)), to conduct research and disseminate
information.. These agencies exercise this authority pursuant to
delegation from the Secretary.

C. THE ApPLICABILITY OF TECHNOLOGY TO OTHER G.OVERNMENT
PROGRAMS AND TilE PRIVATE INDUSTRIAL SECTOR, QUESTION 2

The large agencies whicheponsor research and development in
almost every field of-science and engineering agree that a substantial
potential exists for the secondary application of their technology.
This view of technology holds it to be a basic resource for further'
exploitation. It should be noted that Federalagencies do asubstan
tial amount of R. & D.' directly. for industrialuse-c-mainly inrnedi
cine, natural resources, and agricultural utilization. Therearemany
formal relationships for direct transfer (primary application) related
to agency missions, for example, National Bureau of Standards serve
ices to industry. (See also USDA, p. 90; DHEW, p. 121, and DI/
1'.117.) ....• . '.. •••.... .•... . ..• '

As missions change and new public needs arise, specific interagency
transfer arrangements are made; for example, NASA research on air-



craft skidding on wet runways has led to liaison with the Bureau of
Public Roads for application ~ highway s!,fety. ..

The agencyreplies are hesitant m placmg any quantitative value
to industry. on theresults of theirR. & D. in secondary applications.
The lack of data, the long timelag for obvious effects and the com"
plexity of industrial innovation are cited as reasons why no direct
relationship can .be stated. Selected replies on this subject (compiled.
froin reports furnished by the agencies) are presented below.

1. NATIONAL AERONAUTICS-AND SPACE AGENCY

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration conducts
research, 'development, :~Ilgineering,and evaluation in 'nearly every
scientific and engineering discipline. Therefore, much of. what is

. learned through the ageney'aprograms has immediate relevance in
.other sectors of the economy. But-more importantly-the NASA
techn.o.log.y utilization program has deliberat. ely established. mech."
anisms to communicate knowledge across disciplinary, industry, and
regional lines, so that _an .innovafion, discovery, and incremental.
advance in. knowledge in. one field can haveimmediate relevance in
another field. . '.. . '

Mission oriented agencies, especially those. whose misaions are so
broadly based and complex as those of NASA, generate a very large
amount of new knowledge. But volume of knowledge. aloneisan
insufficientbasisonwhich to determine the need.Ior special programs
to transfer this knowledge from its many points of origin to its many
more points of potential use. The size, complexity, and accessibility
of. the knowledge inventory available to an innovator establishes
limits within which he must. function: a sizable inventory allows fOl'
more combinations. and permits more approaches than does a small
one; the intelligibility and accessibility of the inventory determines
to a very important extent its utility.

There are numerous indications that new technologies being created
.. and nurtured with publicfunds, in support of public missionssuch a~

~efense, aeronautics andspace, and nuclear energy,havegreat value
IIi secondaryapplications, .•••.

Much .new knowledge has its most important real and potential
hnpact in endeavors other. than those in which it originated. A good
example is the applicability of findings in fluid dynamics research and
PUmp technology to therequirements of those concerned withIm
proymg and buffering the human cardiovascular system. Another
example is the applicability of systems analysis and systems engineer" .
ing.concepts and techniquesto urban problems. ., . .

A single innovation alsoy of course, can have relevance in amulti
plicity of secondary applications. For example, Government"
sponsored research and development has broul;>ht about a range of
manipulators and other.devices that dramatically extend human
physical capabilities.. While the devices themselves have secondary
applicability, the underlying concepts and principles have far broader.
utility-because understanding them permits the development of
analogs of the original devices for a multiplicity of purposes, such .as
improved prosthetic devices, material handling equipment, .ocean
engineering requirements, medical diagnostic tools, andjiumerous
other uses.
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Knowledge is seldom provincial. The.criticalpoint is the vital
importance of building an information bank in such a way that a-wide
range of objectivescan be defined and articulated in such a manner that
a divergence of applications can feed from the same bit of information.
Just as a given dollar from a conventional bank can be used for such
diverse purposes as canals and cattle, soa given bit of knowledge, in
combination with other bits of knowledgevhas a large number of
potential uses. • ..... .' .

Technology, then, it seems, should be considered as a basic resource
and policies to determine the means of its transferability should recog-
nize Its ubiquitous nature. . . . ....

In a society structure that encourages increased specialization; tra
ditional means of communicating no longer suffice. Whennew
knowledge was generated in smaller amounts and fewer fields,' the
professioal journal provided an admirable means of communicating
new knowledge. And when our industrial structure was less complex
the trade magazine provided a channel for communication of compre
hensive information within an industry. But specialization within
disc.ipliIies .and fragmentation of manufacturing activities have splin
tered those communication timbers. Where once one publication
could cover a broad field, today 50.or more publications report on BRe"
cific segments .of that field. Not only has It become increasingly diffi
cult to communicate across industry and disciplinary lines-it has
become extremely difficult to communicate between fields of special
ization within a single industry or discipline. And it is across such
lines that new knowledge must flow if its optimum utilityis to be .
obtained. ......

. The applicability an4 value of.NASA-generated technology-e-when
VIewed III the abov~ light as bits of knowledge-to other Federal
agencies and to the private sector has been demonstrated. Attach"
ments Band C provide a few case examples of the use of NASAc
derived technology for other purposes. . . . . , •

Another indication of relevance is the fact that more than 250 com
panies are now paying annual membership fees .at the NASA-sponsored
regional dissemination centers. This represent" a substantial increas~
from the fewer than 100 companies paying membership fees 1 year
ago. .Further, experience to date suggests these companies-which
range greatly in product lines, market orientations, sizes, and regions
have found NASAimormation relevant to their requirements be~a:use

renewalrates have been exceeding 90Parcent,and many companies
have renewed their memberships for higher ra~es of service thanasked
for in their initial year of membership. . '. . . . .

In cooperative programs with the <;)fficeof. Law Enforcement
Assistance (Justice Department) and Vocational Rehabilitation ,Ad
ministration (HEW), NASA technology is proving relevant to the
missions of these agencies. ...••. ..... . .. ' . .:

AIIother indication of relevance to industry requirements is the
fact that NASA Tech .Briefs are now generating industrial inquiries
at a rate of approximately 1,000 inquiries per month. . .

A further indication is that trade.iteohnical,' business, and profes
sional magazine editors-whomust be attuned to industry's knowledge
requirements-c-are presenting NASA innovations to their audiences
at a record rate.
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With respect to thevalue of such technology, we think that it is
indispensable.. Essentially. all new methods of determining standards,
and many of the new instruments and techniquesfor weather observa
t.ion.. and prediction, or for' pre.cision. geodetic surveying are ·generated
within our organization. Even though We obtain .instruments and
scientific and technical concepts from many outside sources, we still
mustdevelop many to accomplish our missions effectively.
The value of DOG technology to other agencies

Other Federal agencies depend upon NBS for essentially all of
the technology of standardization. The services of NBS in this and
other areas of competence are so valued by other agencies that they
provide approximately one-half of its total operating funds.

Under Public Law 89~306, NBS has a central Federal responsibility
to provide technical advice to all Federal users of automatic data
processing systems. '

With respect to, the technology developed in ESSA, it appears
that our primary transfer to other agencies is to their related programs
in the observation and prediction of the atmosphere and the ocean,
and in the earth sciences and surveying. We do not have a quanti
tative measure of the magnitude of this transfer, but we know of
many specific instances, and we believe it is very substantial.
Thetalau: oIDOGtechnol~gy to industry '"

The private industrial sectorrelies heavily on NBS for standards
and standards technology. Much of this transfer is accomplished
through the Bureau's three-section Journal of Research and eight
different series of nonperiodical publications, for which there .are 3,000
to 6,000 subscribers, depending on the item, mostly from industry.
Also,.much of this is transferred by visits and personal contact. In:
particular.there are at the present time over 50 industrialassociates
from 21 different industrial organizations working at the Bureau on
'Projects of mutual interest between the Bureau and industry.
"In addition, the Bureau has a program of making available to

industry many types of standard reference materials. Approxi
mately 72,000 samples of such materinlswere purchased from the
BiJreauduringthe past year. . .

The NBS estimates that 5. percent of its professional effort is
spent-inconsulting services to both industry and other Government
agencIes; , " . " ,.' ' ,_

The NBS also operates. the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific
and Technical-Information, to be discussed later.
"., Theaotivitiss of ESSA are .uniquein that there is very little related
activity in the private sector of theR. & D. or developmental type,
and to our knowledge, there has been. little technology transfer in
.the form of instruments, methods, and equipment.i but the technical
data produced by ESSA)1as wide application in the private sector.

3. THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Department of Defense research and development is undertaken on
the basis that such effort .is required to support the Defense mission.
It isanticipated t)1atthe lienefits obtained from technology derived in
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the performance of DOD research and development will exceed the
cost when evaluated in relation to the Defense mission. To obtain
a better understanding of the DOD research and development process, •
we have an on-going study to determine and analyze the develop
menthistoryof selected, recently developed military systems. and
devices.' Based on the limited number ' of cases studied to date we
have strong indications that Over 90' percent of the technological
contributions to systems under development stem from Defense
funded research and development. . We also find that science and
technology funds deliberately invested and managed for. defense-pur
poses, though not necessarily for a specific end item, have been about
one order of magnitude more efficient in producing useful contributions
than the same amount of funds invested without specific concern for
defense needs. Thus, we see that although technology "spinoff" into
defense weapon systems from nondefense sectors exists, it is very
small, and it is quite inadequate to produce the number of innovations
needed to produce large increases III effectiveness of defense weapon
systems..

The initial conclusions Of this study (Project HINDSIGHT)
support our belief that a Department of Defenseinvestmentin de
fense related science and technology has a large, though not necessarily
immediate, paypff.. . "" " ',' ..

The nature of the Department of Defense's mission requires engage
ment in almost every scientific and technical area. Thus, we fre
quently can expect to engage in technological areas which are of in
terestto other Federal agencies. To assure that scientific and tech
nical information resulting from DOD sponsored research and
development is available to other Federal agencies, it is the policy of
the Department of Defense to provide technical reports without
charge to other Federal agencies and their contractors, subcontractors
and grantees. In addition to the dissemination of technical reports,
DOD makes available services ofits 22 information analysis centers.

It is our judgment that some portion. of the DOD developed tech
nology is applicable and has value to other Federal agencies. As. all
indication of this value, 526 Government organizations outside of the
Department of Defense are currently registered to receive Department
of Defense technical reports-on secondary distribution.

In assessing the worth of spinoff to industry,we recognize that the
increasing degree of sophistication of defense technology has led to an
increasing divergence between this technology and civilian technology.
Thus, tangible spinoff; that is, the direct application of defense-de
veloped-systems and devices to the private sector, has become of
less importance. Correspondingly,intangiblespiIloff,that is, the
transfer of ·scientific· and technological information to commercial
use, has become more important than tangible spinoff. Intangible
spinoff is at best difficult to identify in the more obvious cases and is
impossible to identify in total. Therefore, while we recognize that
defense generated technology has some applicability and value to
the private industrial sector, we cannot quantitatively ascertain the
value.

In order to facilitate, the application of defense developed tochnol
ogy to the private industrial sector, it is the policy of the Department
of Defense to make technical information resulting from its research
and development program readily available within limitations im-
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posed by security. This is accomplished by encouraging .the pre
sentation of scientific results in the technical literature and providing
unclassified technical reports to the Clearinghouse for Scientific
and Technical Information within the Department of Commerce

.w4erce it.is made readily available to the public.

1. "THE ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

The many and varied activities described in responding to question
3 have resulted in a considerable transfer of technology within the

. AEC, to other agencies and their contractors, and .to universities and
colleges, industry, and the general public; The transfers which are

, best known, understandably, are those that represent major, readily
identifiable, discreet items such as clean rooms, civilian power reactors,
uses of isotopes, nuclear energy for the desalination of water, zonal .
liquid centrifuges,or improved water purification processes. While
these major items are important, of equal importance are the numer
ous, incrementeljechnological advances which,in total, can be and
have' been of substantial benefit to our industrial progress and eco
nomicgrowth, A substantial body of such technology exists within
the AEC family. Our 'ongoing program is planned to identify the

:.exi~ting tec~no~0!fY and to make it available to allinterested organi-
zatione and mdiYlduals.. .

While.we are convinced that a substantialportion of this tec.hnolo.gy.
"(Ill be useful to industry, it is difficult to determine how valuable a
tec!:mol()gy transfer pr?gra~ .is to industry. Some of tile factor~
which make an evaluation difficult are: ... .

1. The problem of obtaining useful data to determine which
technology was transferred and how extensively it is being used.
, .2. The necessity to use a multifaceted approach since no single
transfer mechanism has proven to be the most. effective. This
situation probably exists because each industry uses a certain
set of mechanisms and the set used varies from industry .to

industry.. ... ..• \' . ..•
3. The .technology transfer process is very complex and not

fully understood. Additional study is required to determine
whether a Government-sponsored program is effective, what is
the cost to the Government and to industry, and what are the
resulting benefits. to society. ..... '

The success achieved in. transferring knowledge in. the agricultural
field lends credence to the concept that technology can be transferred
in the industrial field. However, it may be necessary to sustain "
technology transfer program for some years before a meaningful
evaluation of its worth can be made -.

5. ,THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTUR:E

T4e Department of Agriculture shares numerous areas of responsi
bility with other departments and agencies of the Federal Govern
ment, particularly as related to the development, conservation, and
use of natural resourcesrthe protection of our environment, and the
relation of the Nation's food supply to the health and well-being of
the population.. This. Department benefits from the knowledge de
veloped through research' in many other Federal laboratories. The
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technology developed in this Department finds wide applications in
other agencies of the Government. Some examples are:

USDA-developed fechnology
Nature OIhir Federal·user-'

Techniques for removing radioactive materials from soils AEC.
orminimizing their effects;

Improved aerial chemical application techniques .,__,_ FAA.
Flame resistant cotton fabricsh,.. ~.;.;.--..-..,_--~-- DOD.
Synthesis of dextran as a blood volume extender__ ,. ,,- __ DOD.
Penicillin culture techniCJ.ues_:-:- __ .,. :-__..:-:- ____________ DOD~·

Improved packaging methods and materials ',', ,,:_.,. __ GSA and others.
New, improved,and more economical house construction HUD.

methods and.materlale.
Materials and techniques for revegeteting roadside cuts__ BPR.
Definition of mini~um nutritional requiremeritsand HEW.

development oflow-incomediets.-
Strip mine restoration methode.; ; _'- __,- .. '- _,_':: _:.: c.,,:' BM.
Microclimatic data for environmental data analyses ESSA.
,Hydrol~gic data from experimental watersheds ~..: ____ GS;
Techniques for maintaining and improving wildlife habi- FWS.

tats. . ,.
New and improved methodsforchemicalanalYses_.., _..,_ '-_ FDA,PHS,.
Techniques .rormjnimlslng or controlling environmental 'PHS.

or blolcglcal ~actorsaffe,ctinghuman health.
Improved range management techniques., _____ __ __ BR,' BLM.
Gelleralagriculturalpr~ctices_~ ,_ " " ',: "',' ,AID.
. The joint planning of research is constantly being enhancedthrough
increasing use of interagency planning committees, the science infor
mation exchange, and many other procedures for effective coordina-
tion. of effort among agencies. .. ..,'

The advancedagriculture that enables us to have ample food and
fiber of good quality as a part of the world's highest standard of living
is "n outstanding example of the application of technology. It has
been estimated that to have produced our 1963 farm output by the
technologyof 1940 would have required inputs valued at $17 billion
more than were actually reqnired.. .. • . .

In addition to its historic association with farmers, the publicly
supported agricultural research agencies, including both· the U.S.
Department of Agriculture and the State Agricultural Experiment
Stations, have long enjoyed a close working relationship with the
agribusiness and corporate sector of private industry. Many ex
amples can be cited of working relationships and even sharing of
scientists and research facilities among public and private research
and development organizations. This has been accomplished with
out in anyway impairing the integrity of the public institutions. I,n
most areas industry has been qnick to seize on the new principles and
processes resulting from public research. For example, it has been
estimated that 109 commercialized achievements valued at more than
$6,360 million have been adopted as the result of about $308,800,000
expended over time for research and development to foster the utiliza- '
tion of agricultural products.. .., . ... .' •.

Where applicable, public service patents have preserved the findings
of public research for the benefit of all without danger of monopoly or
favoritism in the private sector. The general public has been the
general benefactor of effective relationships between this Department
and the private sector. It is significant to note that industry provided
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some 55 percent of the estimated $850 million expended for agricultural
research .and development in: fiscal-year. 1965.

6. THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

The technology resulting from Office of CoalResearch research
contracts is, we believe, valuable and implemental to this Department
with its broad responsibilities for natural resources: Much of the
research being done will prove valuable to other Federal agencies in
seeking to obtain solutions to such problems as air and water pollution,
and greater economics in fuel.combustion techniques with consequent
savings,expand byproduct use, etc. . .

TheFederal Water Pollution Control Administration research and
development effort has, as a primary objective, the development of
technology which will solve indentifiable water pollution problems.
Accordingly, there is full applicability. For example, a plant.for the
effective treatment of the water of Lake Tahoe, Calif., was designed and
constructed on the basis of-information generated under the advanced
waste treatment .program of this administration. By utilizing the
advanced techniques of activated.carbonadsorptionand coagulation,
the treatment plant is now able..to provide the high qualityefHuent
required to assure the preservation of Lake Tahoe as a scenic wonder.
'As a second example, .the reclamationof sewage for use intworecrea
tional lakes by the Santee County Water District of California, may
be. cited.. .Simil",r.atteml'ts at waste-water reuse are now underway
in Tucson, Ariz. and-elsewhere. . ...•.. . . .. >.

Within the concept of "technology transfer" which has been defined
inthe report of the National Commission of Technology,Automation,
and .Economic Progress, Volume 1, February 1966, page 104, .as
"using new technology for purposes other than the specific ones for
which it was developed", it is our judgment that thefechnology
derived by the Bonneville Power Administration in the development

. of high voltage and extra high voltage transmission systems using
bq.th.ACand DC transmission with primary generation of hydro
sources and the development' of steam and .nuclear generation is of

.greatvalue not only to the BonnevillePower Administration but to
other Federal agencies such as the Tennessee Valley Authority, the
Bureau of Reclamation, the Federal Power Commission, as well as
to.otherpublic and private industrial sectorsengaged ill generation
and.transmission of eleotricalenergy. ... : '.' .

. .' .(a) The technology developed III support of the.Office of Saline
Water's mission (i.e., to develop practicable, low-cost means for the
large-scale production of water. of a quality suitable for municipal,
industrial, agricultural, and other beneficial consumptive uses from
saline water) is directly applicable to the OSW mission and is of direct
value in reaching the goals established for the program. It is through
the development of new technology that the. Office of Saline Water
hopes to achieve its goal of low-cost desalted water for the various
parts of the country and the world.

(b) The technology is also applicable and of value to the pro
grams of several other Federal agencies as well as many State and
local organizations. To mention only a few of the many Federal
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agencies that are. deeply interested in the technology developed under
our program, the followinwagencies are listed:, </

Federal Water Pollution Control Administration.
Bureau of Mines;
Bureau of Reclamation. ~

Office of Water Resources Research.
U.S. Geological Survey.
Atomic Energy Commission:
National Bureau of Standards.
Corps ofEngineers.
U.s. Navy Bureau of Yards and Docks.

In addition, we have had many discussions With Statcand.Iccal
organizations 'On common water problems in an attempt to 'determine
whether theappli,cation of current desalting technology to their specific
~~ter problems was feasible. ..' . , . ... '•.

(c) Regarding the private sector, it is the Office of Saline Water's
mission to foster and promote the development of technology in the
desalting field to the point' where private industry can 'take the
processes and technical data developed and then use their skills and
talents to continue the refinement and development of these processes
for the production of low-cost desalted water on a large scale.. Thisis
being accomplished by having the private sector (universities, non
profit institutions and private industry) participate in the conduct of
the research and development work througho.ur. contract and grant
pro~am! as well as disseminate the results of ,these· scie'.'tificand
engmeermg efforts conducted under the OSWProgram to all mterested
and concerned,parties. . .

(a) The value to the Department of the Interior of the technology
and investigations performed by the Bureau of Mines is as follows,:, .'

(1) P,rovides,tiID:eiy and authorttative tecilDi~al. econom~c advice reqyirec.l.b'y,
the.Department and-other 'Bureaus of the Department for 'analyzing and evalu
ating domestic and foreign mineral resources problems, in proposing new leglelatlon
Or, amendments to: existing laws" and in mektngrulee. relating to 'mineral .and
mineral fuel matters, and health and safety ill the minerals Induatry. . '" ','

(2) Provides basic information on statistics 'and the. mineral and~.iner3,l.
- fuel-resource base With appropriate analyses and interpretation. .....:

(3) .' Keepe theDepertment and other Bureaus in t.h'e Department.apprised .. of.
technological, scientific .and. research activities and accomplishments .. In .."the
Federatall:d private sector.. '. > ••. ,.. ,. •. . . '.," .'. .',.'

(4) Provides high-level technical, scientifi.c,en'gineer.ing and economic al:).alysis
skills in -the minerals and chemical engineering' fields which are uvallebletoand
utili~ed by .the Assistant Becretery-c-Mineral Resources Indlachargtng.hlsdutiee
with respect to the development and uttltaatlonof minerals and fuels, including
defense minerals activities.

. (b) The information and technology described in items (1) and(2)
of part (a) above are also provided to other Federal agencies ina
timely and authoritative manner .throughthe medium of interagency
reports, consultative services, cooperative studies, and through pub
lished reports and information. ' ... ..•.. . .•

(c) The Bureau'scontributions to the private industrial.sector.are
as follows: . ..,' .. '" .. ".

Although the private industrial sector of the minerals industry has,
in the past, benefited appreciably from Bureau of Mines research and
development, and can be expected to continue to do. so in the future,
the advancement of industrial interests is an incidental effect rather
thanthe primary objective of Bureau programs. . ..




